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Awarding Certificate to Mr. Wenqing Hou

President’s Message 2021

It is my great pleasure and honor to write this message, my last message as ICS
President. Six years ago, I was elected as ICS President, the first elected President from
Asia as well as from a non-English speaking country. I was rather excited to be elected
as President but also felt that I was facing a big challenge and pressure to take over
the duty of the presidency. During the past six years, I experienced a lot, learned a lot
and spent a lot of my time in the Camellia world. I have met a lot of people and there
were lots of things for me to appreciate. I don’t know if I should say I was very lucky or
very unlucky during my presidency. The unlucky experience to me was Covid-19 which
we were confronted with from all over the world. The pandemic actually still influences
our normal life. My luck was that I was strongly supported by most of our ICS members
especially the support from the Immediate Past President, Vice-presidents, all Directors
and Officers. I couldn’t perform my duties as president without their support. My deepest
appreciations to all those who helped and supported me during the past six years!
Because of Covid-19, we lost many opportunities to meet each other, to share the beauty
of our common beloved camellias and to exchange our expertise about camellias in the
last two years. However, the successfully held 2016 Dali Congress in China and the 2018
Nantes Congress in France gave us chances for exchanges and left us unforgettable
impressions. My sincere thanks to all those people who made their great contributions to
the success of these congresses!
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For the successful hosting of the Goto congress, Goto City and our camellia friends
in Japan spent many years on preparations. The cancellation of the Goto congress
brought many difficulties as well as big economic losses to Goto City and the Organizing
Committee. I would like to express our sincere thanks to the Organizing Committee
of the Congress, to the municipal government, to the people of Goto City and to our
Japanese camellia friends for all their efforts and contributions!
Also because of Covid-19, our planned 2022 congress in Verbania, Lake Maggiore, Italy
had to be postponed to March 2023.
The delay of the congress caused some difficulties to our hosts in Italy. But I am sure our
Italian friends will make the congress a success too.
The election for the President and Vice-presidents for the term of 2022-2024 has been
successfully accomplished. My warm congratulations to all elected, President and
Vice-presidents! I hope the new election will bring a new look, new progress and new
prosperity to our society!
I hope all people in the whole world will get back to normal life soon and our camellias
will bloom as bright and beautiful as usual. May all of our camellia friends be happy and
enjoy good health!

Guan Kaiyun
Prof., Dr. ICS President

Prof. Guan Kaiyun in front of a full blooming Camellia tree in
Tengchong, Yunnan
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Web Manager’s Report 2021

Prof. Gianmario Motta


The current ICS website https://internationalcamellia.org started on January 2017,
based on the template approved by Directors at the 2016 ICS Conference in Dali
(Yunnan, China). From 2018, the website is accessible from mobile phones. In March
2021 the Camellia Web Register, born as a section of the ICS website, was moved to
and consolidated into the ICR (International Camellia Register). ICR, which collects
many thousands of pictures and drawings, is managed by our Camellia Registrar,
Professor Z. Wang. ICR can be directly retrieved at https://camellia.iflora.cn or from the
button “Camellia Register” in the home page of the ICS website. As it should be in an
international society, it is accessible in multiple languages – English, Japanese, Chinese.
The clicks on the ICS website from November 2020 to October 2021 were 54,828 (52.719
in 2020), with a peak in February, differently from the previous years, where the peak
was in April. Nevertheless, the access by geography did not change, with 21,513 clicks
from the USA, 12,318 from the UK, 6,964 from Australia, 1,835 from New Zealand, and
1,105 from Italy. Conversely, from China and Japan, clicks are really few, thus reflecting
language barriers. I do think that the next web-site should be multilanguage, as the ICR
already is.
Last not least, since I have been elected President for 2022-24, I will propose a new Web
Manager who can renovate and implement a multilanguage Website.

Otomo Haydon Research Fund – 2021

A request was received in late November from Dr. Takayuki Tanaka for a research
grant for his continued study of wild species of C.sasanqua, the relationships between
C.sasanqua and C.miyagii, and also, the origin of C.hiemalis.
It was still in the approval process at the closing date of the Journal and will be discussed
in more detail in the next Journal.
Herb Short, Chairman, Advisory Board
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Editor’s Report


Frieda Delvaux

Another unusual year has passed, though looking at this new edition of the Journal, the
inspiration for writing articles, was certainly not less.
Unfortunately, travel reports remain limited for reasons we all know, but since many of us
have been vaccinated and several countries are releasing most restrictions, step by step,
we can finally start making new travel plans.
What this Journal is concerned, there are again some New Publications and in several
articles, we can also pick up a bit of Camellia history. For all other interesting articles, I
would like to refer to the table of contents.
In his message, Prof. Guan Kaiyun already talked about the elections for ICS Officers and
ICS Regional Officers. In this Journal you will find the updated information, valid for the
term 2022-2024.
As you already have noticed, the hardcopy of the Journal has not disappeared and the
printed editions will continue. For those who prefer to search the Archive on our ICS
website, the PDF of this Journal will also be uploaded, for consultation at any time and at
your convenience.
I’m closing this note with many thanks to everybody who provided the published
Camellia stories and information, resulting again in a well filled booklet.
I also would like to thank the Team of Translators who worked hard and fast to get
all messages translated in time and let’s not forget our graphic designer, Pieter, who
succeeded once more to bring all contents in the right format and in the right place.
Special thanks as well go to our advertisers, for supporting our International Camellia
Society.
Enjoy reading, wishing you all the best and maybe we will meet again soon.
In the meantime, please keep sending your camellia adventures, stories and pictures.
Thank you.
Frieda
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International Camellia Register
The recent progress of International Camellia Register

Wang Zhonglang1*, Shen Yunguang1, Wang Yanan2 and Wang Xinrui1
Kunming Institute of Botany, CAS
Kunming Institute of Zoology, CAS

1
2


* contact e-mail : icr@mail.kib.ac.cn
In May 2019, the online database of
International Camellia Register (DICR) was
officially opened. (https://camellia.iflora.cn).
This is a comprehensive database of
world-wide camellia names which had
been summarized from the year 1253 to
2021, including all the names of camellia
cultivars that appeared in books and
journals, as well as new registrations from
recent years (Wang Y.N. et al. 2021). The
database Users can search the name of
camellia varieties in different languages
including English, Chinese and Japanese.
Those names have been reviewed by
an international team (https://camellia.
iflora.cn/Home/Team) in the DICR online
working platform. The Ornamental, Tea
and Oil description information in different
languages including English, Chinese and
Japanese was also collected. We treated
all cultivar names to comply with the
rules in ICNCP. Till 8 Oct. 2021, totally
48756 names were published or released
by different countries in the world. This
included 24361 accepted cultivar names
and 24395 other names (synonyms
etc.), excluding 3,944 names which were
believed extinct or no longer identifiable
names, so there are 20417 cultivar names
10

still used. Every cultivar had its scientific
name, but so far, only 4293 cultivars had
their Chinese names and 3048 cultivars
had their Japanese names. All of them
had English descriptions, while 4280
had Chinese descriptions and 3040 had
Japanese descriptions. The DICR now has
49542 photos, greatly increased from
11200 photos in May 2019.
Besides the above updates in cultivar
numbers, descriptions and photos, the
website of the International Camellia
Register has some important progress
since it was officially opened to the public
in 2019. Here I would like to summarize the
progress as follows:
1. Two more fields (Country and Year)
were added to the Database
Many users hope to know the information
about a cultivar from which country or
from which year. Now we add two fields
to record country and year respectively,
and all cultivars in the database had been
updated with these two fields as well. To
view country, please visit: https://camellia.
iflora.cn/Cutivars/Country , you can click
a country name, then you can know the
detail and number of cultivars by that

showed “Not Secure” (Fig.1), but now
you will find the “Not Secure” message
had disappeared on your browser, but
displayed with a padlock to show our
website is secure (Fig.2), as we had
upgraded our website already from http to
https. If you input http://camellia.iflora.cn/,
2. The website of ICR is much safer and
so far, the browser will automatically jump
secure, upgraded from HTTP to HTTPS
to https://camellia.iflora.cn/ . If you would
jump
https. If you
input
http://camellia.iflora.cn/,
soto
far,
the browser
automatically
In recent
days,
if you visited the website
like
remember
the linkwill
in your
browser,
to https://camellia.iflora.cn/
If you you
would like
torecord
remember
the HTTPS.
link in your browser,
of the International Camellia. Register,
please
the one with
would the
find that
your browser
please record
oneformerly
with HTTPS.
country. To view year, please visit: https://
camellia.iflora.cn/Cutivars/Year . You can
combine to search Country and Year at
this page. For example, you can search
United States and 2021, then you will see
all new cultivars from the USA this year.

Fig. 1 Formerly showed "Not secure" on the browser with exclamation point in triangle
Fig. 1 Formerly showed “Not secure” on the browser with exclamation point in triangle

Fig. 2Fig.
Now
the
is disappeared
but
withitais secure
padlock to show it is secure
2 Now
themessage
message “Not"Not
secure”secure"
is disappeared
but with a padlock
to show

Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) is an extension of the Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP). It is used for secure communication over a computer network, and is
widely used on the Internet. In HTTPS, the communication protocol is encrypted using
Transport Layer Security (TLS) or, formerly, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). The protocol is
therefore also referred to as HTTP over TLS, or HTTP over SSL.
3. The QR Code use for Camellia labels in nurseries, gardens and parks
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In the cultivar detail page, every cultivar has its own QR code which can be downloaded

2 Now the message "Not secure" is disappeared but with a padlock to show it is secure

ext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) is an extension of the Hypertext Tran
Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure
3. The QR Code use for Camellia labels in
ol (HTTP).
It is used for secure communication
over a computer network, an
(HTTPS) is an extension of the Hypertext
nurseries, gardens and parks
Transfer
(HTTP).
is used for the communication
In the cultivar detail page,
every cultivar
used on
the Protocol
Internet.
InItHTTPS,
protocol
is encrypted u
secure communication over a computer
has its own QR code which can be
ort Layer
Security (TLS) or, formerly, Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL). The protoc
network, and is widely used on the
downloaded very easily. This QR code
Internet. In HTTPS,
communication
be used
in labels
(as shown in red
re also referred
to asthe
HTTP
over TLS, orcould
HTTP
over
SSL.
protocol is encrypted using Transport
arrow in the following screenshot of the
QR Code
use for Camellia labels in nurseries,
gardens and parks
Layer Security (TLS) or, formerly, Secure
page (Fig.3).
(SSL).every
The protocol
is
ultivar Sockets
detailLayer
page,
cultivar
has its own QR code which can be downloa
therefore also referred to as HTTP over
sily. This
QR code could be used in labels (as shown in red arrow in the follow
TLS, or HTTP over SSL.
hot of the page（Fig.3）.

3 The screen
shotshot
ofofthe
page
of ‘Masayoshi’
to show
Fig. 3 The screen
the page
of ‘Masayoshi’
to show the QR code download
icon the QR code download icon

click the [download QR code] icon

, then this cultivar's QR code wil

atically downloaded to your computer with the cultivar's name. If you are intere
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ge of ‘Masayoshi’ to show the QR code download icon
Please click the [download QR code]

let me know, it is free of charge. So far,
there are many camellia nurseries, gardens
, then
cultivar’s QR
QR code
code] icon
,icon
then
thisthis
cultivar's
code will be
or parks where they begin to use the QR
will be automatically downloaded to your
use thiswith
QR
code,
please
let me
know,
it is free
of charge. So far, there are many came
rocomputer
the
cultivar's
name.
If you
are interested
code generated by the database (Fig.4).
computer with the cultivar’s name. If you

nurseries, gardens
or to
parks
where
they
begin to use the QR code generated by the datab
are interested
use this
QR code,
please
Fig.4).

Fig. 4 An example label in Kunming Botanical Garden

Fig. 4 An example label in Kunming Botanical Garden

4. All Japanese
descriptions
and and
photos
book
Tsubaki-Sasanqua
Meik
4. All Japanese
descriptions
photosin the
book.
AfterNippon
several months’
hard working,
the bookto
Nippon
Tsubaki-Sasanqua
all Japanese descriptions in the book
1998) wereinadded
the Register
Meikan (1998) were added to the Register were checked one by one and added to
apanese Camellia Society had ever edited an important book in 1998 called Nip
Japanese Camellia Society had ever
the Register already. All color photos
Tsubaki-Sasanqua
(Fig.5)
by the
Seibundō
edited anMeikan
important
book inpublished
1998
hadpress
been uploaded
to theShinkōsha
Register as with 359 pa
Nippon Tsubaki-Sasanqua
well (http://camellia.iflora.cn/Photos/
otally. Thiscalled
a comprehensive
color Meikan
picture book
of camellia and sasanqua that still ex
(Fig.5) published by the press Seibundō
Album/03270a26-f2cc-4ec1-8052n Japan inShinkōsha
1998, including
2200 cultivars of Camellia
japonica and 200 cultivars of Cam
with 359 pages totally. This
d24922ca04c0). This is a big challenge
sasanqua, for
a total of 2400
because there were some big problems
a comprehensive
colorcultivars.
picture book of
camellia
and sasanqua
that still camellia
exists in
in theAfter
book: actually,
different
cultivars
This is a very
important
Japanese
book.
several
months'
hard working
but share identical cultivar name (re-use
Japan in 1998, including 2200 cultivars
apanese descriptions
in the
were checked
by So
one
name one
problem).
far, and
we hadadded
checkedto
six the Regi
of Camellia japonica
and book
200 cultivars
of Camellia
sasanqua,
for a total
of 2400been Japanese
Camellia to
Booksthe
alreadyRegister
in recent
already. All
color
photos
had
uploaded
as w
cultivars.
years.
http://camellia.iflora.cn/Photos/Album/03270a26-f2cc-4ec1-8052-d24922ca04c0).
This is a very important Japanese camellia
This is a big challenge because there were some big problems in the book: actua
different cultivars but share identical cultivar name (re-use name problem). So far,13we

Fig. 5 The book’s
ofcover
Nippon
Tsubaki-Sasanqua
Meikan (1998)
Fig. 5cover
The book’s
of Nippon
Tsubaki-Sasanqua
Meikan (1998)

1163 precious images hand-painted in the 1800s were included in the Register
Figimages
. 5 The book’s
cover
ofinNippon
Tsubaki-Sasanqua
Meikan
(1998)
1163 precious
hand-painted
Society,
Marcofficial
De
hanks to5.Prof.
Gianmario
Motta
from
Italy,International
the WebCamellia
Manager
ofandthe
site of
the 1800s were included in the Register
Coninck from Belgium and some others,1163
ternational Camellia Society, and Marc De Coninck from Belgium and some others,1163
Thanks
Prof. Gianmario
from Italy, in theprecious
images
painted in
in the
were
5. 1163 to
precious
imagesMotta
hand-painted
1800s were
included
the1800s
Register
recious images
painted
in
the
1800s
were
included
in
the
Register
(Table
1).
the
Web
Manager
of
the
official
site
of
included
in
the
Register
(Table
1).
Thanks to Prof. Gianmario Motta from Italy, the Web Manager of the official site of
International Camellia Society, and Marc De Coninck from Belgium and some others,1163
precious images painted in the 1800s were included in the Register (Table 1).

Table 1 The list of painted images in 1800s in Europe

ble 1list
Theoflistpainted
of painted
imagesin
in 1800s
1800s ininEurope
Table 1TaThe
images
Europe
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If you want to see the painted images as well as any other photos, you can search in the

If you want to see the painted images as
well as any other photos, you can search
in the Photos page. For example, if you
want to know all images by Berlese,
then you can put Berlese as a keyword
to search, the results will be displayed
like in the link: http://camellia.iflora.cn/
Photos/FiSearch?q=Berlese. You can use

Baumann, Chandler, Morren, Van Houtte,
Verschaffelt etc. as different keywords, to
search respectively as well.
Here I would like to choose two cultivars
‘Collettii’ (Fig.6) and ‘Tumida’ (Fig.7)
in pairs to compare as follows. Painted
images in 1850 and 1848, and photos in
2020 and 2021.

Verschaffelt1850
1850
Verschaffelt
Verschaffelt
1850

Andrea
Corneo
2020
AndreaCorneo
Corneo2020
2020
Andrea
Fig. 6 Comparison of painting in 1850 and modern photos in 2020 for the cultivar Colletii

Fig. 6 Comparison
of painting
in 1850 and
modern
in 2020
for the
cultivar
Fig. 6 Comparison
of painting
in 1850
andphotos
modern
photos
in 2020
forColletii
the cultivar Colletii

Verschaffelt 1848
1848
Verschaffelt
Verschaffelt
1848

Yves Chapel
2021
Yves
2021
YvesChapel
Chapel
2021
Fig.
7
Comparison
of
painting
in
1848
and
modern
photos
in the
2021
for the
the
cultivar ‘Tumida'
‘Tumida'
Fig.Fig.
7 Comparison
of painting
in 1848inand
modern
photos in
2021 for
cultivar
‘Tumida’
7 Comparison
of painting
1848
and modern
photos
in
2021
for
cultivar
6. The
The Database
Database was
was newly
newly supported
supported by
by National
National Basic
Basic Science
Science Data
Data Center
Center
6.
The National Basic Science Data Center (http://www.nsdata.cn/ ) is a scientific data center
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This is a big step for the DICR to develop much better and comprehensive,
will serve users much quicker and give more stability. It will also provide
powerful, useful and rapid database with rich information and photos for c
Camellia Register. He had uploaded
6. The Database was newly supported by
breeders
and researchers
to 1,961
use beautiful
and share
at Anytime,
totally
photos
(till 8 Oct Anywhere and
National Basic Science
Data Center
Anybody
(4A).
2021) with clear identifications (see Sueo
The National Basic Science
Data Center

Tanano’s photos), and those photos were
(http://www.nsdata.cn/) is a scientific
well arrangedtointhe
different
folders like fruit
data center that collects
and manages
7. Sueo
Takano, a big contributor
Register
leaf, (128),
in red
(392),of Japanese Ca
basic scientific data such
physics,
Mr.as Sueo
Takano ( 高 (220),
野末男
Fig.8)and
is flowers
now an
officer
pink (345), purple (33),
shibori
(mix color
chemistry, materials, animals,
plants, and
(https://japancamellia.org/overview/),
who
is in charge
of scientific fields
in
Japanese,
581)
and
white
(257)
as
well
viruses etc. The Data Center
is
one
of
20
is now 85 years old, but still very active to make contributions to the Internat
as some others (5). Most photos were in
national scientific data centers supported
Register. He had uploaded totally 1,961 beautiful photos (till 8 Oct 202
very high resolutions (5472×3648), with
by the Ministry of Science and Technology
identifications (see Sueo Tanano's photos), and those photos were wel
clear location information (the places
and the Ministry of Finance. On June
different
folders like fruit
(220),
and
flowers
in are
red (392), pink (345
where
he leaf
took (128),
photos).
Some
photos
18th, 2021, the Database
of International
shibori
(mix color in Japanese,
581)inand
(257)
very special
the white
Register,
suchasaswell
the as some others (5
Camellia Register (DICR,
http://camellia.
were
very high
clear
location informatio
following (5472×3648),
leaf photo, the with
Register’s
users
iflora.cn/) was approved
and in
supported
by resolutions
learnare
much
more
details
National Basic Sciencewhere
Data Center
2021,
he took
photos). could
Somethen
photos
very
special
in in
thethe
Register, such as
size
of
the
leaf
with
clear
information
on
together with other four
databases:
The
leaf photo, the Register's users could then learn much more details in the s
both
sidessides
of leaves
(Fig.9).(Fig.9).
Machine Learning Dataset
Agricultural
withfor
clear
information on
both
of leaves
Image, the Database of Environmental
Pollution and Health in Urban Area, The
Database of Coastal Zone Plant Resources
in China, and the Database of Medical
Physics.
This is a big step for the DICR to develop
much better and comprehensive, and
will serve users much quicker and give
more stability. It will also provide a much
more powerful, useful and rapid database
with rich information and photos for
camellia lovers, breeders and researchers
to use and share at Anytime, Anywhere
and Any style by Anybody (4A).
7. Sueo Takano, a big contributor to the
Register
Mr. Sueo Takano (高野末男, Fig.8) is now
an officer of Japanese Camellia Society
(https://japancamellia.org/overview/), who
is in charge of scientific fields (学術担当).
He is now 85 years old, but still very active
to make contributions to the International
16

Fig. 8 The portrait photo of Mr. Sueo Takano
Fig. 8 The portrait photo of Mr. Sueo Takano

Fig. 9 A photo uploaded
by 9
Sueo
Takano uploaded
Fig.
A photo

by Sueo Takano

Besides
photos,
hehe
had
editing
Japanese
in
literatureon
and
catalogues.
As it isdescriptions
intended
Besides
photos,
hadalso
alsomade
made great contributions
the Register.
So far, heonhad
checked
and edited
cultivars
in thelists
Register
(till 15 Sept.
to295
publish
and update
of new cultivars
great contributions
editing
Japanese
2021).
at future regular intervals, a plea is made
descriptions in the Register. So far, he had
to our
ICS members
and others
to help
the Sueo
checked to
andProf.
edited
295 cultivars
in theand Wang
In addition
Wang
Zhonglang
Yanan
from China
as well
as Mr.
Registrar
and
regional
representatives
in
Register
(till
15
Sept.
2021).
Takano from Japan, there were still many other important contributors. Here we would
country/region,
to collect
any further
tonames
Prof. Wang
Zhonglang
like In
to addition
cite their
as follows:
Yves Chapelyour
from
France, Gianmario
Motta
from Italy,
data or information available, and any
and Wang Yanan from China as well as
Mike Chelednik and Don Bergamini from USA, Prof. Gao Jiyin and Feng Baojun from
errors in ICR as well as to upload photos
Mr. Sueo Takano from Japan, there were
China, Carmen Salinero and Pilar Vela from Spain, Pat Short from UK, Jim Powell from
to the ICR. If you have any questions on
still many other important contributors.
Australia,
and
Derek
Beard
from
New
Zealand.
the nomenclature, registration, please
Here we would like to cite their names
The as
International
Register
50,000
names,
difficult
to manage. It
not hesitate
tovery
contact
the Registrar
follows: Yves Camellia
Chapel from
France, had nearlydo
is always
openMotta
to amendments
andChelednik
corrections,and
as errors
and
omissions would
Regional
Representatives.
Your easily exist
Gianmario
from Italy, Mike
contribution
is
well
appreciated.
Weand
are in view
and
Don
Bergamini
from
USA,
Prof.
Gao
in such a comprehensive long list of names, no matter how carefully checked,
the moreliterature
we do, theand
better
it will be. As it
Jiyin and
Feng
Baojunto
from
China,
Carmen
of further
data
coming
light
from
previouslysure
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Committee for Historic Camellia Conservation
Next Significant Historic Ornamental Camellia Tree
Awards to Goto, Japan
Dr Stephen Utick

The next awards under the ICS Apoliu
Declaration are the first two awards given
to Japanese camellia trees. The trees
were recommended by the Goto Camellia
Society in early 2020 (and would have
been announced at the Goto Camellia
Congress had it taken place in 2020). The
two awards are as follows:
1. Significant Historic Ornamental Camellia
Tree Community to Fukue Camellia
japonica (surviving pair), Ōsako area,
Nonokire, Goto City (NO. JP00010003-C-20200304). The significant
historic features of these trees are as
follows:
• Surviving pair of red flowering
Camellia japonica, remnant of a
community over 360 years old;
• Designated as a natural monument of
Nagasaki Prefecture in 1967; and
• Symbolic of early Goto Camellia
plantings for seed oil and windbreak
purposes.

The second award was given to what would
be designated as a sacred camellia tree.
2.

Significant Historic Ornamental Tree
to Seibo-no-ōtsubaki or Giant Virgin
Mary Tree of Miiraku, Goto City (NO.
JP0002-0004-I-20200304).
• Red flowering Camellia japonica at
least 300 years old;
• Nurtured by hidden Japanese
Christians during the Edo Period, for
seed and windbreak purposes; and
• Important historical marker of
settlement of hidden Japanese
Christians on Goto.

The ICS Committee for Historic Camellia
Conservation hopes to present the awards
formally at the next International Congress
at the latest, unless they are successfully
conveyed beforehand to Michihiro Tanigawa
of Goto City Administration. Thank you to
Dr Takayuki Tanaka and the Goto Camellia
Society for providing the background
information and photos.

Dr Stephen Utick
Chair ICS Committee for Historic
Camellia Conservation
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Dr Stephen Utick
Chair ICS Committee for Historic Camellia Conservation

Left: The two trees of the
Fukue pair of Camellia
japonica are now over 360
years old. This ICS award is
the first one to recognise a
Community of Significant
The two trees of the Fukue pair of Camellia japonica
Historic
Ornamental
are now over
360 years old.
This ICS award isTrees
the first
one to recognise
a
Community
of Significant
Historic
(albeit only two
of them)
Ornamental Trees (albeit only two of them)

Seibo-no-ōtsubaki or Giant Virgin Mary Tree of Miiraku, Goto City
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Flower of Seibo-no-ōtsubaki along a rustic path, Miiraku
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Above: Flower of Seibo-no-ōtsubaki along a rustic path, Miiraku

the information of the Committee for Historic Camellia Conservation.
Information provided by Prof. Gianmario Motta.
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Date

Day

20-mar
21-mar
22-mar
23-mar
24-mar
25-mar

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat

26-mar
27-mar
28-mar

Sun
Mon
Tues

29-mar
30-mar
31-mar
01-apr

Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat

Location
PRE-CONGRESS TOUR (TUSCANY)
Transfer from Malpensa airport to Lucca
Firenze & Firenze gardens
Lucca Villas and Gardens
Compito Camellietum
Pescaglia Gardens & Lucca City
Genova gardens & transfer to Verbania
CONGRESS TOUR (LAKE MAGGIORE))
Verbania camellia show & Borromeo Isles
Lake Maggiore Gardens & Nurseries
Lake Maggiore Gardens & Farewell Dinner
POST-CONGRESS TOUR (3 LAKES)
Orta Lake and Villa Motta
Switzerland: Locarno Camellia & Gambarogno Parks
Como Lake: Villa Carlotta & Cernobbio
Transfer from Como to Malpensa Airport
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New Directors
Shen Jian (China)

(Text and photo provided by Wang Zhonglang)
Shen Jian is an executive director of the Zhejiang Forestry Society, an executive vicechairman of the Jinhua Forestry Society of Zhejiang Province, and a senior engineer of
the Jinhua Forestry Technology Extension Station in Zhejiang Province. He has been
engaged in land greening and forestry technology promotion for many years.
He grew up in Jinhua, Zhejiang Province, the hometown of Chinese camellia, and has
cultivated a love for camellia since he was a child. After graduating from Zhejiang
Forestry College in 2000, he began to participate in the construction and management
of Jinhua International Camellia Species Garden and has been committed to researching
and promoting camellia. In 2003, he was fortunate to participate in the preparations
for the International Camellia Congress and the Jinhua International Camellia Festival.
In December 2020, he was elected as the vice president and secretary-general of the
Camellia Branch of the Chinese Flower Association and began serving the members
of International Camellia Society
in China. He has done much work
in March 2021 for the 12th China
Camellia Expo held in Jinhua,
Zhejiang Province. In May 2021 he
was one of leaders to display the
camellia section at the 10th China
Flower Expo, and the Indoor Camellia
Pavilion won the Best Furnishing
Award and the Outdoor Camellia
Garden received Gold Award. He
established the WeChat public
account of the Camellia Branch of the
China Flower Association, working
hard to promote the exchange of
camellia at home and abroad. He
is the present editor in chief of the
journal Chinese Camellia. He helped
to print the Chinese version of the
International Camellia Journal (2020).
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Mr. Hou Wenqing (侯文卿) (China)

(Text and photo provided
by Wang Zhonglang)

to lift local poor families out of poverty!
In recent years, Mr. Hou has paid much
attention to the protection of ancient
camellias. With his full support of wisdom
Mr. Hou Wenqing was born in November
and finance, the second meeting of the
1969 in Guangdong, China. He took 17
years to build a camellia garden called
ICS Committee for Historic Camellia
Apoliu Camellia Valley. The garden located
Conservation was successfully held in
in a mountain range of 650-900 meters
Conghua, China. After the meeting, the
above sea level in Nankun Mountain,
Apoliu Declaration was announced. In
Voor
New
Directors
Guangdong,
is the
highest village in
2020, the Apoliu Camellia Valley was
Guangzhou. Not only has more than 600
recognized as one of International
Hou Wenqing and Shi Defa staan beiden in dit doc maar misschien best een afzonderlijke
taxa of Camellia grown and displayed
Camellia Gardens of Excellence. Mr. Hou
blz in de Journal. Er is nog een derde in China, maar die heb je al.
there, but also nearly 50 taxa of Magnolia
was also awarded the President’s Medal. In
Text and photo by Wang Zhonglang
July 2021 he was elected as one of China’s
and nearly 100 species of Rhododendron
directors of the ICS.
wereHou
planted.
The project also helped
Mr.
Wenqing（侯文卿）
China

Mr. Hou Wenqing was born in November 1969 in Guangdong, China. He took 17 years to
build a camellia garden called Apoliu Camellia Valley. The garden located in a mountain
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Prof. Shi Defa (施德法) (China)

Prof. Shi Defa (施德法)

Text and photo by Wang Zhonglang

(Text and photo provided
by Wang Zhonglang)
Mr. Shi Defa was born in
August 1960 in Jinhua City,
Zhejiang Province, which
is a place named “The
Hometown of Camellia
in China”. There were
100,000 flower farmers
in the city engaged in the
production of camellia
and other flowers. He has learned about
the cuttings, propagation, cultivation,
and management on camellias since
he was a child, and he thus had closely
relationship with camellias. After
graduating from university, he chose to
engage in the management of garden
design, garden construction and camellia
production. Camellia became the city
flower of Jinhua in 1986. After entering
the 21st century, Jinhua’s camellia
production had developed faster and
better, especially after the spring of 2001
when Ms. Pat MacDonald, the president
of the International Camellia Society
(ICS), visited Jinhua to inspect and guide
camellia production. Jinhua’s flower
farmers were much confident in camellia
production. In order to further promote
the culture of camellia and popularize
the application of camellia, in 2001, he
was the leader to construct the China
Camellia Culture Park with an investment
of over 10 million yuan and had achieved
great success. The park became the main

venue and one of important
viewpoints for the 23rd
International Camellia
Congress in 2003. During
the congress, more than
300 camellia experts and
scholars from foreign
countries and more than
200,000 domestic camellia
enthusiasts and lovers
visited the park. In 2005,
the park was recognized
as one of International Camellia Gardens
of Excellence by ICS. At the same time, he
also participated in the construction of the
International Camellia Species Garden
in Jinhua and as a leader to construct
the six urban roads with characteristic
of camellias, as well as the application of
camellia in urban landscaping. In order
to popularize the knowledge of camellia,
he had edited some camellia books, such
as Chinese Camellia Culture, The Famous
Chinese Camellia Gardens, Looking at
Pictures to Raise Camellias and other
books. As a chief editor, he was in charge
of the beginning four issues of Chinese
Camellia. From June 2000 to October
2007, he served as the Vice President and
Secretary-General of Chinese Camellia
Society (CCS). From June 2003 to October
2007, he also served as the China Regional
Membership Representative for the ICS.
Since December 2020 to the present, he
served as the president of the CCS. In July
2021 he was elected as one of China’s
directors of the ICS.

Mr. Shi Defa was born in August 1960 in Jinhua City, Zhejiang Province, which is a place
named "The Hometown of Camellia in China". There were 100,000 flower farmers in the
city engaged in the production of camellia and other flowers. He has learned about the
cuttings, propagation, cultivation, and management on camellias since he was a child,
and he thus had closely relationship with camellias. After graduating from university, he
chose to engage in the management of garden design, garden construction and camellia
production. Camellia became the city flower of Jinhua in 1986. After entering the 21st
century, Jinhua’s camellia production had developed faster and better, especially after
the spring of 2001 when Ms. Pat MacDonald, the president of the International Camellia
Society (ICS), visited Jinhua to inspect and guide camellia production. Jinhua’s flower
farmers were much confident in camellia production. In order to further promote the
culture of camellia and popularize the application of camellia, in 2001, he was the leader
to construct the China Camellia Culture Park with an investment of over 10 million
yuan and had achieved great success. The park became the main venue and one of
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New Camellia Registrations
European Registrations 2021

Chouchou (C.japonica) Reg. No. 155. Seedling
of 1993 of unknown parentage, first blooming
in 1998. Originated by Joséphine Béréhouc,
of Quimper, Brittany, France, who named the
cultivar, with the endearment equivalent to
“little darling”. Introduced by Pépinières de
Kervilou (Béréhouc), of Quimper. It has been
regularly shown in the floral exhibitions of
Breton camellia associations. The floriferous
plant is of bushy, dense growth, with a medium
growth rate. Buds are oval and green. The
informal double blooms feature wavy outer petals, while at the heart, small stamens are
mixed with petaloids and erect petals. The bloom is a white faintly blushed pink, of mediumsized 4 cm height and 12 cm width. Leaves are medium-sized, light green, oval, and short
acuminate. Blooming comes in mid-season.
Dr. Hubert Linthe (C.japonica Higo-type) Reg.
No. 156. Seedling of C.japonica Higo‘Ōkan’ and
unknown pollen parent. Originated in 2007 by
camellia nurseryman Peter Fischer, of Wingst,
Germany; first flowered in 2015. Named by
Higo camellia specialist Dr. Georg Ziemes, of
Düsseldorf, Germany, in honor of the German
physician Dr. Hubert Linthe, a long-standing
member of the ICS and passionate camellia
enthusiast. Introduced by Savioli F.IIi. azienda
Florovivaistica nursery in Verbania Pallanza,
Italy. The plant is bushy and open, growing at a medium rate. The cultivar has round, green
flower buds. These open over a long mid-season period as single Higo-type blooms, with
white base color and crimson streaks ranging from narrow to broad, like some of the
“brocade” Higo camellias. Yellow stamens are in a ume-jin higo arrangement; filaments are
white. Flowers are similar to ‘Yamato-nishiki’ but with a smaller center relative to the size of
the flower, which is 9-10 cm wide. Spent blooms fall whole. The flat leaves are lustrous dark
green on both sides, with an average 9 cm long and 6 cm wide.
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Eng. Jorge Garrido (C.reticulata) Reg. No. 157.
C.reticulata seedling of unknown parentage.
First bloomed in 2013 by António Assunção,
camellia specialist in Guimarães, Portugal,
and named by him in honor of Eng. Garrido,
a Portuguese engineer. The cultivar is a
slow-growing, dense and prostrate plant. The
elongated, red flower buds open very late
in the season into imbricated formal double
blooms. The medium-sized blooms have
yellow stamens and white filaments. Leaves are dark green, glossy and acuminate, and 11
cm long and 5 cm wide on average. The spent flowers shatter.
Evangeline Palo (C.japonica) Reg. No. 158.
Seedling of C.japonica Higo ‘Shin-ōtahaku’ and unknown pollen parent. Seedling
originated in 2013 by Dr. Georg Ziemes, of
Düsseldorf, Germany; it first bloomed in 2018.
It is named in honor of a friend and gardening
colleague of Dr. Ziemes, who describes
Mrs. Palo as a woman with “two green
thumbs”. Introduced by Savioli F.IIi. azienda
Florovivaistica nursery in Verbania Pallanza,
Italy. The plant is upright, with rapid growth. The round-oval flower buds are green with a
white tip. They open over a long season from early to late season, with moderate flower
production. The flowers are a rose-form double, white (RHS Colour Chart: White Group 155
C-D), and 11-12 cm wide. The spent flowers fall whole. Leaves are flat, with upper side dark
green and under side slightly lighter green, of an average 9 cm in length and 7.5 cm wide.
Lineostic (C.japonica) Reg. No. 159. C.japonica
seedling of unknown parentage.
Originated in 2005 by Joséphine Béréhouc,
of Quimper, Brittany, France; first bloomed
in 2009. The name refers to the planting
field where the seedling germinated and
grew. Introduced by Pépinières de Kervilou
(Béréhouc), of Quimper. Growth rate is
medium, resulting in an upright, bushy plant.
Flower buds are green and oval-shaped. The
plant shows moderate abundance of blooms
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in the course of the mid-season flowering period. The semi-double blooms are medium
size, and deep cerise pink, with yellow stamens and filaments. Occasionally two petals
mix with the stamens or pink marbled white petaloids in a circle. The spent flower falls
whole. Leaves are light green and oval, average 9 cm long and 6 cm wide.
Lineostic Braz (C.japonica) Reg. No. 160.
C.japonica seedling of unknown parentage.
Originated in 1993 by Joséphine Béréhouc,
of Quimper, Brittany, France; first bloomed
in 1998. The name refers to the planting
field in which the seedling germinated and
grew; this is the largest flower from the
field. Introduced by Pépinières de Kervilou
(Béréhouc), of Quimper. Growth rate is
moderate for this bushy, dense plant. Flower
buds are oval and green. The long flowering
season extends from the beginning of March
to the end of May with a floriferous display of blooms. The rose-form double bloom
is large (width up to 12 cm), and light orchid pink, showing some yellow stamens. The
flowers exhibit a remarkable contrast of dark shiny leaves with the bright pink color
of the blooms. The spent flowers fall whole. The large leaves are oval to elliptic, and
average 11 cm long and 5.5 cm wide; they are dark green, tough and thick, with shallow
teeth around the margins.
Perle de l’Odet (C.japonica) Reg. No. 161.
C.japonica of unknown parentage.
Seedling of 1993 originated by Joséphine
Béréhouc, of Quimper, Brittany, France; first
bloomed in 1998. The Odet River flows through
the town of Quimper. Introduced by Pépinières
de Kervilou (Béréhouc), of Quimper. On 17th
March 2017, it was “baptized” in honor of the
centennial of the Breton camellia association,
the Société d’Horticulture Quimper. The plant
exhibits an average growth rate, and an upright
and bushy habit. Flower buds are light green and oval. Flowering is floriferous, through
mid-season. The blooms are semi-double and cup-shaped, with yellow stamens mixed in
a packet with the petals; filaments are white. The medium-sized flowers are soft pink with
bright red streaks and scratches; the mottling background color may vary to darker pink or
red. Spent flowers fall whole. Leaves are medium sized, green and oval.
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Peter Totty (C.x williamsii) Reg. No. 162. Sport
of C.x willliamsii ‘Jill Totty’, first observed
in 1998, and first propagated by cuttings in
1999 by Mrs. Jill Totty, Hampshire, U.K. It has
been exhibited at camellia shows in the U.K.
The plant shows medium growth rate, with
upright, open arching growth habit. Flower
buds are pale green, elliptic, tapering to a
point at both ends. A long flowering begins
in mid-season, and the plant is reliably
floriferous. Semi-double to loose peony form
blooms are rose-pink, with loose arrangement of stamens. Stamens are white with yellow
anthers, filaments white, and petaloids pink and pink-streaked white. The flowers are
medium to large, up to 12 cm. Spent flowers fall whole. Camellia fruit appear in moderate
quantities, approximately 2 cm, round, and mid-green. Leaves are dark green, flat, and
medium size (average 10 cm in length and 4 cm in width).
Philip (C.japonica) Reg. No. 163. C.japonica
of unknown parentage. Seedling of 1973
originated by W.G.T. Hyde, at Woodlands
Nursery Gardens, Dorset, U.K.; first bloomed
1983. Named by Mrs. Rosemary Legrand, of
Dorset, U.K., for Philip Legrand, grandson of
W.G.T. Hyde. Introduced in the “new hybrids”
class at the Spring Competition of the Royal
Horticultural Society Garden, Wisley, U.K.,
in 2014; the cultivar won First Prize in the
competition. Growth habit is average, and
bushy. Flower buds are oval, Colour 46A in the RHS 1966 Colour Chart Red Group. The
plant, of consistent and floriferous blooming flowers in mid-season spring. The blooms are
single and flat, large (average 10 cm) with a central Higo-like boss of very long stamens;
stamens are yellow-orange, and filaments yellow. The petals are bright red, Colour 53C in
the RHS chart Red Group. Blooms fall whole when spent. The leaf is Colour 146A in the
Yellow-Green Group of the RHS colour chart; elliptic, of medium size; margins recurved.
Sourire d’Annie (“Annie’s Smile”) (C.japonica) Reg. No. 164. Open-pollinated seedling
of C.japonica ‘Sylva’, first appeared in 2011, and first bloomed in 2019. Originated and
registered by Jean François Saint Jalm, of Seglien, France. Growth is upright and dense,
with medium but vigorous growth rate. Flower buds are round and red 53B in the RHS
colour chart of 2007. Blooming runs from February to May, with a very floriferous display.
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Blooms are anemone-form, and bright deep
red-pink, colour 53B in the RHS chart Red
Group; the petaloids are the same colour.
The many stamens are yellow, with pink
filaments. Flowers are medium-to-large, 8-9
cm in width; spent blooms remain on the
plant. The flat leaves are medium green, with
apiculate tips and medium serration, ranging
from 7 to 10 cm in length and 3 to 5.6 cm in
width.
Spring Ruby (C.japonica) Reg. No. 165.
Open pollinated C.japonica ‘Bob Hope’,
seedling appeared in 2010, first bloomed
in 2015. Originated by Joséphine Béréhouc,
of Quimper, Brittany, France. Introduced
by Pépinières de Kervilou (Béréhouc), of
Quimper. Plant growth is at an average rate;
upright and bushy. Oval flower buds. The
cultivar has a late blooming season, with a
moderate floral display. The formal double
blooms are medium-size (9 cm width), and
deep purple-red. Outer petals are round, and
inner petals narrow and elliptical. The spent blooms shatter. Leaves are medium size
(length 8 cm, width 4 cm), dark green, oval, thick, with visible venations.
1001 Summer Nights Jasmine (C.azalea x
C.reticulata) Reg. No. 166. Cross between
unnamed seedling of C.azalea x C.reticulata
‘Dr. Clifford Parks’, seedling of 2001.
Originated by Palm Eco-town Development
Co., (Guangzhou, China). Breeder’s reference
‘Yulan01’. Introduced by Thompson & Morgan
garden company (U.K.) in its 2020 autumn
catalogue. The plant is compact, bushy
and dense, of rapid growth habit. Glossy
green foliage. Flowers are semi-double,
large, varying from light pink to bright red.
Blooming time: early summer to late autumn. Good garden performance, tolerant to full
sunlight conditions.
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Articles
Jacinto de Matos – a Portuguese garden designer with
a passion for camellias
Joana Andresen Guedes - jandresenguedes@gmail.com



Fig.1: Jacinto de Matos

Jacinto de Matos (1864-1948) was the
owner of the Nursery founded by his
father,Zeferino de Matos in Porto in 1870.
After his death, in 1878, it belonged to his
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mother (Viúva Zeferino de Matos). Jacinto
was director, and in 1900 he became the
owner of the nursery.

Fig.2: Chalet of Jacinto de Matos Nursery

Fig.3: Some gardens designed by Jacinto de Matos in
Porto.

According to Abel Magro in his article “A
Gardener of Merit”, Jacinto de Matos had an
exquisite artistic sensibility, and he also had
a passion for flowers, for which he made
sacrifices, “it was almost like a vocation”.
His stays in Belgium, Holland, Germany,
England and France, gave him an
opportunity to learn more about
floriculture and garden art, besides
contacting the main nurseries from
abroad. In France he managed to buy
old editions at an antiquarian bookstore
of such works as the four volumes of the
Nouvelle Iconographie des Camellias by
Ambroise Verschaffelt, where he identified
194 camellias amid those he possessed
or knew of. His ambition was to obtain
the varieties he did not have for his

collection… later on, after spending much
money in travelling and wasting much
time in trying to acquire the varieties not
included in his collection, he was very
disappointed when he knew that some
were already extinct.
From 1882 on he organized and
participated in several exhibitions at the
Palácio de Cristal from Porto and at the
Ateneu Portuense. He also participated
in a fruit exhibition in Alcobaça, another
flower and fruit exhibition in Curia, three
chrysanthemum and fruit exhibitions in
Galicia (Vigo and Pontevedra), and a rose
exhibition organized by him in Vigo, plus
a flower exhibition in Figueira da Foz,
where we won many prizes, medals and
diplomas. (Figs. 4 and 5)
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Fig.4: Exhibition organized by Jacinto de Matos in Figueira da Foz

Fig. 5: Rose Exhibition organized by Jacinto de Matos in Vigo

His establishment (Fig. 2) was a large
nursery with greenhouses and garden
frames, and a technical department for the
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design and drawing of gardens and parks,
an art in which he had become an expert.
(Figs. 4, 6, 7 and 8)

Fig.6: Entrance to the nurseries at Quinta dos
Salgueiros, Porto

Figs.7 and 8: Views of the Jacinto de Matos nurseries

There are only six catalogues that
we know of from the Jacinto de
Matos Nursery. The first is No.14, from
1900,(Fig.9) with 543 camellia japonica,
76 of them of Portuguese origin. Some
of these were probably obtained by him:
‘Álvaro Castellões’, ‘D. Angelica Santos’,
‘Dias Ferreira’, ‘Dr. Claro da Fonseca’,
‘Glória do Porto’, ‘J.S. Neves’ and ‘Silva
Porto’.
Catalogue No.20, 1904, included several
photographs of parks and gardens created
by Jacinto de Matos between 1898 and
1902, and another new camellia japonica –
‘Manoel de Souza Carqueja’.
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In Catálogo Especial No.25, 1907-1908,
there is only an insignificant mention
to camellias. Catalogue No.28, from
1910, (Fig.10) is a beautiful high quality
catalogue with 304 pages, many
photographs and illustrations – but
there are “just” 293 camellias. He states
that his has “large nurseries in town,
several hectares in size, with many plant
collections and large scale cultivations
of all trees and shrubs suitable for the
plantation of PARKS, ORCHARDS AND
GARDENS”. Most of these nurseries where
at Quinta dos Salgueiros, in Porto, but
some were also in Vila Nova de Gaia.
Next we have Catalogue No.50, with no
date but, accordding to Arq. Teresa Portela
Marques, it must be from 1938. It is a
smaller publication, like the last catalogue
we know of, from 1949, with no number,
which was certainly published after
Jacinto de Matos’s death, in 1948.
Even though his prolific and extensive
work is very delapidated, transformed
and partly lost, some of it can still be
seen from the North to the South of
Portugal and in Galicia, designed in
several styles, from the formal gardens
(“in the old manner”) from the 17th and
18th centuries to the romantic, naturalist
and picturesque gardens and to the Arts
and Crafts style, with more rectilinear
characteristics. An advertisement in the
Anuário Comercial do Porto from 1946
refers that Jacinto de Matos had created
50 public gardens and more than 650
private gardens and parks!
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Fig. 9: Catalogue No. 14, 1900

Fig. 10: Catalogue No. 28, 1910

Unfortunately there is no access to any data
relating to the creation of his parks and
gardens. According to.Arch. Teresa Portela
Marques, his oldest project was probably
the Parque das Pedras Salgadas, in 1889,
and his work continued until the end of the
1930’s. And, also according to that architect,
Jacinto de Matos “reveals a gradual
evolution from drawings with a naturalist
basis to conceptions of a more classical
character, and naturally more formal, even
though both styles frequently coexist in the
same space”. (Marques, 2009, p.398). His
evolution as a designer is identified by the
use of several styles, from natural models,
like romantic lakes, with their islands and
bridges, water fountains, many elements
in reinforced concrete imitating grottoes,
tree branches, benches, balustrades,
walls and flower pots – so fashionable
in the last decade of the 19th century,

whose aesthetics consisted in the artificial
recreation of nature, until he joins the Arts
and Crafts movement and conceptions with
a vernacular basis. He was the first designer
to introduce classical and vernacular models
in Portuguese gardens (Marques, 2009).
Here are a few of the many parks and
gardens created by him (Fig. 3):
in the North,
> the gardens of Casino do Bom Jesus and
Parque da Graça, (Braga),
> the park of Pedras Salgadas, the vcx with
its central parterre in front of the palace
(Fig.11),
> Quinta da Costa, (Guimarães),
> the gardens of the Ferreira family (Riba de
Ave), of the Marquis of Gouveia,
> the garden of Achiles de Brito (Famalicão),
> Quinta de Ronfe (Lousada) (Fig.13) and
> the park of D. Adelaide Nogueira Pinto
(Leça);

Fig. 11 – Park of Palácio da Brejoeira, in Monção
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in Porto,
> the gardens of Adriano Ramos Pinto (S.
Roque da Lameira),
> Guilherme Hitzemann,
> Hermann Burmester (Fig.12),
> Guilherme Andresen (Fig.14),
> Honório de Lima (Fig.15),
> Joaquim Allen (presently Casa das
Artes),
> the Casa Nova (presently Fundação
Eng. António de Almeida) and
> the one of his personal friend José
Zagallo Ilharco;

> in Coimbra, beautification works in the
Choupal,
the city park and
an 18th century style garden in the
Parque de Santa Cruz, among others;
> the 17th century style garden in
Alcobaça;

more to the South,
> the 18th century gardens in Lousã,
> the park and Palace Hotel (Curia);

in Galicia,
> he created the garden of D. Garra and
of D. Casimiro Gómez (Fig.16).

Fig.12: Hermann Burmester’s Park in Porto

Fig.13: Gardens in Lousada and Braga

in Lisbon,
> the reflecting pool in the Palácio de São
Bento,
> the Quinta de S. Cristóvão, among
others

Fig.14: Guilherme Andresen’s garden in Porto (1898)

Fig.15: Arts and Crafts garden (Porto)

Fig.16: Park of Villa Buenos-Aires, owned by Don Casimiro Gómez, in Pontevedra
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Jacinto de Matos died in Porto in 1948. His
body rests in the Agramonte cemetery,
under the shadow of one of his beloved
camellias (Fig.17). This horticulturist -who
identifies himself in Catalogue No.50

as a “landscape horticulturist” – was
born in the generation after Loureiro’s
and, like him, he felt the fascination of
nature, dedicating himself passionately to
horticulture and garden design.

Fig.17: Tomb of Jacinto de Matos’s family, Agramonte cemetery, Porto
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On naming a camellia the background story of ‘Dr. Hubert Linthe’

by Dr. Georg Ziemes


Photo 1: First flower in March 2015

When starting my camellia hobby about
a dozen years ago, I soon concentrated
on collecting the rare and beautiful Higo
camellia. From Peter Fischer, the late
German camellia nurseryman, I purchased
a few cultivars in September 2011. When
talking about this special camellia group,
Peter Fischer asked me to also take a
small ‘Ōkan’ seedling with me, which he
had given the transitional name “Ōkan
(Fischer)”. For one reason or another he
did not want to register it officially, but
asked me to take care of it.
Because I was not one of the (official)
Higo camellias group, I neglected this
seedling over the years, even when it
showed very beautiful “Higo camellia
alike” (my naming) flowers in 2015 [see

photo 1]. Even after more distinctive
flowers in 2016 and 2017 [see photos 2&3],
I continued to neglect the seedling, maybe
because of Peter Fischer’s seemingly
misleading “working name”.

Photo 2: Brocade flower (February 2016)
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its mother parent ‘Ōkan’ [photo 4] and a
container with a ‘Yamato-nishiki’ [photo
5] (the queen of all true Higo camellias) it
made a “click” in my head. ‘Ōkan’ is one
of ‘Yamato-nishiki’s famous eight chimera
sports, and “Ōkan (Fischer)’” was showing
a lot of similarities with her famous
relative: flower colors and form, tendency
for mutations, slow and dense growth, size
and color of leaves, and so on.
Photo 3: Red flower (February 2017)

When it became really difficult for me to
obtain the last few of the 125 official Higo
camellias, I spent some free time with
some other “Higo camellia alikes”. These
have at least one true Higo camellia parent
and look like true ones: e.g., ‘Hi-no-tsuru’,
‘Reihō’, ‘Sugarudaki’, or ‘Tama-ikari’.
Then, when I happened to put the
container with “Ōkan (Fischer)” next to

Photo 5: ‘Yamato-nishiki’
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Photo 4: ‘Ōkan’

Because of its misleading transitional
name, the cultivar “Ōkan (Fischer)”
deserves a proper, stand-alone name.
I wish to give it the name of a great
person and camellia enthusiast: ‘Dr.
Hubert Linthe’ [photo 6]. Since we met
at my first ICS region Austria/Germany
meeting more than 10 years ago, I have
appreciated his generosity, his advice
and his high tolerance towards all
people as well as his great knowledge
and enthusiasm for camellias in general,
and especially for Higo camellias. As a
friend of the late Peter Fischer and also

of Shigeo Matsumoto, a well-known
member of the Higo Camellia Society, of
which Hubert is one of only 14 honorary
members, I cannot think of any better
name than dedicating this ‘Ōkan’
seedling to him as: ‘Dr. Hubert Linthe’
[photo 6].
I would like to thank Hubert for accepting
my proposal. After Dr. Gao Jiyin named
one of his very many camellia creations
‘Birgit’ after Hubert’s spouse, they both are
going to live together a parallel existence
in the wonderful camellia world together.

Photo 6: ‘Dr. Hubert Linthe’
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Family Theaceae: selected taxonomic notes



Dr George Orel, Project Camellia, Sydney, Australia, g_onebonobo@hotmail.com

Abstract

Materials and Methods

Some 59 species of Camellia L. and
three species of Polyspora Sweet were
described and published between 2004 to
2021. In order to accommodate a number
of previously not seen morphological
characteristics, possessed by these new
accessions, it was deemed necessary to
establish some nine new sects. of Camellia
L. The publication of a new, extended
morphology based taxonomic system,
based on the taxonomic system of Chang
& Bartholomew, followed. This paper
outlines and discusses selected aspects
of the science of taxonomy in general and
also the current taxonomy of Camellia L.

The following points represent the well
tried methods and detailed protocols
which were employed in the acquisition,
preservation and publication of the new
materials of Camellia L. and Theaceae
D. Don. Strict adherence to these
standardised procedures assured the
accuracy and uniformity of all evaluations
and the correctness and validity of
descriptors for the prospective new
species. Thus:

Key words: botany, Camellia, genera,
comments, review

Introduction
The initial impetus for the ongoing, long
term Camellia L. research was provided
by the 1999 collecting trip to Viet Nam.
A small group of Australian scientists,
Camellia breeders and nurserymen visited
the mountainous regions of the flora-rich
Northern Provinces. A relatively large
number of Camellia L. accessions were
collected, some of which were unknown
to any of the trip’s participants. A small
number of the member species of family
Theaceae D. Don were also collected.
The author of this work would like to
acknowledge the contributions of all
participants to the said program.
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1. Camellia L., and various Theaceae
D. Don materials, together with the
germplasm resembling both, were
collected and preserved in situ.
2. All acquisitions and their storage
containers were immediately labelled
and annotated. A hand written list was
also maintained. Additional notes and
code numbers were assigned to each
accession.
3. Preliminary botanical sketches and
detailed drawings of key flower
parts were made in situ using freshly
harvested materials of high quality.
Final botanical drawings were
completed and compared to pertinent
descriptors and photo images of fresh
materials.
4. Samples of high quality and in
sufficient quantity were selected
and placed in a preservative solution
so they may be used in subsequent
molecular studies.

5. All containers with DNA samples were
numbered and duly labelled. This
information and any other additional
notes were transcribed into the trip’s
diary.
6. Herbarium specimens of pertinent
plant parts were collected, carefully
labelled and annotated before being
placed into the herbarium press.
7. All type specimens were deposited in
the internationally recognised Herbaria,
e.g. NSW and QBG.
8. A large number of acquired accessions
were not compliant with the strict
conditions that were required for the
declaration of a new species. These
materials were stored and await further
evaluation.
9. Respective diagnoses and descriptors
for each new section and species were
thoroughly and rigorously tested.
Comparisons with all accessible
taxonomic texts, electronic and
printed, were duly made to assure
the uniqueness of each new sect. and
species. Where possible, materials from
international Herbaria were requested
so these could be compared with the
new accessions.
10. The new species were published, some
in the top peer reviewed Journals, e.g.,
(NOVON, 2006. 2010, Nordic Journal
of Botany 2010, Kew Bulletin 2012,
Edinburgh Journal of Botany 2012,
Annales Botanici Fennici 2012, etc). A
number of new species were published
in the works of Orel & Curry 2015; Orel
& Curry 2017 & Orel & Curry 2019).

Results
Some 59 new species of Camellia L. and
three species of Polyspora Sweet were
described and published in the time period
between the years 2004-2021. A selection
of images, of the newly discovered
Camellia L., appears above (Photographs
1. to 6.). Alas, the existing time and space
restraints intrinsic to this work, prevent
the inclusion of details pertinent to
the publication of each new species. In
addition, some nine new Camellia sects.
were established and then published.
This was necessary in order to introduce
the previously not seen morphological
characters of some of the new Camellia L.
into the taxonomic system.
To accommodate the newly discovered
Camellia species and the additional
nine Camellia sects. modifications
to the taxonomic system of Chang &
Bartholomew (1984) were made. It should
be pointed out that Chang’s taxonomic
system was and still is, considered to be
the natural continuation of Sealy’s work
(1958), although Chang & Bartholomew
(1984) disagreed with Sealy’s taxonomy
on a number of points. In their publication
Chang & Bartholomew (1984) presented
a number of Camellia taxa, not known to
Sealy in 1958. They apportioned these into
several new sections, e.g. Camellia, sect.
Chrysanthae Chang.
The newly established, 2019 taxonomic
system of Orel & Curry, just like the
system of Chang & Bartholomew (1984),
recognises the division of the genus into
four sub-genera, namely Protocamellia
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within the discipline (Tootill 1984; Thain & Hickman 1995; Orel 2015, unpublished notes).

Photographs 1 to 6. Some of the newly discovered species of Camellia L. From left to right, top to bottom: C.
reflexa Orel & Curry , C. erubescens Orel & Curry, C. dongnaiensis Orel, C. lucii Orel & Curry, C. luteocerata Orel
& C. cattienensis Orel.
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The inclusion of the comments presented below was deemed necessary in order to impart
the nature of the general approaches and the detailed protocols and methods which were
used in the establishment of the new species. Consequently these led to the construction of

Chang, Camellia (L.) Dyer, Thea Chang and
Metacamellia Chang. A note should be
taken of sects. Pierrea Orel and Discorsae
Orel. The member species of these two
new sects. possess unique taxonomic
features which did not conform to any of
the existing sectional descriptors for genus
Camellia L. (Orel & Curry 2019). Annotated
comments, can be found in Orel & Curry
2015, Orel & Curry 2017 & Orel & Curry
2019.
This paper also contains a number of
selected comments, re the science of
taxonomy. Taxonomy, described as the
study of the principles and practices
of classification (Tootill 1984), is a vast
subject and various trends and schools of
thought whichcan be recognised within the
discipline (Tootill 1984; Thain & Hickman
1995; Orel 2015, unpublished notes).
The inclusion of the comments
presented below was deemed necessary
in order to impart the nature of the
general approaches and the detailed
protocols and methods which were
used in the establishment of the new
species. Consequently these led to the
construction of the new and updated
Orel & Curry (2019) taxonomic system for
genus Camellia L.

On previous page: photographs 1 to 6. Some of the
newly discovered species of Camellia L. From left
to right, top to bottom: C. reflexa Orel & Curry , C.
erubescens Orel & Curry, C. dongnaiensis Orel, C. lucii
Orel & Curry, C. luteocerata Orel & C. cattienensis Orel.

Discussion
During my past studies, which dealt with
the genetics and taxonomy of Juglandaceae
DC. ex Perleb, Lamiaceae Martinov and
Rosaceae Juss., I came to realise that the
science of taxonomy contained several
important structural dilemmas. It soon
became apparent that a number of these
factors impacted on the main subject of my
later research, namely genus Camellia L.
and the family Theaceae D. Don.
The first issue of importance was the
long term and continuous discussions
between essentialist vs. nominalist
approaches in biological classification.
Put simply, the disagreements between
the ‘natural’ (real) vs. the artificial
(human constructed) classifications were
not resolved (Thain & Hickman 1995;
Orel 1999-2003, unpublished notes;
Müller-Wille 2007). Despite the fact that
considerable advances in the science of
taxonomy have been accomplished, the
differences between the ‘cladistic’ and the
‘evolutionary taxonomy’ approaches have
not been settled.
To complicate matters even further,
modern molecular science clearly indicates
that family Theaceae D. Don is not a
monophyletic group of taxa (Wei Zhang et
al 2014). Wei Zhang et al (2014) concluded
that genus Camellia L. was paraphyletic
and Pyrenaria polyphyletic. Widespread
hybridization between Camellia and
Pyrenaria, Polyspora and Parapyrenaria.
was also indicated. Wei Zhang et al (2014)
concluded that hybridization, rather than
morphological homoplasy has confused
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the current classification of Theeae.
The statement of Chapman & Wang
(2002), ‘taxonomy of genus Camellia is
provisional and unsatisfactory’ was and
still is true. Thus, how can it be possible
to have at least three, non-identical, but
widely recognised morphology based
taxonomic systems for genus Camellia L.?
(Sealy 1958, Chang & Bartholomew 1984,
Ming & Bartholomew 2007). This question
may be answered in the following terms:
It is quite apparent that the three
morphological systems for genus Camellia
L. present a number of challenges. Their
respective authors approached the
taxonomy of the genus from different
perspectives and perhaps with varying
sets of ideas as to what the science of
taxonomy is, or should be. The rather
pronounced division between the
taxonomic ‘lumpers’ and ‘splitters’ was
and still is quite apparent. Therefore,
which of the above mentioned three
taxonomic systems should be utilised to
establish the prospective new species?
Whose rules should be used to establish
the interspecific and intersectional
relationships? And, what is the position
of the newly established species when
the morphologically closest Camellia L.
relative has been abolished and subsumed
into a compound species which is
morphologically not even close to the new
find? (Orel & Curry 2015).
Such dilemmas are well illustrated with a
closer look at the well-known C. henryana
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Cohen-Stuart. Sealy, in his ‘A Revision
of the Genus Camellia’ (1958), placed
C. henryana Cohen-Stuart in section
Heterogenea Sealy, as the type species
for this section. In Chang & Bartholomew
(1984) C. henryana Cohen-Stuart became a
member species of section Pseudocamellia
Sealy. Ming & Bartholomew (2007)
abolished
C. henryana Cohen-Stuart altogether. This
distinct Camellia species was subsumed
into C. yunnanensis (Pitard ex Diels)
Cohen-Stuart var. yunnanensis T. L. Ming,
thus losing its long-established identity
(Orel & Curry 2015).
The so far incomplete international
molecular studies of genus Camellia L.
complicate matters even further. The DNAbased results appear to create yet another
taxonomic system which is, in some of its
parts, diametrically opposed to either of
the morphology-based taxonomies (Vijayan
et al 2009). What is even more interesting,
a number of morphological and molecular
studies indicate that some members of the
Asian genus Polyspora Sweet (formerly
Gordonia J. Ellis) appear to be genetically
closer to Camellia than to their congeners
(Orel, Marchant &, Gao 2005; Orel, Wilson,
Curry & Luu 2013). Put in simple terms, the
specific and generic boundaries of genus
Camellia L. would have to be re-written in
order to accommodate the newly obtained
molecular data. Under such circumstances
one can only speculate apropos the
molecular data based system in the already
relatively close-knit family Theaceae D.
Don.

Consequently, with all respect to the
science of taxonomy, without which
it would be much harder to interpret
the world that surrounds us, we can
conclude that any taxonomic system,
however sophisticated and/or advanced,
is an imperfect, artificial, man-made
construct (Mayr 1969; Weimer 1993;
Piazza 2009; Orel 2015, unpublished
notes). Such systems may be based
on a few predetermined characters,
usually elected to aid identification. Thus
such systems may not reflect the true
internal relationships within the given
configurations (Tootill 1984).
Bainbridge (2020) stated that: A social
construct is something that exists not in
objective reality, but as a result of human
interaction. It exists because humans
agree that it exists.
It is something created from human
interaction & societal development.
By that definition, science is a social
construct. Science is literally a system
humans created in order to understand the
world we live in (Abed 2014, Malik 2017).
We may characterise taxonomy as an
exercise in probabilities. This can also be
expressed in mathematical terms (Weimer
1993): Therefore, the probability of event
A is defined as the sum of the probabilities
for the outcomes contained in A (Weimer
1993). Further, when probability is
based on experience and the exact
limiting values of relative frequencies
are unknown, approximations to these
limiting values must be used. When this is
done, the objective method of assigning

probabilities is said to be empirical. Thus:
P(E) ≈ f /N
If E is an event, P(E) is approximately
equal to f /N, where f is the number of
favourable outcomes and N is the number
of repetitions of the experiment (Weimer
1993, Blitzstein & Hwang 2014).
As previously pointed out the above
made observations and statements
impact on the taxonomy of family
Theaceae D. Don and genus Camellia L.
In general terms, the quantitative
data, obtained by morphological
assessments and/or by molecular
research, can-not be disputed, as
such data sets can be verified by the
repetition of observations of collected
specimens and by replicable scientific
experiments. It is our interpretation of the
quantitative scientific facts which leads
to considerable variations in taxonomic
outcomes, these being shaped by the
rules of various schools and branches
of taxonomic thought. Alas, it appears
that the lack of consensus, in the rather
dissimilar interpretations of quantitative
data by various branches of taxonomic
science, is preventing the creation of
a unified taxonomic system for genus
Camellia L.
The author of this work is fully aware
of the many complexities attendant
to the modern science of taxonomy.
However, all taxonomic systems and the
morphological descriptors of individual
plant species, should reflect the current
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dynamic status quo existing in observable
nature. By definition, the taxonomists
and the authors of individual descriptors
should recognise differences native to
the morphologies of each new specimen
and any discrepancies should be duly
noted. As the member species of genus
Camellia L. are morphologically quite similar
to each other, e.g. in their flower and
mature fruit structures, the said discrepant
observations should be carefully evaluated
and given due importance (Sealy 1958,
Chang & Bartholomew 1984, Vijayan et
al 2009; Orel & Curry 2015, Orel & Curry
2017; Orel & Curry 2019).
We all tend to strive for and desire as
simple and streamlined a taxonomic
system as possible. However, such a
system should express the existing
reality in all of its observable aspects.
Simplification of the system does not
always represent the true taxonomic
status of the newly established species.
Developing a workable and streamlined
taxonomic system can be a satisfying
intellectual activity, however it may
distort the reality by obliterating tangible
observable morphological differences.
Some of the current taxonomic systems
do not recognize a number of certain
historically well-established Camellia L.
species which may be related to the new
finds. In such taxonomies the specific
names may be preserved, but the Camellia
L. they describe is a conglomerate of many
different, traditionally distinct Camellia
species. A good example of this is
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C. reticulata Lind. where some 31 different
taxa have been united to form one single
species (Ming & Bartholomew 2007). Zhao
(2021) just recently merged five distinct
Camellia L. into one single species. Thus
some five, quite dissimilar Camellia L.,
were subsumed into C. furfuracea (Merr.)
Cohen Stuart.
In result, each of the main taxonomic
systems contains a different number of
Camellia sects. with a discrepant number
of species contained within each sect.
For example, Sealy (1958) recognizes
12 sects. with some 82 species. Chang
& Bartholomew (1984), some 26 years
later, due to new discoveries, divided
genus Camellia L. into 22 sects. which
contained some 280 species. Ming &
Bartholomew (2007) recognized some 14
sects. with 119 species (Gao et al). Further,
the identities of species in particular
sects. with the same name also vary from
system to system (Sealy 1958, Chang &
Bartholomew 1984, Ming & Bartholomew
2007). To complicate matters even further,
taxonomic parameters for the sections
themselves and of Camellia L.
species they contain may also vary.
Variations in nomenclature add to the
confusion. To repeat, it is no wonder that
the present arrangement of the genus
Camellia was described as ‘provisional
and unsatisfactory’ (Chapman and Wang
2002).
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Erroneously Named! 

So just how did C.j. ‘Anemoniflora’ become
wrongly named as “Red Waratah”? Well,
it was all quite simply a case of ‘lost in
translation’. Arguably one of the most
significant camellias during the 1800’s
it is the ‘seed-parent’ of many cultivars
(Australia’s’ William Macarthur recorded
that he raised some 400+ seedlings and
named some 70). It is also the co-parent
of many a hybrid.
It was given the name “The Waratah”
in the Booth-Chandler “Camellieæ….”
published in 1831.
The source of this article is William Beattie BOOTH
(the drawings were by Alfred CHANDLER);
published 1831. Copies of this book are readily
available on the internet.

The following was published in Harrison
“Horticultural Cabinet” in 1833.
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Kevin Bowden

When entered into the ICS Register the
“red” became “Red” thereby changing
the word from a description of colour to a
name. The actual entry being:
Red Waratah. Harrison ed., 1833, The
Floricultural Cabinet, p.47 as ‘Red
Warrahtah Camellia’ Synonym for
‘Anemoniflora’.

Footnote
Prior to the mid 1870’s plants were
named as a description. C1875 the de
Candole Naming System was adopted by
Horticultural societies.

EG in the above 1833 article we have
“Double red”, “red Warrahtah”, “myrtle
leaved”, “double striped” camellias. In
the same article what was published in
the Floricultural Cabinet, “red Warrahtah
Camellia”, became “Red Warrahtah
Camellia” in the ICS Register.
Thus, what was a description (a red
camellia of the waratah form) became
“Red Waratah” in the ICS Register.
(Also see Kevin’s article “Solving the ‘Red
Waratah’ Mystery” in J48 – 2016.)

C.j. Anemoniflora
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8
CAMELLIA JAPONIC ANEMONIFLORA
Anemone Flowered, or Waratah Camellia.
Camellia Japonica Anemoniflora.
		
Anemone Flowered, or Waratah Camellia.

Botanical Magazine, t. 1654.
LODDIGES’s Botanical Cabinet. t. 537
CURTIS’s Monography. l. 4.

In CURTIS’s Monograph this sort is stated to have been imported in 1812, for the Royal
Garden at Kew, but we have reason to believe that it was in the county several years
before that time; in which we are confirmed by Messrs. LODDIGES, who recorded its
introduction to Kew to have been about 1806.
It is very distinct from any of the other Chinese varieties, and is always readily
distinguished by its flat, and comparatively narrow pointed leaves, and long, slender
footstalks. It is usually among the latest in coming into blossom, and does not
produce its flowers so freely as some of the other red flowering kinds. In growth it is
moderately strong and erect, the branches are of a dark brown color, and sometimes
a little striped.
The leaves are four to four and a half inches long, about two or two and a half inches
broad, recurved at the point and edges, but otherwise quite flat, and of very dark
shining green color, in which veins are scarcely perceptible; the serratures are small
and sharp pointed; the midrib is strong and prominent, particularly on the underside
of the leaves, and of a pale green color. The footstalks are an inch long, round and
slender, somewhat curved, giving to the leaves a pendant position.

(copy of the original descriptor)
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Flower buds oval, tapering towards the point, with roundish pointed, dark brown or
chocolate-colored scales, densely clothed with pubescence.
The flowers are remarkably showy, and resembling a large double Anemone, from
which circumstances the variety has received its name. They vary from about three
to four inches in diameter, and are of deep red color. The outer petals expand quite
flat, and are five or six in number, most commonly the former, surrounding a great
many smaller petals, regularly disposed, and rising upright in the center of the flower;
each of them roundish cordate, from one to one and a half inches in breadth, and
lightly marked veins, a little darker than the color of the petal. Those in the center are
of a the flower are very peculiar form, being small and fleshy at the base, and broad
and thin towards the point, with a very minute white tip; they are compactly ranged
in rows, from circumference to the center, which is considerably elevated above
large outer petals, and are each incurved toward the styles with their edges turned
outwards. The styles are a little higher than any of the petals, and have large greenish
stigmas, which are sometimes fertilized by a few of the stamens that may not be
transformed into petals; but more frequently they are impregnated by cultivators
with pollen of other sorts, and from the seed obtained in this way, many of the finest
double varieties, that are now cultivated in this country, have been raised.
The flower of this is well as of some of the other kinds, drop off whole, and will retain
their freshness for considerable time afterwards; so that if placed upon a bud, they
appear to still be growing.
Good figures will be found of it in the several works above mentioned.
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Camellias for Autumn-Winter landscaping:
an experience in the Italian Alpine Lake District


Prof. Gianmario Motta
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Figure 1 – The Alpine Lake District Figure 1 – The Alpine Lake District

Weather in the Lake District is temperate, with winter snow and high rainfall, which reaches 1,500
mm per year on Lake Maggiore (Orta Lake is slightly colder and more wet, with almost 2,000 mm
rain). This weather profile determines the blooming season of C. japonica and C. sasanqua, which
altogether cover almost 8 months with some overlap in February. Of course, sasanquas thrive in
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other Italian regions, such as Tuscany, where winters are milder, but summers are warmer.
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The sasanqua group includes three main series of cultivar, namely C. sasanqua, C. hiemalis, C.
vernalis. This traditional division reportedly reflects a different hybridization, but it does not
consistently mirror the form and color of the flowers or leaves.

The sasanqua group includes three main
series of cultivar, namely C. sasanqua, C.
hiemalis, C. vernalis. This traditional division
reportedly reflects a different hybridization,
but it does not consistently mirror the form
and color of the flowers or leaves.

• C. sasanqua comes from South Japan
(Shikoku Island). Its cultivars (over
1.300 recorded in our International
Camelia Register) bloom from late
September to December in the Alpine
Lake district. Flowers may be simple,
semi-double or double, and anemone.
Colors range from white to rose and
red – even if the wild species is white.
White-blooming Camellia sasanqua
cultivars, probably closer to the wild
species, grow fast, with a rather sparse
habit and small leaves.
• C. hiemalis, is reportedly a hybrid C. sasanqua x C. japonica. From C.
japonica it takes the red flower and the
glossy leaves. Generally, it generally
blooms slightly later, from November to

January in the Alpine Lake district and
Tuscany. Cultivars are few hundreds,
much less than C. sasanqua.
• C. vernalis, a sasanqua hybrid with over
200 registered cultivars, may bloom
very early, even in late September, or
much later, in February. Such a variety
in blooms and leaves may reflect a
heterogenous hybridization. Indeed,
some C. vernalis such as ‘Kamakura
Shibori’ (fig. 24) and ‘Egao’ (fig. 25)
take leaves, habit, and blooms from
C. japonica.

Other profusely blooming cultivars for
autumn-winter include hybrids of C. oleifera
and Polyspora axillaris (formerly Gordonia)
a species of the Theaceae family, related
to Camellia. Finally let me mention some
cultivars with shy but also with magnificent
flowers, namely C. japonica ‘Tama-no-ura’
(fig. 26) and C. granthamiana (fig. 27), a
Hong-Kong species that thrives even in our
temperate region.
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Fig 2 - Garden Map of Villa Motta

Species

Cultivar

Flower

Sept

C. sasanqua

Marta Piffaretti

Pink semidouble

C. sasanqua

Chôjiguruma

Pink anemone

C. sasanqua

Hanajiman

Blush/pink simple

C. sasanqua

Cleopatra

Pink simple

C. sasanqua

Bianco Natale

White double

C. sasanqua

Setsugekka

White simple

C. sasanqua

Navajo

Pink-rose

C. sasanqua

Bettie Patricia

Pink double

C. sasanqua

Mine-no-yuki

White double

C. hiemalis

Hinode-fuji

Blush double / peony

C. sasanqua

Cherilyn

Rose-red simple

C. hiemalis

Shishi Gashira

Pink double

C. hiemalis

Kanjiro

Red and variegated

C. hiemalis

Shōwa-no-sakae

Pink double

C. vernalis

Yuletide

Cherry-red simple

C. vernalis

Kamakura-shibori

Var. Simple

C. vernalis

Hiryū

Simple red

C. vernalis

Star above star

Blush semi-double

C. vernalis

Ginryu

White semi-double

C. vernalis

Shibori Egao

Var. semi-double

C. granthamiana

Species

Simple white

C. japonica

Tama-no-ura

Simple white striped

C. hybrid

Yume

Simple blush & pink

C. oleifera

Semi-plena

Double white

Polyspora axillaris

Species

Simple white

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Fig 3 - Blooming period of sasanquas and autumn-winter blooming flowers in Villa Motta

Sasanqua camellias can be arranged
according to various layouts. In my garden,
I have groups with different cultivars,
sorted by flower color and/or blooming
period, also, a hedge of the same cultivar.

The pictures here below illustrate the
effect of camellias and similar cultivars
in full bloom. Unless otherwise stated,
photos are taken by me in Villa Motta.
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Fig. 4 - November: A hedge of ‘Hinode-fuji’; fast and upright growth. Unmistakable the virus-variegated olivegreen leaf. In Italy it is named ‘Hime Botan’
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Fig. 5 - October: C. sasanqua ‘Bettie Patricia’ (S.D.
Coleman, USA, 1952), fragrant.

Fig. 7 - Late October: C. sasanqua ‘Bianco Natale’
(Floricoltura Lago Maggiore, 1985) contrasts with the
yellow Hamamelis and the still green Chimomanthus.

Fig. 6 - Late October: a line of white sasanquas in
a bed beside the lake. C. sasanqua ‘Mine-no-yuki’
(Yokohama Gardener’s Association, 1891) shines with
the San Giulio Isle in the background.

Fig. 8 - December: C. sasanqua ‘Cherilyn’ (ACRS,
1959), with glossy leaves, contrasts with the yellowrose villa.
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Fig. 9 - December - February: C. hiemalis ‘Shishi
Gashira’ (Nihon Engei Kai Zasshi, 1894) has a long
lasting seamless blooming season. Slow growth,
dense and rounded habit, glossy leaves, very hardy.

Fig. 10 - January – February: ‘Star above star’ (Dekker,
1964) in full bloom in Villa Maioni, Verbania, Italy. In
the background theater “Il Maggiore”. Photo by G.
Motta.

The flowers

cultivars, are totally exempt from flower
blight – and this is not a little advantage!
We here give a selection that starts from
white and ends with variegated blooms.
Again, if not otherwise stated, the photos
are taken in Villa Motta by me. Finally, I
added some non-sasanqua autumn-winter
blooms.

Forms include anemone, double,
semidouble, simple, and peony while
colors range from pure white to full red
and some striped form. Sasanqua flowers,
as well as other autumn-winter blooming
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White flowers

Fig. 14 - Double flower: C. sasanqua ‘Bianco Natale’
(Floricoltura Lago Maggiore, 1985) 		
Fig. 11 - Simple flower: ‘Setsugekka’ (Ashizawa, 1898)
is a mid-size bloom in October/ November.

Pink flowers

Fig, 12 - Semi-double flower: C. x vernalis ‘Ginryū’
(Shirai-Bunko, 1789) – Villa Maioni, Verbania (Italy) –
photo by G. Motta

Fig. 15 - Simple flower: C. sasanqua ‘Hanajiman’
(Kaitsu-en, 1905)

Fig. 13 - Semi-double flower: C. vernalis ‘Star above
star’ (Dekker, 1964) in Villa Maioni, Pallanza.. A late
and profuse bloomer around January-February. Photo
by G. Motta.

Fig. 16 - Simple flower: C. sasanqua ‘Navajo’ (Wylam,
1956) is like other speckled sasanquas, such as
‘Rainbow’.
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Fig. 20 - Anemone flower: C. sasanqua ‘Chôjiguruma’
Fig. 17 - Semi-double flower: the fragrant C. sasanqua
(Shirai-Bunko, Higashimurayama, Kichi’emon, 1789).
‘Marta Piffaretti’ (Floricoltura Lago Maggiore, 1974)
Photo by Sueo Takano, Japan16.
grows rapidly with a compact habit. Very early. Matte
leaves, mid green, with dented borders. Small to
Fig. 17 - Semi-double flower: the fragrant C. sasanqua ‘Marta Piffaretti’ (Floricoltura Lago
Maggiore,
1974)
grows rapidly with a compact habit. Very early. Matte leaves, mid green, with Red flowers
medium
bloom.
dented borders. Small to medium bloom.

Fig. 18 - Irregular double flower: C. hiemalis ‘Shōwano-sakae’ (McIlhenny, 1937). Photo by Sueo Takano,
Japan

Fig. 21 -Simple flower: C. vernalis ‘Yuletide’ (Nuccio’s,
1963) is a spectacular bloom in a compact bush
that thrives in milder climates. In Orta, it blooms in
December-January-February, depending on the years.

Fig. 19 - Double flower: C. sasanqua ‘Bettie Patricia’
(Coleman 1952)

Fig. 23 - Semi-peony flower: C. hiemalis ‘Bonanza’
(1959, Tom Dodd, Jr.) grows slowly and blooms
around November.

Fig. 18 - Irregular double flower: C. hiemalis ‘Shōwa-no-sakae’ (McIlhenny, 1937). Photo by Sueo
Takano, Japan
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Fig. 22 - Semidouble flower: ‘Kanjirō’ (Takii, 1954) is probably one of the most popular C. hiemalis: robust, with a
compact habit and a rather fast growth; the bloom color is variable, depending on the soil, from pink to almost
red; it also sports variegated flowers.

Variegated flowers

Fig. 24 - Simple flower: C. vernalis ‘Kamakura shibori’ “Who owned you, Kamakura Shibori, thausend-year
camellia?” sounds a Japanese haiku, paying homage to its striking beauty, with white, variegated, and red
blooms, immerged in wonderful leaves. Origin: Satomi, 1958. Last not least, Kamakura stands the frost and
blooms from November to January (if not too cold). Slow growth.

Fig. 25 - Semidouble flower:
C. vernalis ‘Shibori Egao’
(Hakoda, 1974) blooms in
January-February, and it is
very similar to a C. japonica,
as its leaves show. The
flower may be variegated (=
“shibori”) or solid pink. Alike
cultivars are ‘Grady’s Egao’
and ‘Egao Corkscrew’. Fast
growth.
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Other autumn-winter flowers

Fig. 26 - C. japonica ‘Tama-no-ura’ – a world-known variety of C. japonica. In our area, it blooms spasmodically
for 3 months, from December to February, and stands frost. Only mid-season flowers of mature plants show the
white stripe.

Fig. 27 - C. granthamiana (Sealy, 1956) boosts one
of the largest flowers among the species, with a
diameter of 150mm and more. Villa Anelli, Oggebbio
(Italy) – photo by G. Motta
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Fig. 28 - ‘Yume’ (Chinka-en, Niigata Retail List, 19911992) is a C. yuhsienensis x C. hiemalis ‘Kan-tsubaki’
hybrid’. Midsize flower, with pink and blush petals.

Sasanqua gardens

JAPAN

Typically, sasanquas are planted together
with other camellia cultivars. Only
few gardens offer an area specifically
dedicated to sasanquas. I list the gardens
I know in Italy and the Japanese gardens
kindly reported to me by Professor Tanaka
and Mr. Takano.

• Jindai Botanical Garden (Chōfu city

ITALY & SWITZERLAND

•

• Camellietum Compitese (Lucca, Italy)
https://camellietumcompitese.com/ has
60 cultivars placed in a dedicated area.
• Locarno City Camellia Park
(Locarno, Switzerland) https://www.
asconalocarno.com/it/commons/
details/Parco-delle-Camelie
• Villa Anelli, Oggebbio (Italy) http://
www.villa-anelli.it/new/index.htm has a
bed dedicated to sasanquas
• Villa Maioni (Verbania, Italy) is entirely
dedicated to sasanquas with 40
varieties; open to public; no website
• Villa Motta (Orta S. Giulio, Italy) https://
internationalcamellia.org/villa-motta
with around 70 sasanqua and autumnwinter blooming cultivars

•

Tokyō)
• Musashi Kyuryō National government

•

•
•
•

park (Hiki-town,Saitama) https://www.
shinrinkoen.jp/
Flower and Green center (Kawaguchi-city
Saitama) https://www.pref.saitama.lg.jp/
hana-midori/tenji/tsubaki-sazanka.html
Tokyo University of Agriculture and
technology (https://www.tuat.ac.jp/en/)
National Museum of Japanese History
(https://www.rekihaku.ac.jp/english/
index.html)
Kumamoto Castle
Kumamoto City Zoological and
Botanical Gardens.
Teruo Tanaka’s Garden, Kumamoto
(private)

References
The still valid “What Camellia is that?”
by Stirling Macaboy (1998) allocates 25
pages to sasanquas. A similar section is in
Trehane’s “Camellias” (2007).
The International Camellia Register
https://camellia.iflora.cn includes a
description and pictures of about 1,500
C. sasanqua, C. hiemalis, C. vernalis.
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Botanischer Blindengarten – Radeberg /Saksen


Luc Dhaeze-Van Ryssel
(Photos provided by the secretariat, or from the website of the Garden for blind people.)



In 1996, a garden “in front of the door”
was planned and created for the guests of
the Villa Storchennest. In recent years, it
has become a unique “special garden”, as
it is assessed by experts.
This Botanical Garden for blind people is
unique in Germany and it is an oasis for
everyone. After its initial size of 5,600
square meters, the garden area was
expanded to a total of 22,000 square
meters during the years 2000, 2003
and 2005 through annexations and
acquisitions of neighboring plots.
Deaf blind people and visitors are guided
through the garden for the blind on a 1.5
km route. Along the main paths a 800 m
long handrail of stainless-steel was built for
orientation, for blind and severely visually
impaired visitors. Around 1,300 plant
species thrive in the field, including about
700 fragrant plant species. Remarkable
is the fine scent which accompanies the
visitor everywhere in the garden.
The nursery of the Botanical Garden
for blind people is the 5th recognized
camellia location in Saxony next to
Pirna-Zuschendorf, Pillnitz, Königsbrück
and Roßwein. In 2004, the nursery of
the ‘Blindengarten’ began to set up a
collection of camellias. After a very difficult
construction period, the new “Dufthaus auf
der Storchenest” (litt. “House of Fragrance
on the stork’s nest” was inaugurated on
66

28 April 2019. This greenhouse, hosts the
camellia show from January to April. Over
70 potted plants, mainly scented camellias,
are then presented to the public.
Opening hours: (without registration)
Garden: 01.05. to 31.10.:
Tue, Wed and Sat from 13.00 - 18.00.
Dufthaus: 13.01. to 10.04.:
Wed and Sat from 13.00 - 17.00 o’clock.
Open Garden Day is always on the last
Sunday in April.

Camellia-Hybride ‘Freedoom Bell’

Camellia-Hybride ‘Freedoom Bell’

Geen benaming

View inside the greenhouse.

View inside the greenhouse.
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Text and photos provided by Anthony Curry



Introduction
Vietnam, including the Central Highlands,
are part of the Indo-Burma Hotspot.
Biodiversity hotspots are areas of land
that are biologically extraordinarily rich
but are highly threatened by escalating
anthropogenic pressures (CEPF, n.d.). With
about 14,000 plant species, Vietnam’s flora
is comparatively abundant, and varied for
a country with an approximate area of
331,000 km² (Sydenham & Thomas, 2020;
Wikipedia List of Countries, 2021, September
15). The species richness and the great
diversity of the Vietnamese flora is due to
its tropical to sub-tropical climate and its
seasonality, latitudinal and altitudinal ranges,
topography, geology, and soils (Sterling et
al., 2006; CEPF, 2020, September).

The Central Highlands of southern Vietnam,
or Tây Nguyên, includes five provinces i.e.,
Kon Tum, Gia Lai, Dak Lak, Dak Nong and
Lam Dong and several plateaus (refer to Fig.
1.). With an area of about 54,474 km2 the
Central Highlands is the refuge for over: 300
mammal species; 290 reptilian species, and
Provinces making up the Central Highlands of Vietnam
16 species of amphibians (Wikipedia Wildlife
(adapted from
October 25,Highlands
Wikipedia
Provinces making
upTUBS,
the2011,
Central
of Vietn
Commons, https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
of Vietnam, 2021 September 12). The Central
(adapted from
TUBS, 2011, October 25, Wikipedia Commons
commons/f/fe/Provinces_of_vietnam-blank_map.svg
Highlands support some of Southeast Asia’s
(“no
copyright infringement is intended”)	
Fig. 1.
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fe/Provinces_of
most iconic animal species e.g., Indochinese
tiger (Panthera tigris corbetti Mazák),blank_map.svg (“no copyright infringement is intended”)
Annamite striped rabbit (Nesolagus
mainland Southeast Asian sambar (Rusa
timminsi Averianov, Abramov & Tikhonov)
unicolor cambojensis Gray) (see Fig. 2.), wild
and the Asian elephant (Elephas maximus
Asian water buffalo (Bubulus arnee Kerr),
indicus Cuvier) (Sterling et al., 2006; ITIS,
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striped rabbit (Nesolagus timminsi Averianov, Abramov & Tikhonov)
(Elephas maximus indicus Cuvier) (Sterling et al., 2006; ITIS, 2021,
2021, September 25; Wikipedia, 2021,

(Rhinoceros sondaicus annamiticus Heude,

3; Wikipedia
Annamite striped
1892),striped
saola (Pseudoryx
nghetinhensis
dia, 2021, September
September
3; Wikipedia
Annamite
rabbit,
2021, April

rabbit, 2021, April 28; Wikipedia Central
Dung, Giao, Chinh, Tuoc, Arctander &
Highlands,
2021,
August
29).
Sterling
et
1993) and
giantthe
muntjac deer
Highlands, 2021, August 29). Sterling et al.MacKinnon,
(2006) state
that
al. (2006) state that the uniqueness and
(Muntiacus vuquangensis Tuoc, Dung,
range
of
the
Vietnamese
fauna
echoes
Dawson, Arctander
& Mackinnon,
1994).
of the Vietnamese fauna echoes the abundance
and
variety
of the
these
taxa
are
exceedingly
rare, threaten
the abundance and variety of the plant
Each, of these taxa are exceedingly
communities
flora of the Central
rare, threatened with extinction, and
flora of the
CentralandHighlands
ecoregion.worthy
of greater appreciation and prese
Highlands ecoregion.
are all special entities worthy of greater
appreciation and preservation.

these taxa are exceedingly rare, threatened with extinction, and are all specia
worthy of greater appreciation and preservation.
Camellia piquetiana (1887)
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fieldworkers, and botanists to gain a greater
knowledge and deeper understanding of
the plant communities, specifically the
flora of the Central Highlands, as well
as Vietnam at large. The discovery of
several plant species new to science in the
3
highlands e.g., Adinandra hongiaoensis Son
& L. V. Dung (Pentaphylacaceae), Begonia
hongiaoensis C.W. Lin, T.C. Hsu & Luu and
Begonia lamdongiana C. W. Lin, T. C. Hsu
& Luu (Begoniaceae), Billolivia kyi Luu
& G. Tran (Gesneriaceae) and Polyspora
huongiana Orel, Curry & Luu (Theaceae)
(see Fig. 4.) have resulted from this work.
The fieldworkers and researchers are
convinced that there are still more taxa to
be discovered from the rich forests and
mountains of the Central Highlands of
Vietnam (Sterling et al., 2006; Heywood
et al., 2007; Orel et al., 2012; Son & Dung,
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2014, October;ATruong
al., 2020; Lin et
fallen et
flower
al., 2021).
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The survey
This survey attempts to promote an
awareness of, and engender interest in,
the Camellia species from the Central
Highlands of southern Vietnam (refer to
Fig. 5). The reason for compilation of the
survey was the wealth of the C. species
in the Central Highlands, their abundance
and variety After drafting an article for
the Dalat University Journal of Science
focusing on the threats facing the yellowflowered C. species growing along the Hon
Giao Pass my interest in the C. flora of the
region in general was further stimulated.
The following review of Camellia species
collected since 2011 from the plateau and
mountain forests of the Central Highlands
by local, national, and international research
teams attests to the ecoregion’s rich C. flora:
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Camellia dalatensis V. D.
Luong, Ninh & Hakoda

Section: Piquetia
International Camellia Journal
44: 161 (2012)

Image: adapted from Luong Van
Dung

Camellia inusitata Orel, Curry
& Luu

Section: Bidoupia
Edinburgh Journal of Botany
69(2): 348 (2012)

Image: adapted from Luu Hong
Truong

Camellia dilinhensis Ninh & V.
D. Luong

Type: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: Da Lat Plateau,
evergreen forest, at
altitudes of 1300 m,
08/03/2012, Ninh & Dung,
120301 (Holotype,
Isotype, HNU)

Type: Vietnam, Lam Dong
Province: Bidoup-Nui Ba
National Park,
19/12/2010, Luu Hong
Truong, Pham Huu Nhan &
Vo Duan Luu 464
(Holotype VNM; Isotype,
NSW, VNM)
Type: Vietnam, Lam Dong
Province: Di Linh,
evergreen forest, at
altitudes of 850-900 m,
22/10/2012, Dung & Ninh
121001 (Holotype, Isotype
HNU)

Section: Obovoideae

4
International Camellia Journal
45: 87 (2013)

Camellia oconoriana Orel,
Curry & Luu

Section: Chrysanthae
Edinburgh Journal of Botany
70(3): 439 (2013)
Camellia capitata Orel, Curry
& Luu

Section: Capitatae

Image: adapted from Luong Van
Dung

Type: Vietnam, Lam Dong
Province: unnamed
mountain about 120 km
south-west from the City
of Da Lat, 22/10/2010,
Orel & Curry 0720
(Holotype NSW; Isotype
VNM)
TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: Cat Loc, Cat Tien
National Park, Plot 511, ca.
4 km N of Phuoc Son
Forest Station, about 200
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of Da Lat, 22/10/2010,
Orel & Curry 0720
(Holotype NSW; Isotype
VNM)

Edinburgh Journal of Botany
70(3): 439 (2013)
Camellia capitata Orel, Curry
& Luu

TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: Cat Loc, Cat Tien
National Park, Plot 511, ca.
4 km N of Phuoc Son
Forest Station, about 200
m, 11/11/2010 (fl.), Pham
Hong Thai & Nguyen Danh
Hiep CT5 (Holotype, SGN;
Isotype, NSW)
Type: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: foot of an
unnamed mountain, Da
Lat Plateau, 27/02/2002,
G. Orel, G. Richards, C.
Harland & S. Jones Orel
21147 (Holotype: NSW,
Isotype: VNM).

Section: Capitatae
Novon 23(3): 315 (2014)
Camellia curryana Orel & Luu

Section: Heterogeneae
Nordic Journal of Botany
32(1): 42 (2014)

Camellia duyana Orel, Curry &
Luu

Section: Heterogeneae
Novon 23(3): 308 (2014)

Camellia hongiaoensis Orel &
Curry

Section: Dalatia
Telopea 17: 101 (2014).
Camellia ligustrina Orel, Curry
& Luu

Section: Pierrea
Novon 23(3): 308 (2014)
Camellia longii Orel &Luu
72
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TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: about 40 m
below ridge of unnamed
mountain on Da Lat
Plateau, about 1400 m,
27/ 11/2010 (fl.), G. Orel &
Nguyen Van Duy 0719
(Holotype, NSW; Isotype,
SGN)
TYPE: Vietnam. Khanh Hoa
Province: in the vicinity of
the City of Nha Trang,
Luong Van Dung, Cuong
Quang Truong & Pham
Huu Nhan, Orel & Curry
OC36, 28/11/2013
(Holotype, NSW)
TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: Mount Lang
Biang, 1850 m,
16/12/2011 (fl., fr.), G.
Orel & A. Curry 0734
(Holotype, NSW; Isotype,
SGN)
Type: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: Cat Tien
National Park,

Section: Pierrea

16/12/2011 (fl., fr.), G.
Orel & A. Curry 0734
(Holotype, NSW; Isotype,
SGN)

Novon 23(3): 308 (2014)
Camellia longii Orel &Luu

Type: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: Cat Tien
National Park,
10/09/2009, Vu Ngoc Long
CT4 (Holotype, VNM;
Paratypes, NSW, VNM)

Section: Piquetia
Nordic Journal of Botany
32(1): 42 (2014)
Camellia cuongiana Orel &
Curry

TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: within the
confines of the Bidoup-Nui
Ba National Park,
05/11/2012, Truong
Quang Cuong, G. Orel & A.
S. Curry, G. Orel & A. S.
Curry 0721 (holotype:
NSW)

Section: Lamdongia
Pursuit of Hidden Camellias
Vietnam China 32 new
Camellia species from
Vietnam and China, 180,
(2015)
Camellia harlandii Orel &
Curry
Section: Yersinia
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Pursuit of Hidden Camellias
Vietnam China 32 new
Camellia species from
Vietnam and China, 166,
(2015)
Camellia luuana Orel & Curry

Section: Dalatia
Pursuit of Hidden Camellias
Vietnam China 32 new
Camellia species from
Vietnam and China, 251,
(2015)
Camellia tadungensis Orel,
Curry & Luu

Section: Dalatia
Pursuit of Hidden Camellias
Vietnam China 32 new

Image: adapted from Luu Hong
Truong

TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: Da Lat Plateau,
13/01/2004, G. Orel, A.
Curry, G. Richards & G.
Wilkes 218 (Holotype:
NSW; Isotype, NSW)

TYPE: Vietnam. Dak Nong
Province: Ta Dung Nature
Reserve, 11/01/2011, Luu
Hong Truong, Nguyen
Quoc Dat & Nguyen Tran
Quoc Trung, Luu, Nguyen
& Nguyen TD 391
(Holotype, NSW; Isotypes,
VNM)

TYPE: Vietnam. Dak Nong
Province: Ta Dung Nature
Reserve, 11/01/2011, Luu
Hong Truong, Nguyen
Quoc Dat & Nguyen Tran
Quoc Trung, Luu, Nguyen
& Nguyen TD 264
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Vietnam China 32 new
Camellia species from
Vietnam and China, 251,
(2015)

Image: adapted from Luu Hong
Truong

& Nguyen TD 391
(Holotype, NSW; Isotypes,
VNM)

Image: adapted from Luu Hong
Truong

TYPE: Vietnam. Dak Nong
Province: Ta Dung Nature
Reserve, 11/01/2011, Luu
Hong Truong, Nguyen
Quoc Dat & Nguyen Tran
Quoc Trung, Luu, Nguyen
& Nguyen TD 264
(Holotype, NSW; Isotypes,
VNM)

Camellia tadungensis Orel,
Curry & Luu

Section: Dalatia
Pursuit of Hidden Camellias
Vietnam China 32 new
Camellia species from
Vietnam and China, 256,
(2015)
Camellia sonthaiensis Luu, V.
D. Luong, Q. D. Nguyen &
T.Q.T. Nguyen

Section: Piquetia

Annales Botanici Fennici 52(56): 289 (2015).

Image: adapted from Truong
Quang Cuong

Camellia viscosa Orel & Curry

Section: Heterogeneae
Pursuit of Hidden Camellias
Vietnam China 32 new
Camellia species from
Vietnam and China, 214,
(2015)
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Camellia luteopallida V. D.
Luong, T. Q. T. Nguyen & Luu

Section: Dalatia

Annales Botanici Fennici 53(12): 135 (2016)
Camellia ninhii Luong & Le
74

Image: adapted from Luong Van
Dung

TYPE: Vietnam. Khanh Hoa
Province: Khanh Vinh
District. Son Thai
Commune, at about 900 m
elevation, 14/04/2013,
Luong Van Dung
DL. 130401 (Holotype,
DLU; Isotypes, DLU, SGN),
(DL. 13.04.02 to DL
13.04.04 Paratypes, DLU,
SGN)
TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: unnamed
mountain, Da Lat Plateau,
19/11/2002, G. Orel, R.
Cherry, S. Jones, B. Mika,
Orel 21148G (Holotype,
NSW; Isotypes, NSW)

TYPE: Vietnam. Dak Nong
Province: Gia Nghia Town,
21/10/2015. Luong Van
Dung & Tran Trong Hung
DL. 14.10.01 (Holotype,
DLU, Isotype, SGN!),
Paratypes: 15 October
2015 Luong Van Dung &
Tran Trong Hung DL.
15.10.02 DLU!, SGN!)

TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: Cat Tien,
evergreen broadleaved

Annales Botanici Fennici 53(12): 135 (2016)

Image: adapted from Luong Van
Dung

Camellia ninhii Luong & Le

TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: Cat Tien,
evergreen broadleaved
forest, at altitudes of 500600 m, 10/10/2015, Luong
Van Dung, Tran Trong
Hung, Le Nguyet Hai Ninh,
DL.15.10.01 (Holotype,
DLU, HN; Isotype, DLU)

Section: Corallinae

Proceedings of Dali
International Camellia
Congress Dali-Yunnan-China,
2016 February 20–26 (76–78)

Image: adapted from Luong Van
Dung

Camellia thuongiana Luong,
Anna Le & Lau

Section: Chrysanthae
Dalat University Journal of
Science, Volume 6 Issue 3,
338, 2016
Camellia quangcuongii L. V.
Dung, Son & Nhan
Section: Theopsis

Image: adapted from Luong Van
Dung
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Journal of Japanese Botany
91: 226–230 (2016)
Camellia foleyana Orel &
Curry

Camellia fulva Orel & Curry

Section: Dalatia
Camellia: Work in Progress,

Type: Southern Vietnam.
Lam Dong Province:
Doanket Commune,
Dahuoai District, Lau Quoc
Thuong & Luong Van
Dung, DL.160107
(Holotype, DLU; Isotype,
DLU); DL.160108
(Paratype, DLU)
Type: Vietnam. Khanh Hoa
Province, Son Thai
commune, Hon Giao
Mountain; elevation 802
m, 16/10/ 2014, Luong
Dung DL141002
(Holotype, DLU, SRI;
Isotype, VAFS)
TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: unnamed
mountain, Da Lat Plateau,
17/01/2004, G. Orel, A. S.
Curry, G. Richards. Orel &
Curry 2015-07 (Holotype,
NSW)

Section: Dalatia
Camellia: Work in Progress,
129 (2019)

Tran Trong Hung DL.
15.10.02 DLU!, SGN!)

Image: adapted from G. Orel

TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: unnamed
tributary, the headwaters
of Dong Nai River,
17/01/2004, G. Orel, A. S.
Curry, G. Richards & G.
Wilkes, Orel & Curry VN
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Camellia: Work in Progress,
129 (2019)

Curry 2015-07 (Holotype,
NSW)
Image: adapted from G. Orel

Camellia fulva Orel & Curry

TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: unnamed
tributary, the headwaters
of Dong Nai River,
17/01/2004, G. Orel, A. S.
Curry, G. Richards & G.
Wilkes, Orel & Curry VN
17-1-04b (Holotype, NSW)

Section: Dalatia
Camellia: Work in Progress,
149 (2019)
Camellia multigemma Orel &
Curry

Section: Dalatia
Camellia: Work in Progress,
268 (2019)
Camellia pentagonalema Orel
& Curry
Section: Piquetia
Camellia: Work in Progress,
139 (2019)
Camellia stellata Orel & Curry
Section: Furfuraceae

9

Camellia: Work in Progress,
324 (2019)
Camellia venusta Orel & Curry

TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: unnamed
tributary, the headwaters
of Dong Nai River,
17/01/2004, G. Orel, G.
Richards, A. Curry & G.
Wilkes, Orel & Curry
21148GR (Holotype, NSW)

Section: Annamia
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Camellia: Work in Progress,
203 (2019)
Camellia wilkesiana Orel &
Curry

TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: at the base of an
unnamed mountain, Da
Lat Plateau, 17/01/2004,
G. Orel, G. Richards, A.
Curry & G. Wilkes, Orel &
Curry OC16725CCC
(Holotype, NSW)
TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: unnamed
tributary, the headwaters
of Dong Nai River,
17/01/2004, G. Orel, A. S.
Curry, G. Richards & G.
Wilkes, Orel & Curry VN
17-1-04 (Holotype, NSW)
TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: slope of an
unnamed mountain, Da
Lat Plateau, 19/11/2002,
G. Orel, R. Cherry, S.
Jones, B. Mika, Orel &
Curry OC18529P-78
(Holotype, NSW)

Image: adapted from G. Orel

TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: on the foothills
of the Da Lat Plateau,

Camellia: Work in Progress,
203 (2019)
Camellia wilkesiana Orel &
Curry

Richards, A. Curry & G.
Wilkes, Orel & Curry
21148GR (Holotype, NSW)
Image: adapted from G. Orel

TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: on the foothills
of the Da Lat Plateau,
headwaters of the dong
Nai River, 20/01/2004, G.
Orel, A. S. Curry, G.
Richards & G. Wilkes, Orel
& Curry VN 17-1-04GW
(Holotype, NSW)

Section: Chrysanthae
Camellia: Work in Progress,
193 (2019)
Camellia bidoupensis Truong,
Luong & Tran

Section: Theopsis

International Camellia Journal
52: 125, (2020)

Image: adapted from Truong
Quang Cuong

Camellia flosculora Curry, V. S.
Le, C. Q. Truong & V. D. Luong

Section: Thea
10
Brittonia, XX(X), 1 (2021)

Image: adapted from Truong
Quang Cuong

Camellia langbianensis
(Gagnep.) P.H.Hô, Cayco
Vietnam (Illustrated Flora of
Vietnam) 1(1): 537 (1991) ≡
Dankia langbianensis
Gagnepain Flora Indo-Chine
[P.H. Lecomte et al.]
Supplement: 198 (1939)

Section: Piquetia
Re-discovery:
Phytotaxa 480 (1): 85 (2021)
Camellia proensis L. V. Dung,

Image: adapted from Luong Van
Dung

TYPE: Vietnam. Vietnam,
Lam Dong Province:
Bidoup-Nui Ba National
Park, evergreen forest, at
altitudes of 1600 m,
22/12/2018 (fl.), Truong
Quang Cuong, Luong Van
Dung, Do Cong Thuan,
Trinh Van Muoi & Tran
Hoang Than, DL.181201
(Holotype, DLU);
DL.190401 (Paratype,
DLU)
Type: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: Bidoup-Nui Ba
National Park, Hon Giao
Mountain, 1740 m
elevation, 20/07/2019 [fl.,
fr.], Truong Quang Cuong,
Luong Van Dung, DL
190701 (Holotype, DLU;
Isotype, HNU)
TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: between B.-dle
and Dankia commune,
Langbian Mountain, 1200–
1300 m, 26/10/1930,
Poilane 18648 (Lectotype
designated by Zhao et al.
(2017: 173):
P [P00754831];
Isolectotypes:
K [K000704329],
L [L0012339],
P [P00754832])
TYPE: VIETNAM. Lam Dong
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Brittonia, XX(X), 1 (2021)

Image: adapted from Truong
Quang Cuong

Camellia langbianensis
(Gagnep.) P.H.Hô, Cayco
Vietnam (Illustrated Flora of
Vietnam) 1(1): 537 (1991) ≡
Dankia langbianensis
Gagnepain Flora Indo-Chine
[P.H. Lecomte et al.]
Supplement: 198 (1939)

Section: Piquetia

Image: adapted from Luong Van
Dung

Re-discovery:
Phytotaxa 480 (1): 85 (2021)
Camellia proensis L. V. Dung,
Doudkin & Q. V. Hoi
Section: Piquetia
Phytotaxa 479 (1), 137 (2021)

Image: adapted from Luong Van
Dung

fr.], Truong Quang Cuong,
Luong Van Dung, DL
190701 (Holotype, DLU;
Isotype, HNU)
TYPE: Vietnam. Lam Dong
Province: between B.-dle
and Dankia commune,
Langbian Mountain, 1200–
1300 m, 26/10/1930,
Poilane 18648 (Lectotype
designated by Zhao et al.
(2017: 173):
P [P00754831];
Isolectotypes:
K [K000704329],
L [L0012339],
P [P00754832])
TYPE: VIETNAM. Lam Dong
Province: Don Duong
District, Pro commune,
800–1,100 m elevation,
08/03/2015, Quach Van
Hoi, Luong Van Dung
DUNG.150301 (Holotype,
Isotypes, DLU!).

For herbarium acronyms refer to: Index herbariorum: http://sweetgum.nybg.org/science/ih/
Fig. 5.

Conclusion

both northern and southern Vietnam i.e.,
Chrysanthae, Furfuraceae, Heterogeneae,
Examination of the review revealed 31
Thea and Theopsis. To date, all member
Camellia species collected from the Central
Examination
the review
revealed
312011
Camellia species
from
the Central
Highlands
speciescollected
of sections
Annamia,
Bidoupia,
Highlands
ofof
southern
Vietnam
since
Corallinae,
Capitatae,
Dalatia,
Lamdongia,
(IPNI,
2021). Vietnam
A sectional
analysis
of the2021). A sectional analysis of the species disclosed:
of southern
since
2011 (IPNI,
Obovoideae, Pierrea, Piquetia, and Yersinia
species disclosed: members of 15 of the 31
members of 15 of the 31 C. sections (Orel & Curry 2015), are found in the Central Highlands;
occur
in southern Vietnam. Eight of
C. sections (Orel & Curry 2015), are found
there
seven
species inthere
Dalatia;
in Piquetia;the
three
both Chrysanthae
and
nineinspecies
in section Piquetia
are
in
the are
Central
Highlands;
are six
seven
endemic
to
the
Central
Highlands
with
species
in Dalatia;
Piquetia;and
three
Heterogeneae;
twosix
in in
Theopsis,
oneinspecies in each of the following sections Annamia,
only one species, C. honbaensis, occurring
both Chrysanthae and Heterogeneae; two
Bidoupia, Capitatae, Corallinae, Furfuraceae, Lamdongia, Obovoideae, Pierrea, Thea and
outside of the Central Highlands in the
in Theopsis, and one species in each of
adjoining region of the South Central
the following sections Annamia, Bidoupia,
11
Coast, in Hon Ba Nature Reserve.
Capitatae, Corallinae, Furfuraceae,

C o nc lusio n

Lamdongia, Obovoideae, Pierrea, Thea and
Yersinia. Examination of the distributions
of the sections demonstrated that: 10
of the 15 sections occur in southern
Vietnam only, and five sections occur in
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Over the last decade many Camellia
species new to science from Vietnam
and China have been discovered and
published. These rare finds discovered

throughout Vietnam, and especially the
Central Highlands have resulted from
systematic and exhaustive fieldwork and
exploration. Some of the major scientists
and fieldworkers involved in this research
and groundwork include, Nguyen Tien
Hiep (Vietnam Academy of Science and
Technology), Professor Tran Ninh (Vietnam
University of Science, Hanoi), Naotoshi
Hakoda (Tokyo University of Agriculture),
Dr. Luu Hong Truong and Nguyen Quoc
Dat (Southern Institute of Ecology), Luong
Van Dung (Dalat University), Truong
Quang Cuong, Le Van Son and Pham Huu
Nhan (Bidoup-Nui Ba National Park), Dr.
George Orel and Anthony S. Curry (Project
Camellia), Dr. Le Nguyet Hai Ninh (Hoa Lu
University), Hoang Thanh Son (Silviculture
Research Institute, Vietnamese Academy
of Forest Sciences, Hanoi).
Several of these researchers work on
projects documenting the flora of
Vietnam e.g., Building a database of
forest biodiversity in Khanh Hoa Province
and Databasing biodiversity in southern
Vietnam. These, and other projects have
been funded and/or supported by the:
• Vietnam National Foundation for
Science and Technology Development
• National Institute of Biological
Resources, funded by the Ministry of the
Environment of the Republic of Korea
• Japan Society for the Promotion of
Science Grants-in Aid for Scientific
Research (KAKENHI) system Japan
• Thu Dau Mot University and Russian
program for support of bio-resource
collections

• 2017 Chinese Medicine Public Health
Service Subsidy Special “National Chinese
Medicine Resources Census Project”
• ISPS KAKENHI Grant Japan, KRIBB
Initiative Program of the Republic of
Korea and the National Natural Science
Foundation of China
• Nagao Natural Environment Foundation
(NEF) through the Commemorative
Grant Fund for Capacity Building of
Young Scientists
• Management and staff of the BidoupNui Ba National Park; the Dalat
University; Southern Institute of
Ecology, Ho Chi Minh City, members of
Project Camellia, and Dr. Zhong Lang
Wang from Kunming Institute of Botany,
Kunming, Yunnan Province, China
• Japan International Cooperation Agency
for support of baseline surveying
of ecosystems, collection, storage
and sharing of field data, capacity
development of management and staff,
transport, and field equipment including
GPS, cameras, and binoculars (JICA, n.d.).
Especial mention needs to be made of the
Camellia conservation collections currently
being amassed, propagated, grown, and
curated by:
• Tam Dao National Park, Vinh Phuc
Province, northern Vietnam supported
by Professor Tran Ninh and Dr. Le
Nguyet Hai Ninh
• Dalat University, Dalat, Lam Dong
Province, southern Vietnam backed and
assisted by Mr. Luong Van Dung and Dr.
Luu Hong Truong
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• Bidoup-Nui Ba National Park, Botanic
Garden and Camellia Garden, Lam Dong
Province, southern Vietnam supported
by Messrs Le Van Huong, Truong Quang
Cuong, Le Van Son and Pham Huu
Nhan, as well as Dr. Luu Hong Truong.
At the declaration of Cat Tien National
Park in 1963 Ho Chi Minh proclaimed: “The
forest is gold. If we know how to conserve
and manage it well, it will be very valuable”
(Sterling et al., 2006). To get to know
the forest, and how best to conserve it,
the plants that comprise it must first be
identified. This is the work the researchers
and fieldworkers continue to do in their
search for new Camellia species; as well as
initiating projects, undertaking research, and
developing institutional species collections,
to help advance the conservation and
preservation of the forests and C. species
of the Central Highlands. The importance of
this survey work and its continuation is to be
encouraged and fostered.
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Photos provided by Pilar Vela Fernández
When you visit the garden of Pazo
Pegullal, you connect with nature in
a unique environment of peace and
tranquillity, where light and plants are the
main elements. Water and stone are also
an essential part of the garden and we find
them in ponds, fountains and sculptures,
covered with moss and vines, all perfectly
integrated with the surrounding nature, as
if they have been living together for ages.
In this garden, trees really stand out, in
particular cypresses, magnolias, paulonias
and oaks and, of course, camellias.

which was a major source of income for
the Correa family. In 1869, the pazo was
inherited by Antonio Aguilar y Correa, an
important figure who was president of the
Spanish Government and also owner of
Soutomaior Castle (Salinero et al, 2012).
Upon his death, the property passed to his
niece María Vinyals, the widowed Marquise
of Ayerbe, then to her heirs, and was
subsequently sold.

A little bit of history
The origin of this pazo (manor house),
located in the village of Salceda de
Caselas (Pontevedra, Spain), is not well
documented. The first records make
reference to the Convent of Santa María de
Salceda and later, in the 16th century, there
are documents telling that King Philip II
sold the property and that the Pegullal
farm was built. The pazo has been part of
the history of Galicia, since their owners
have belonged to the most important
families in this region, as can be seen in
the coat of arms at the entrance gate. In
1782, it was the fourth most profitable
house owned by the Marquis of Mos,
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Entrance pond

Fountain

The pazo is a historical jewel, with a
majestic 17th-century Baroque building,
the Chapel of San Bieito (dating from
before the 15th century and bearing two
coats of arms) and its ancient fountain,the

longest wooden hórreo (raised granary)
in Spain (14 metres) sitting on 18
staddle stones, a wall surrounding the
estate, and its entrance gate, flanked
by two cylindrical towers with crosses
on hemispherical tops bearing the
coat of arms of the Correa, Mendoza,
Ozores, Quirós, Sarmiento, Silva, Sousa,
Soutomaior and Zuñiga families.

Stone cross and horreo

At the end of the 20th century, the
current owners bought the pazo. They
reconstructed the buildings and created
the gardens featuring water and stone
elements, a great variety of plants and, of
course, camellias. Despite having being
recently created, its gardens seem to have
been listening to the stories of the people
who have lived there for years.
The main building has a U-shaped
structure and a double staircase leading
to a balustraded sun terrace, which has
been rebuilt like the original one, from the
18th-century original one.

Side view of the Pazo

Farmland
According to the Marquis of Ensenada’s
land register, in 1753, the Pegullal farm
covered about 18 hectares: 8 hectares
of vineyards, 4 hectares of woodland,
a 3-hectare oakwood and a 1 hectarevegetable garden (Historical Archives of
the Province of Pontevedra). Olive trees
(Olea europaea) were cultivated between
the end of the 18th century and the
beginning of the 19th century (production
data from 1782, 1802 and 1805). In 1814,
after being affected by a pest, they were
uprooted and replaced by vines.
Until 2020, grapevines and kiwifruit vines
occupied the 30 ha of land surrounding Pazo
Pegullal. Recently, kiwifruit vines have been
replaced by Albariño grape vines, which are
used to make the pazos’ own wine.

The garden
When the current owners bought
the property, the land was totally
neglected, so a comprehensive project
was undertaken establishing areas for
agricultural production and creating a
garden around the pazo, but preserving its
old trees, mostly oaks. One of them, being
more than 500 years old, was recovered
by successive pruning, cleaning, soil
cleaning and fertilisation works.
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staircase adorned with camellia flowers
and branches is reflected on the water. To
its right there is a large specimen of black
locust (Robinia pseudoacacia L.).

Centenary Oak

The new garden surrounding the pazo
was designed in 1988 by the renowned
Spanish landscape gardener Fernando
Caruncho following his own style. Then,
it was enlarged in 2010. His philosophy,
based on “the search for beauty through
nature and geometry”, can be found in
every corner of this garden. Thus, here we
find a structured, well-balanced, simple
and beautiful garden. Most of Fernando
Caruncho’s gardens are not open to the
public, which makes this place even more
fascinating.
When referring to geometry, he always
says that it can be hidden or obvious,
but it is undoubtedly the way of reading
or interpreting the place. Thus, Pegullal
is a geometric garden full of light, which
penetrates through the branches and is
reflected on the water of its fountains
and basins. Moreover, the large number
of plant species are beautifully arranged
around these elements.
After crossing the entrance, we reach a
large courtyard with a T-shaped pond
in the middle (north-south oriented)
with camellia trees growing on its sides,
in such a way that the main building’s
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General view

Pergola covered with Wisteria

To the west of the gateway, past the large
centenary oak (Quercus robur L.), the
chapel and the cruceiro (stone cross), we
reach a meadow with a plantation of 37
‘Higo’ camellias. Further on, on the west
side of the manor house, under the long
pergola covered with wisteria (Wisteria
sinensis (Sims) DC.) and around the rose
garden, we get to a large stone table.
Then, heading east among azaleas and
gardenias we reach a large hedge maze.
We are no table to see it until we reach its
edge, as the ivies (Hedera helix L.) of the
hedge that are supported by a solid metal
structure are planted 2 metres deeper than

the path. In the centre of the hedge maze
there is a gazebo with a spiral staircase
leading down into the labyrinth, and to the
north, there is a geometric, or so-called
French garden, with perfectly trimmed
boxwood hedges (Buxus sempervirens L.)
leading to the pazo’s back entrance.
Everything is so perfectly arranged that
from the entrance gate we can see the
aligned T-shaped pond, and through the
windows of the pazo’s front and back
doors, we can see the geometrical garden
and the gazebo with the spiral staircase.

than both gardens at the east entrance to
the pazo.

Geometric garden

Balcony

Labyrinth

After crossing the maze, we reach the
garden of rhododendrons (Rhododendron
sp.) and gardenias (Gardenia jasminoides
J. Ellis) and a little bit further the boxwood
geometric garden. These spaces, which
are located in two courtyards to the east
of the main building, show a perfect
symmetry as circular ponds and fountains
are centrally aligned with the plants
covering the side flowerbeds and wisteria
pergolas around each garden serve as
frames for the main squares. All these
elements combine to create a beautiful
symmetrical structure conceived to be
seen from a large balcony located higher

As it has been already mentioned, in this
landscaping project, stone is one of the
main elements. It is always accompanied
by water and the surrounding plants.
The light penetrates through the holes,
providing a romantic, magic and quiet
athmosphere. The stone can be found in
balustrades, staircases and basins, as well
as in a large number of fountains scattered
around the gardens, hidden among the
flowerbeds or as part of walls, paths and
sculptures decorating hidden spots and
ponds and giving them a special charm.
Besides camellias, the impressive and
elegant paths bordered by cypresses
(Cupressus sempervirens L.) stand out.
They are scattered around the vineyards
(Vitis vinifera), paulownia hedges
(Paulownia tomentosa (Thunb,) Steud.),
crape myrtles (Lagerstroemia indica
L.) and wisterias, and serve to separate
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the different areas of the garden. The
lush and luxuriant wisteria pergolas
provide a colourful show during their
blooming season; as well as the ivy maze,
which can be accesed through a spiral
staircase. Particularly notheworthy are the
perfectly geometric boxwood hedges; the
gardenias, the rhododendrons and citrus
trees (Citrus limon L, C. sinensis L. and C.
trifoliata L.), and the beautiful specimens
of magnolias belonging to different
species (Magnolia grandiflora L., M. x
soulangeana Soul. Bod), some of them of
great size, especially those srrounding the
balustrade at the upper part of the garden
next to the pazo. All over the garden we
see hydrangeas (Hydrangea macrophylla
L.) with intense blue inflorescences and
enjoy the scent of jasmines (Jasminum
officinale L.). Everything is surrounded
by a large vineyard, which serves as an
aesthetic frame for the the pazo and its
garden.

The camellias
At the pazo’s main entrance, surrounding
the pond and in a privileged spot, we find
the oldest camellias. The front part of the
balustrade wall, next to the geometric
garden’s entrance, has a hedge consisting
of twenty-four specimens of C. reticulata
‘Dr. Clifford Parks’. The Higo camellia
garden (located in the upper meadow
to the west of the chapel), the camellia
species path (under the long path of
paulonias and cypresses leading to the
eastern entrance to the pazo) and the
plantation of Galician camellias have been
created more recently.
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Hedge of C. reticulata ‘Dr. Clifford Parks’

Nowadays, the garden has 371 camellia
specimens belonging to 25 different
species; 286 of these belong to 198
cultivars, of which 85 are still unidentified.
Thus, further morphobotanic and
molecular studies will be carried out to
identify the remaining cultivars. The most
abundant species is Camellia japonica
L., with 225 specimens (of which 37 are
‘Higo’); followed by C. reticulata Lindl.,
with about 50 specimens. There are also
more than 50 hybrids; and 17 specimens of
C. sasanqua Thunb. (Including
C. vernalis Makino and C. hiemalis Nakai).
Most of them are identified and marked on
the map. (See also Table I)
Garden included in the Route of the
Camellia of Galicia: after signing an
agreement with the Provincial Council
of Pontevedra to add new specimens
to the collection of camellias (so as to
meet the requirements established by
the Regional Government of Galicia to
be part of the Route of the Camellia), the
Committee of Camellia Galicia (whose
main aim is organising, promoting and
professionalising this route) has agreed, on

23rd April 2021, to include the garden of
Pazo Pegullal in the Route of the Camellia.
As a result, the Route of the Camellia of
Galicia is now made up of 13 gardens.
The Route of the Camelia of Galicia is an
important tourist attraction, with gardens
having the camellia as its main element.
They also are integrated in well-cared-for
and harmonious natural settings whose

beauty awakens our senses. Undoubtedly,
the garden of Pazo Pegullal meets all
these requirements.
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C. japonica garden
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Garden of the Pazo de Pegullal (Salceda de Caselas, Pontevedra, Spain)
General plan
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SPECIES
C. amplexicaulis
C. caudata
C. cuspidat
C. fluviatilis
C. granthamiana
C. hiemalis
C. impressinervis
C. irrawadiensis
C. japonica
C. japonica Higo
C. longicarpa
C. lutchuensis
C. miyagii
C. nitidissima
C. reticulata
C. rusticana
C. salicifolia
C. sasanqua
C. hiemalis
C. sinensis
C. transarisanensis
C. transnokoensis
C. vernalis
C. wabisuke
C. yuhsienensis
C. yunnanensis
C. x williamsii
C. hybrid (others)
TOTAL

TOTAL
NUMBER
OF PLANTS
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
188
37
1
2
1
1
60
2
1
15
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
19
25
371

IDENTIFIED
PLANTS

CULTIVARS

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
129
37
1
1
1
1
36
2
1
15
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
19
25

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
73
37
1
2
1
1
22
2
1
14
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
18
6

285

197

Table I: Camellia species and hybrids. Number of specimens for each.
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UNIDENTIFIED
PLANTS

59

1

24

2
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Code
300
296
286
306
295
326
308
309
See table
294
274, 299
305
291
See table
179, 189
297
See table
325
310
312
303
194, 195, 327
307
311
298, 304
See table
See table

Camellia japonica L. HIGO

Code
216
229
223
243
217
238
226
242
224
233
231
246
240
249
244
230
232
235
248
234
236
241
252
218
222
250
251
239
221
225
247
219
245
227
237
220
228

Species
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica

Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo
Higo

Cultivar
Akatsuki-no-kaori
Asahi-no-mai
Azuma-nishiki
Beni-osaraku
Benizakura
Daikanbô
Fuji-no-yuki
Gosho-zakura
Hakuhô (Higo)
Harugasumi
Hatsumago
Higo-hagoromo
Higo-kumagai
Hinomaru
Hiodoshi
Kôbai-no-zu
Kôraku
Mikuni-no-homare
Myôjô (Higo)
Nioi-fubuki
Nishiki-shikô
Ôkan
Ôzora
Sekiyô
Shichigosan
Shin-ôta-haku
Shin-tsukasa
Shugetsu
Tabaruzaka
Tenju
Tenkô
Tsukasa-nishiki
Uchû-no-hikari
Umegaki
Yamato-nishiki
Yûgiri
Zuikô-nishiki
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Camellia reticulata Lindl.

Code

Species

340

C. reticulata
343
C. reticulata
342
C. reticulata hybrid
316
C. reticulata hybrid
318
C. reticulata
several/hedge C. reticulata
319
C. reticulata hybrid
320
C. reticulata hybrid
317
C. reticulata hybrid
345
C. reticulata
341
C. reticulata
322
C. reticulata hybrid
336
C. reticulata
88
C. reticulata
339
C. reticulata
313
C. reticulata hybrid
315
C. reticulata
314
C. reticulata hybrid
337
C. reticulata hybrid
344
C. reticulata hybrid
338
C. reticulata hybrid
321
C. reticulata hybrid

Code

Camellia sasanqua Thunb.,
C. hiemali s Nakai and C. x vernali s Makino

121
325
205, 329
335
326
330
331
328
334
333
324
332
323
327
92

Cultivar
Arch of Triumph
Bernadette Karsten
Black Lace
China Lady
Elsie Dryden
Dr. Clifford Parks
Harold L. Paige
Howard Asper
Inspiration
Interval
Lasca Beauty
Leonard Messel
Mildred Pitkin
Miss Tulare
Otto Hopfer
Red Crystal
Royalty
Shanghai Lady
Valentine Day
Valley Knudsen
Walter Dunn
White Retic

Species

C. sasanqua
C. hiemalis
C. sasanqua
C. sasanqua
C. hiemalis
C. sasanqua
C. sasanqua
C. sasanqua
C.sasanqua
C. sasanqua
C. sasanqua
C. sasanqua
C. sasanqua
C. vernalis

Cultivar

Barão de Soutelinho
Dazzler
Frosted Star
Jean May
Kanjiro
Kenkyô
Little Pearl
Miss Ed
Narcissiflora
Navajo
Okinagoromo
Rosea
Sparkling Burgundy
Star Above Star

Camellia x williamsii W.W.Sm. and other hybrids

Code
293

Species

C. x williamsii
276
C. x williamsii
280
C. x williamsii
188
C. x williamsii
282
C. hybrid
290
C. x williamsii
94
C. x williamsii
275
C. x williamsii
93, 196, 199 C. x williamsii
288
C. williamsii
204, 292
C. x williamsii
283
C. hybrid
279
C. x williamsii
281
C. x williamsii
283
C. hybrid
277
C. x williamsii
20 plantas C. hybrid
176
C. hybrid
278
C. x williamsii
291
C. japonica x C. nitidissima
274
C. lutchuensis hybrid
284
C. x williamsii
285
C. x williamsii
289
C. hybrid
287
C. hybrid
286
C. cuspidata hybrid

Cultivar
Anticipation
Ballet Queen Var.
Brigadoon
Buttons ’n Bows
Buttermint
China Clay
Daintiness
Debbie
Donation
Dr. Ralph Watkins
Dream Boat
El Dorado
E. G. Waterhouse
E.T.R. Carlyon
El Dorado
Elsie Jury
Fragrant Pink
Freedom Bell
Jury's Yellow
Kihô
Koto-no-kaori
Mary Phoebe Taylor
Mona Jury
Nicky Crisp
Scented Sun
Spring Festival

Camellia japonica L. (Galician cultivars)

Code
52, 54, 55, 198, 256

266
261
263
267
253
268
273
258
36, 69
260
259
265
264
271
269
272
262
254
3, 100
255
257
270

Species
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica
C. japonica

Cultivar
Albear
Alejandro Mansilla
Areeiro
Bella Otero
Bo Nadal
Cereixa de Tollo
D. José Diego Maciñeira
Dama de Tollo
Do Pozo
Eugenia de Montijo
Filla de Tollo
José Abuín
Malvar
Manchada
Matusalen
Reboreda
Ría de Vigo
Rio Tollo
Rosa de Ortel
Sangre de Pichon
Sangre de Toro
Torre de Lama Jaspeada
Torre de Lama Roja
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Photo 1 Balcony

Two camellias for two renowned Galician women


Text and photos by Carmen Salinero and Pilar Vela



Areeiro, Provincial Council of Pontevedra, Spain



Picture 1. Plantation of Camellias with a Woman’s name in Soutomaior Castle

The Garden of Camellias with a Woman’s
Name was created on March 2020 in
Soutomaior Castle to give visibility and
pay tribute to relevant women. Thus, in
2021 two new camellia plants have been
added to the other six that were already
growing in the garden and dedicated to
María Vinyals, Rosalía de Castro, La Bella
Otero, Jane Andresen, Sofía Novoa and
Juana de Vega.
On May 13, a specimen of the camellia
‘Emilia Pardo Bazán’ was planted to
pay tribute to this Galician writer on the
occasion of the centenary of her death. At
the event, the president of the Provincial
Council of Pontevedra, Carmela Silva, stated
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that “she is considered a great reference for
women” (picture 1). The camellia ‘Jimena
Fernandez de la Vega’ was planted in this
garden on June 6. The president highlighted
the figure and career of this prestigious
doctor, a pioneer in genetics in Spain “who
was also among the first in promoting
equality of women’s rights”.
Both camellias are already included in the
International Camellia Register.

Camellia japonica ‘Emilia Pardo
Bazán’
This plant was originated in Finca Chazo,
Boiro (Spain) by Begoña Franco from a
C. japonica seed and registered by

Estación Fitopatolóxica Areeiro (Provincial
Council of Pontevedra, Galicia, Spain). It
bloomed for the first time in 2015. Flowers
range from medium to large size, are
from 8 to 11 cm in diameter and around
4 cm deep, formal double to rose form,
very dark red, with almost 50 petals (the
outer ones are rounded and the inner ones
rounded to irregular, with incise or cordate
margins). Sometimes the flowers can show
petaloids and stamens, and, when they are
present, are scarce. Leaves are from 6.5
to 8 cm long and from 3.5 to 5.5 cm wide,
dark bright green, elliptical, with a serrate
margin, an acuminate apex and an acute
base. As regards plant shape, the plant is
open and with a medium growing rate. It
has an early and long blooming period,
which begins in December and ends in late
March or even in April (picture 2).

literary, theatre and travel books), and also
a translator, journalist, editor, professor
and lecturer. She was a highly cultured,
self-confident and determined woman
who introduced naturalism in Spain,
defended feminism, equal rights and
opportunities for women and men, and
women’s access to education.

Picture 3. Portrait of Emilia Pardo Bazán (1888-1890)

Picture 2. Camellia Emilia Pardo Bazán

Who was Emilia Pardo Bazán?
(A Coruña, Galicia, 1851 - Madrid 1921)
She was a Galician noblewoman and
renowned writer who covered all literary
styles (novel, essay, criticism, poetry,

Emilia Pardo Bazán was the only daughter
of the Counts of Pardo Bazán. She was
well educated and an avid reader, she
began writing short stories when she was
nine years old, and finished her first novel,
Aficiones peligrosas, when she was 13. She
studied literature, history and philosophy,
although she could not study at university
as she wished, since, at the end of the 19th
century in Spain, women were not allowed
to do so. In 1873, her whole family left Spain
for a short period of time and travelled
to various European countries, which
awakened Emilia’s interest in languages and
her desire to read the great authors of every
country she visited in their original language.
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She married when she was 16 and had three
children, but separated from her husband
because he asked her to stop writing. From
1879 to 1882, she published her first novels
and began to write papers, articles for
magazines and essays. In 1886, she wrote
her masterpiece, Los pazos de Ulloa (The
House of Ulloa), which is a timeless work
of literature that has lost none of its power
and meaning in this modern world. In other
words, it is one of those almost forgotten
classics that deserve being read more
widely outside Spain.
From 1890 onwards, she moved away
from naturalism and explored idealism and
symbolism. She would continue to meet the
intellectuals of the time and her work began
to have a greater feminist component, in a
tireless struggle for social and intellectual
emancipation of women, vindicating
teaching and education for women, and
devoting herself to defend it. Through her
work and her life, she demonstrated that
women could have the same positions
in society as men, without abandoning
traditional feminine roles. She was the first
woman to hold a chair in Literature at the
Central University of Madrid (when women
could not be university students), but she
suffered the disapproval of both professors
and students, who did not attend her
classes. She was also counselor of Public
Instruction, by direct appointment of King
Alfonso XIII.
Emilia Pardo Bazán ordered the
construction of the Pazo de las Torres de
Meirás (a traditional manor house located
in the municipality of Sada, A Coruña) on
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the ruins of an old 16th-century fortress.
She lived there some months of the year,
where she spent time working and writing
in the tower she called de la quimera (“of
the chimera”), where she had a large
library. After the end of the Spanish Civil
War, in 1938, the pazo became the summer
residence of Francisco Franco, and after he
passed away, it was inherited by his heirs. In
2008, it was declared an Asset of Cultural
Interest and, after several years of litigation,
on 2 September 2020, it was transferred to
the State once again. Now, it is possible to
take a guided tour around its 93,000 m2
garden, with plenty of camellias (picture 4).

Picture 4. Camellias in the Pazo de Meiras (2014)

Faithful to naturalism, in her work
he portrays reality as objectively as
possible, depicting her characters and
their backgrounds faithfully. Some of her
works set in Galicia and, in many of them,
camellias are described as part of the
landscape of streets and gardens. Thus, we
can find references to camellias in Pascual
López. Autobiografía de un estudiante de

medicina (1879), Un viaje de novios (1881),
La Tribuna (1883), El cisne de Villamorta
(1885), Los pazos de Ulloa (1886), La
quimera (1905), El príncipe amado (1879),
Sic transit... (1883), Piña (1890), Rosquilla
de monja (1893), Primaveral moderna
(1897), Dos cenas (1901), Accidente (1907)
or Sin respuesta (1907), among others.
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Camellia japonica ‘Jimena
Fernández de la Vega’
This camellia was originated in Finca Chazo,
Boiro (Spain) by Begoña Franco from a C.
japonica seed and registered by Estación

Fitopatolóxica Areeiro (Provincial Council of
Pontevedra, Galicia, Spain) (picture 5).
Flowers are large and range from 10.5 to 12
cm in diameter and are around 3-5 cm deep,
formal double to rose form, rose colour
(58C-RHSCC) fading to lighter pink or even
white in the middle, with 50-85 petals (the
outer ones are rounded and the inner ones
are elliptical, with incise or cordate margins).
Sometimes flowers have petaloids, but they
are low in number, from 5 to 35; stamens are
only present in rose form flowers, and have
colour cream filaments. Leaves are from
9 to 12 cm long and from 4 to 6 cm wide,
medium green, elliptical and sometimes
lanceolate, with a lightly dentate margin, a
pointed apex and an acute base. As regards
plant shape, it is a compact shrub with a
medium growing rate. Its blooming period
begins in January and ends in May.

Picture 5. Camellia Jimena Fernández de la Vega
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Who was Jimena Fernández de la
Vega?
(Vegadeo, Asturias, 1895-Santiago de
Compostela, Galicia, 1984).
A pioneer of medical genetics in Spain,
she was a woman ahead of her time and
an example of hard work and commitment
(picture 6).

Picture 6. Jimena Fernández de la Vega

Just three years after the publication
of the Spanish Royal Decree of 1910
regulating equal access to university,
which allowed women to go to university,
the twins Jimena and Elisa Fernández de
la Vega began their medicine studies at
the University of Santiago de Compostela,
which they completed in 1919, becoming
the first women to obtain a degree at this
prestigious university.
Thanks to Jimena’s academic results, with
many honours and an outstanding grade
in her degree exam, she was awarded the
extraordinary prize for her degree and the
Grand Cross of King Alfonso XII. In 1922,
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she presented her doctoral dissertation in
Madrid and, from 1922 to 1924, she worked
as a researcher in Germany, Switzerland
and Austria, in the field of methodology on
inherited disorders. When she returned to
Madrid, she collaborated with prominent
doctors and institutions, and translated
Julius Bauer’s work Herencia y constitución.
This book introduced Spanish doctors to
the Mendelian inheritance. In 1935, she
published La herencia fisiopatológica en la
especie humana. She went back to Galicia
in 1936, at the beginning of the Spanish
Civil War. In 1945, she became a hydrologist
and ran several Spanish spas. Meanwhile,
she carried on with her research in the field
of genetics at the Faculty of Medicine in
Madrid, where she was also director of the
Seminar on Human Genetics, and published
many articles and papers. When nobody
was talking about genetics in medical
research, more than 30 years before the
first chair in this subject, Jimena Fernández
de la Vega introduced this discipline into
the Spanish medical field. This woman is
undoubtedly a pioneer in her field and a
remarkable scientist.
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ABSTRACT:
The two names, Camellia quephongensis
and Camellia hamyenensis, were
published, respectively, in 2002 and 2005,
and mentioned in many subsequent
documents. However, such publications
were ineffective and the names have not
yet been accepted. To fix the related gap,
we conducted additional research to make
these names become accepted.
KEY WORDS: Camellia, Taxonomy,
Theaceae, Vietnam

INTRODUCTION
The checklist of the family Theaceae D.
Don in Vietnam includes 126 species and 5
varieties of 5 Theacese genera according
to APG4 classification system (Le et al.,
2016); specifically, the genus Camellia
accounts for 95 species and 2 varieties.
However, Camellia quephongensis and
Camellia hamyenensis, although indexed
in literature, are not in the checklist. In this
article, we will illustrate the origin of these
two names and why these names have not
been accepted; furthermore, we add the
data required for a scientific acceptance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
As first step, we collected the original
references of the two names and
examined their type specimens at Vietnam
National University Herbarium, Hanoi.
To complete this static investigation, we
examined additional specimens in our
some field surveys. As a second step, we
reviewed the description of both Camellia
quephongensis and Camellia hamyenensis.
Finally, we developed descriptions that
comply with the International Code
of Nomenclature for algae, fungi, and
plants (Shenzhen Code) adopted by
the Nineteenth International Botanical
Congress Shenzhen, China, July 2017
(Turland et al., 2018).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Camellia quephongensis
Hakoda et Ninh
A Japanese author, Mr. Kirino Shuho,
first mentioned this material, found in a
survey in Que Phong district (Nghe An
province, Vietnam) in the Bulletin of the
Japan Camellia Society “Thubaki” 40
(2001) (Figure 1). However, that material
was unnamed. The name Camellia
quephongensis was published later, in
the Proceedings of the First National
Symposium on Yellow Camellias of
Vietnam, Tamdao (Tran, 2002, pp. 1-14).
(Figure 2)
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The name Camellia quephongensis was
mentioned in subsequent articles (Tran,
2003a, b; Hakoda, 2005; Hakoda, 2008;
Kirino, 2013; and so on) and became
known worldwide. While the above
publications included name, distribution
and phenology characteristics, they did
not provide a description or diagnosis.
Therefore, according to Shenzhen Code,
the name Camellia quephongensis was

not accepted as a published name of a
new taxon (under Article 39, Chapter
V). Moreover, the original publication,
namely Tran (2002), is ineffective,
according to the Article 29 and 30,
Chapter IV, Shenzhen Code, since it
lacks ISSN or ISBN identifications. We
provide here below the description and
other related information of Camellia
quephongensis:

Figure 1. Photo of Camellia from the survey in Que Phong district (Nghe
An province, Vietnam), without name, in Bulletin of the Japan Camellia
Society “Thubaki” 40 (2001)
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Figure 2. Camellia quephongensis was published in the Proceedings of the First National Symposium on Yellow
Camellias of Vietnam, Tamdao in 2002 (in Vietnamese, content in red frame)

Figure 3. Photos of the Camellia species in Que Phong district and scientists who discovered it
(Photos provided by Mr. S. Murauchi, member of the Japan Camellia Society)
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Camellia quephongensis
Hakoda et Ninh, sp. nov.
Type: VIETNAM, Nghe An province, Que
Phong district, 15 January 1999, TN 1785
(holotype: Vietnam National University
Herbarium, Hanoi).
Description: Small tree, 4-5 m tall;
branchlets brown, pubescent. Leaves
coriaceous, oblong-elliptic or oblonglanceolate, 30-44 cm long, 7-9.5 cm wide;
apices acuminate or caudate 1.6-3 cm
long; bases cordate; deep green and shiny
above, scarreted punctatas and pubescent
at the base below; margins serrate; lateral
veins 16-20 pairs; petioles 5-10 mm long,
pubescent. Flowers terminal or axillary, 5.56.5 cm in diameter, pedicels 2-3 mm; bracts
5, scale-shaped (ovate), 2-3 mm long, 3-6
mm wide, pubescent; sepals 5, suborbicular,
ca. 10 mm long, 12 mm wide, pubescent;
petals 11-14, oblong-obovate, 23-32 mm
long, 12-18 mm wide, densely pubescents,
innermost petals adnate with filaments
at the base about 3-5 mm long; stamens
20-23 mm long, outer filaments whorl
basally connate for 5-10 mm, inner filaments
free, pubescents at the base; ovaries
pubescent, 3-locular (rarely 4-locular);
styles 3 (rarely 4), 20-23 mm long, free,
densely pubescent. Capsule depressed
globose, strongly channelled, 3-4-locular,
sometimes one locular becomes abortive;
seeds about 15-20 mm long. (Figure 4, 5)
Distribution & habitat: grows in wet places
by streams in the tropical forest at 200300 m in altitude, flowers from December
to February of the following year.
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Etymology: the specific epithet is named
after the Que phong district, where the
species was discovered.
Other specimens examined: TN 2011,
TN 2012, TN 2013, TN 2015 (Vietnam National
University Herbarium, Hanoi), VN 1034 (HN).
Note: The illustration in Figure 5 was
re-drawn by Le Nguyet Hai Ninh, based
on a sketch drawn by Mr. Shuho Kirino
(former Vice President of Japan Camellia
Society) who had a lot of enthusiasm for
studies of Vietnamese Camellias, with
permission of the author’s family for
academic purposes.
2. Camellia hamyenensis Tran et
Le International Camellia Journal 37: 125
(-127; figs.) (2005), nom. inval.
This name, published in 2005 (Figure 6), is
still invalid (“nomen invalidum”), because
the publication lacks a Latin description,
as required by Article 39.1, Section 2.
Names of new taxa, in Chapter V -- Valid
publication of names, from Shenzhen Code
(Turland et al., 2018).
To make it a valid name, we provide
here below a Latin translation of original
English description of Tran & Le (2005):
Arbor parva, 3-4 m. alta, 4-5 cm. diametro;
juvenilis ramus fortis, fuscus, pubi-hirsutus,
interdum decorticans si siccus. Folia crasscoriacea, elliptica, rare obovata vel rotunda,
28-35 cm. longa, 12.5-16 cm. lata, apex
acuminatus, 0,7-1,2 cm. longus, amblycapitatus, basi cuneate vel rotundata, supra
melano-viridia aut flavo-viridia, subtus laete

Figure 4. Camellia quephongensis Hakoda et Ninh. A. Young leaves; B. Flower; C. Flowering shoot; D. Capsule
with 4 locular; E. Capsule with 3 locular; F. Seeds. (Photo C by Naotoshi Hakoda and Tran Ninh, the authors of this
species; photo A, B, D, E, F by Luong Van Dung and Do Ngoc Dai)
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Figure 5. Camellia quephongensis Hakoda et Ninh
A. Abaxial leaf; B. Leaf base; C. Flower bud; D, E. Flower; F. Pedicel with part of bracts, sepals and gynoecium; G,
H. Androecium and filaments; I. Gynoecium with 3 and 4 styles
(Re-drawn by Le Nguyet Hai Ninh, based on a sketch drawn of Shuho Kirino)
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flava in statu sicco, nervis lateribus 11-12jugis, supra impressis, subtus prominense
elevata, basi pubescentibus secus costam,
margines denticulatus, dentibus 2-3 mm.
seorsum; petiolis 1,5-1,7 mm. longis, supra
fortiter concavus, pubescentibus. Flores
axillares, pedicellis brevibus vel subsessiles;
sepalis 5, suborbicular, 0,6-1 cm. longa,
0,5-0,8 cm. lata, hymen-margines alba
caesariatus; petalis 12, petalis exterioris
orbicularis, obovata, 1,3-2 cm. longa,
1,3-1,6 cm. lata, petalis intimus ovata,
2-2,2 cm. longa, 1,3-1,4 cm. lata, utrinque
glabra. staminibus numerosis, filamentis
circ. 2,0 cm. longis, filamentis exterioris
basi connatis, basi intimus petalis circ. 5
mm. adnatis; anthera circ. 4 mm. longa.
ovariis 4-5 locularibus, glabra; stylis 4

vel 5, liberis. Capsula globosa, aperiens
circ. 8-9 cm. diametro, aperiens 5 valvas,
pachy-columella centrum circ. 4 cm. altum,
pericarpium crassus; 5-loculus, 1-2 semen
unusque loculus. Semina circ. 2,5 cm. longa,
fuscus, velutinus.
In our review, we examined not only
type specimens (Tuyen Quang: Ham Yen,
November 2005, TN 051104, Vietnam
National University Herbarium, Hanoi),
but we also considered other specimens
(Tuyen Quang: 19 August 2005, ĐT
05081994; 10 February 2004, TN 04201,
TN 04202, TN 04203 (HN)). Based on such
examination, together with field surveys in
many years later, we can integrate further
characteristics, as follows:

Figure 6. The original publication of Camellia hamyenensis on International Camellia Journal (2005)
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Figure 7. Camellia hamyenensis Tran et Le A. Young leaves; B. A part of tree; C. Abaxial leaf; D. Flowering shoot;
E. Capsules (Photo by Le Nguyet Hai Ninh and Luong Van Dung)
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Young branchlets, petioles and base
of leaves along the mid vein below
pubescent or glabrous, lateral veins up
to 14 pairs. Flowers terminal or axillary,
6.5-9 cm in diameters, pedicels ca. 6 mm
long; bracts 6-8, lunate or broadly ovate to
suborbicular, 1-5 mm long, 2-7 mm wide,
margins ciliolate; sepals 5-6 mm long, 6-10
mm wide; petals 12-15, orbicular, ovate to
elliptic, margins ciliolate, basally connate
with one another and with androecium
ca. 5-11 mm. Stamens 20-28 mm long,
glabrous. In addition to the capsule
form as in the type specimen, the oblate
capsules, ca. 3.5-5.0 cm high, up to 12 cm
wide, 1-3(-5) seeds per locule, valves ca. 5
mm thick also can be seen.
We also add pictures (Figure 7) for better
species identification.
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A brief history of the garden
The garden of Quintal do Forno mirrors
the enthusiasm of successive generations
of the same family, since Manoel Cabral
Soares de Albergaria (c.1848–1923),
an amateur horticulturist, commenced
its creation in the 1880s. Documents
from the family archive show, without
specifying the initial layout, there was
a vegetable garden, an orchard, and an
ornamental garden with numerous exotic
plants like rhododendrons, magnolias,
and azaleas, with camellias forming the
main collection.
The garden was inherited by Manoel
Cabral’s great-nephew Francisco Caldeira
Cabral (1908–1992), the first Portuguese
landscape architect. A graduate from
the Friedrich Wilhelm University in Berlin
(1939), he was the pioneer of landscape
architecture courses in Portugal and
president of the International Federation
of Landscape Architects (IFLA) from
1962 to 1966. In the 1940s, he turned
the vegetable garden into a formal
garden. Laid out around a stone basin,
the flowerbeds featured double row box
hedging in traditional Portuguese style
and native species from nearby Serra da
Estrela.
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Caldeira Cabral’s daughter Ana Maria
inherited the property in 1992 and passed
it on in 2015 to her son Pedro Santiago
Faria and his wife Beatriz Santamaria,
the current owners. Passionate about
the garden and fully aware of its historic
value, they have developed a cultural
tourism project ‘Quintal do Forno:
garden of memories’ inspired by the
best international heritage conservation
practices. Its sustainability is based on the
adaptation of adjacent old stone buildings
to provide tourist accommodation. In this
way, Pedro and Beatriz expect to share the
enjoyment of the garden with others while
ensuring the survival of plant collections
and its integrity for future generations.
More than ever, today we attempt to study
the past to re-establish the broken link of
tradition, convinced as we are that only
the effort of generations can bear fruit.
We do not care about some form or other
which have served in the past; instead, we
are interested in recognising the enduring
principles they express, and, with them,
conceiving the new forms of our time,
which will be not the expression of a
passing fashion, but the contribution that
our generation will make to the everlasting
work of the community.
Francisco Caldeira Cabral,
The Flowers and the Garden’, 1941 in 2ª Exposição
Nacional de Floricultura, Lisboa

On the
foothills
Serradada
Estrela
Natural
Park (centre
of Portugal),
Quintal
do Forno,
enclosed by a granite
On the
foothillsof
of Serra
Estrela
Natural
Park (centre
of Portugal),
Quintal do Forno,
enclosed
by a granite
stands
out
for
its
camellia
collection
wall, stands out for its camellia collection
Sources: Google Maps 2015 (left) and José Santiago Faria (right)
Sources: Google Maps 2015 (left) and José Santiago Faria (right)

A camellia conservation programme
dating back to the nineteenth century.
A camellia conservation
Any long-term conservation plan must be based
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Nursery invoice of 1886 from Real Estabelecimento de Horticultura of José Marques Loureiro in Porto. Archives of
the Caldeira Cabral family.
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The first stage of the recording process,
started in 2021, involved mapping and
tagging all the woody plants currently
found in the garden, which include 65
camellia specimens of different cultivars.
Morphologic characterisation files
according to the protocol adopted by ICS,
including complete photographic records,
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field work will be completed in the current
blooming season.
Simultaneously, research for documentary
evidence on how the garden evolved
over the past 135 years was initiated in
the family archive, taking the opportunity
to make back-up copies of valuable
materials.
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Camellia japonica ‘Doutor Balthazar de Mello’ (1886) - specimen C15, Quintal do Forno. 

Photo by Beatriz Santamaria

llia japonica 'Doutor Balthazar de Mello' (1886) - specimen C15, Quintal do Forno.
o by Beatriz Santamaria
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Travel Reports
Our journey to Italy, from October 20th – November 2nd.

Text and photos by Anke Koschitz – Frieda Delvaux

Thanks to the invite from Gianmario Motta,
Anke and I decided to join the Sasanqua
event and the inauguration of a memorial
plaque for Waldemar Max Hansen, in the
Camelietum Sant`Andrea di Compito, near
Lucca/Italy. (more about this happening
under “News of the Regions – Italy”, in this
Journal).
For this event, Anke had arranged to
pick-up a C. pitardii hybrid ‘Pit Pit Fischer’,
a Peter Fischer cultivar, at the Flora Park
in Cologne. So, I left by car and had a first
stop in Cologne, where I was welcomed by
Mr. Werner Rösner, the Camellia specialist,
who showed the main parts of the Flora
Park, a beautiful Garden of Excellence. It
was also a pleasure meeting Mr. Stefan
Linke, Master Gardener of Flora.

The next day, Anke and I left for Verbania,
where we stayed one night. Before
continuing our route to Lucca, we first
visited the cultivation of Savioli and we
had a long stop at the cultivation and the
tea plant area of Mr. Paolo Zacchera.

Part of the cultivation area of Paolo Zacchera.

Far too late we started the four hour
drive to Lucca, where we arrived at the
Alle Camelie/Villa Orsi, around 11pm. We
couldn’t go to sleep without drinking a nice
glass of Italian wine. The next morning,
we met Mr. Klaus-Peter Hanke, the Mayor
of Pirna/Germany and his assistant, Sara
Häntzschel, who have a close connection
to the Camelietum for many years and who
supplied several camellias for the German
border in the Camelietum.

In one of the greenhouses of Flora

When I arrived in Frankfurt, a joyful dinner
was organized together with some of the
ICS members.
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Same day, Saturday 23rd, we first joined
the organized olive tour and visited the oil
production factory Photo3 before going
to the Camelietum, the biggest Garden of

Excellence in Europe. After the lunch in
the cultural center, we went to the private
garden of Mr. Vito Menchini, who showed us
around between the 1000 camellia species
and cultivars. The place gave the impression
of a jungle, but it must be incredibly
beautiful in the blooming season. No doubt
we should go back in springtime.

Entry of the Camellietum in S. Andrea di Compito

Oil production factory

Inauguration/ Planting ‘Pit Pit Fischer’ left to right:
Klaus-Peter Hanke, Augusto Orsi, Frieda Delvaux,
Giuseppe Tamburini, Anke Koschitz, Luca Menesini,
Daniele Bosi, Gianmario Motta.
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On Tuesday, we spent some more time
in Lucca and the next day we visited
the lucchese Villa Reale di Marlia, before
continuing our journey to Fiesole, close to
Firenze, where we picked-up some culture
the next day.
On Friday, 29th of October, we continued
our trip to Verbania, where we met our
Brazilian friends.
A long journey, with lots of traffic jam was
quickly forgotten by a pleasant evening.

Vito Menchini in his garden.

On Sunday, October 24th, there was
the official opening of the new theme
garden “Casadei” in the Camelietum
and thereafter the inauguration of the
memorial plaque for our dear friend
and Camellia specialist, Waldemar Max
Hansen. In his memory and thanks to the
generous donation of Flora, we planted
the C. pitardii hybrid ´Pit Pit Fischer´ in
the German bed. During the afternoon Dr.
Pierluigi Micheli was so kind to give us a
guided tour while explaining the different
theme borders. We also got advise about
the shadow plants to protect the camelias
in summertime. On Monday, October 25th,
we enjoyed spending quite some time at
the nursery of Giusti Massimiliano, where
we have seen outstanding species and
varieties. There was still a bit of time left
to close our day in Pisa.
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Saturday, October 30th, was the first
day of the Italian ICS member meeting,
which started with a visit to Villa Motta,
a beautiful Garden of Excellence, where
Gianmario Motta and Daniele Bosi showed
us around and where we could enjoy also
a great view to the lago d`Orta. After a
nice coffee break, offered by Mirella Motta,
we continued with the meeting after
lunch, in Orta.

Area of the mother plants at Savioli.

Sunday started with a visit to Savioli, this
time we went high up on a mountain to the
Savioli garden, where the mother plants
of their camellias are growing. A beautiful

scene with many blooming Sasanquas.
Then we continued the morning at Villa
Anelli, where we were welcomed by
Giovanna Coggi, the mother of Andrea
Corneo, who showed us around in the
garden, another magic place and Garden of
Excellence, and where Andrea’s wife, Orsola
and his sister, Benedetta had prepared a
very tasty lunch, appreciated by everyone.
Then the group continued the afternoon
with a visit to the Camellia Park in
Locarno, also a Garden of Excellence with
about 1000 Camellias, where Daniele
Marcacci and his successor, Francesco
Murachelli gave us information about
the structure of the park and the future
plans. They had just planted another 150
camellias in new beds within a week.

Daniele’s successor, Francesco Murachelli – Locarno
Camellia Park

From there we joined Rolf Stockman and
his wife Regula to their home, who kindly
invited us to stay with them for the night.

Enjoying Rolf Stockman’s beautiful garden.

Daniele Marcacci explaining the structure of the park.

On Monday morning, Nov 1st, Rolf showed
us around in his garden, which despite the
pouring rain, was another marvelous place
we discovered. After a nice brunch, we
started our return to Frankfurt, where we
arrived after a six hour drive.
The next day, I returned to Belgium. We
are very grateful for the warm welcome we
got from all our Camellia friends and which
leaves us with extremely nice memories.
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Visiting a small but marvelous hotel of Camellia.
Tsubaki-Shizen-En and what I thought there...

Yoshihiro Akagi, ICS Japan

It was March 6th 2021 that I visited this
small but attractive hotel with my wife.
The name of the hotel was “TsubakiShizen-En”, which can be translated into
“Natural Garden of Camellia”. (Can you
For Travel Report
believe it’s the name of the HOTEL?)
Visiting
marvelous
It’s located aonsmall
the top but
of a steep
cliff on hotel
Shizen-En
and
what
I thought
the coast of Kii
Suidou
Channel,
that liesthere.
between two islands of Japan, Honshu
and Shikoku. Look at the rough map of the
location above.
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ICS Japan
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As it is the article for “Camellia” society,
I mentioned the camellia ornament first.
However, if I introduce this hotel to those
who don’t have any special interest in
camellia, the first thing I have to refer is
the great view from the guest rooms. As I
mentioned above, the hotel is standing on
the top of seaside cliff and as it is a small
hotel with a simple floor planning, all the
rooms including restaurants and bath face
to the sea. As a result, from everywhere
in the hotel, we can see the great scenery
of archipelago of Tachibana-wan Bay as a
birds-eye-view. (Pic.5)

Pic.4

Pic.5

Pic.2

The next thing to tell them in such a case is
not camellia ether. It would be the seafoods
offered in the hotel (Pic.6). There is a good
fishing harbor just at the foot of the cliff
from which the fresh seafoods of high
quality are supplied to the hotel every day.

Pic.6

Pic.3

Indeed, no doubt it’s an extremely
adequate place for the travelers, who
only come in search of the great scenery
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and nice food, to discover the beauty
and charm of camellia flowers. That’s
precisely the same situation as Oshima
Island, where I once worked for promoting
its camellias. This similarity is one of the
biggest reasons I was interested in this
camellia site. But before talking about the
comparison of two remarkable camellia
sites, I have a lot to write about the
camellia gardens of Tsubaki-Shizen-En.

to arrive at the entrance of this garden.
As I mentioned above, all the estate of
Tsubaki-Shizen-En locate on the steep cliff
but only this garden includes some flat
ground (Pic.7), that makes visitors easy
to go around and get close to the flowers.
In addition, that situation gives the
landscape of this garden neat and delicate
impression like a nice painting. Most of
the cultivars in this garden seemed to be
Japanese varieties though I’m not very
sure without any labels for the names.

Pic.7

The hotel has three camellia gardens, from
the First to the Third. Unfortunately, the
First Garden was under reconstruction
when we visited. But two gardens, the
huge forest and the abundance of camellia
flowers in everyone of them kept me from
feeling sorry about this misfortune. The
largest garden is the Third Garden. We
have to go down the winding road on
foot for about ten minutes from the hotel
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Pic.8

The Second Garden locates just aside and
behind the hotel building. This garden is
like a deep forest on the cliff. We need
to be a little tough to go along the steep
slopes and especially, to try to get close
to the flowers that bloom on the cliff
between pathways. That situation made
it difficult to identify which variety was

there. On the other hand, this garden has
such a completely “wild” atmosphere
that we cannot help wondering if these
camellias were really planted by men
(Pic.8-9). That is doubtlessly one of the
unique characteristics of the garden
which attract the visitors, regardless a
lot of possible controversies. At least,
it’s doubtless that such an impression
of wildness fits very well to the name of
“Natural Garden”

Prevailing on the seaside cliff, the gardens
suffer from extremely strong wind almost
through a year around. Though they have
a perfect list of the species and cultivars in
the gardens and can identify every variety,
they haven’t succeeded to find good labels
that are resistant to that strong wind so far.

Pic.10

Pic.9

There is a greenhouse open to the public
in the Second Garden. Basically, this
greenhouse is a nursery for the camellias
but some cut flowers were also exhibited
for the visitors. And only in this greenhouse,
the camellias are exhibited with their names
(Pic.10). I asked the curator why they don’t
put the name label on the trees. Then he
answered it’s because of the location.

Only in this greenhouse, I could find the
camellias from outside of Japan, such as
Tama-Americana or c. amplexicaulis (Pic.1112). According to their website, they have
about 240 varieties of foreign camellias
besides 490 Japanese cultivars and 40
species. In fact, though I only took a
glance at the variation list of the gardens,
I felt there would be more foreign cultivars
than we did find in the greenhouse. In
addition, it’s my impression that there
were no variety that could be seen both in
the greenhouse and the gardens.
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Fortunately, we could have a chance to
talk with the curator, Mr. Koji Kimoto and
to know how the camellia gardens were
brought into reality. When his father, Mr.
Hideyuki Kimoto started to run a hotel,
no single camellia tree was planted.
Nonetheless, the name of the hotel was
the same “Tsubaki-Shizen-En” from the
beginning. It was because the name of
the village in which the hotel locates is
“Tsubaki”. So, the name of the fishing
harbor is “Tsubaki-Domari”, which means
the fishing boat pool in Tsubaki Village. But,
of course, there were the visitors who came
to the hotel expecting to see beautiful
camellia flowers, especially in the so-tosay pre-internet age, having very little
information about the hotel in advance.
Once, one of that kind of visitors accused
the hotel so fiercely as a swindle insisting
the name of the hotel was extremely
misguiding or even cheating the visitors.
“Whoever imagine there is no camellia
in Natural Garden of Camellia!” were his
words. This experience made Mr. Kimoto
think the hotel needs a camellia garden
as long as using the word “Tsubaki” in its
name. Then He started to plant camellias
in their estate. At the beginning, it might
be only for excuse to the visitors. But
afterwards, He got into an enthusiasm
in building camellia gardens and Mr. Koji
Kimoto succeeded the hotel, the camellia
garden and also enthusiasm for camellias
from his father. Now the gardens were
developed to 70ha with 700 varieties.
The hotel became a member of the
camellia society of Tokushima Prefecture
and then came to have a contact with
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Kobe Camellia Society. Kobe is the nearest
megalopolis from the hotel though it
is about 100 miles away. However, at
least until we visited, they have had no
connection and very little knowledge
about ICS. I talked about the program
of International Camellia Garden of
Excellence, recommended the application
for the program and guaranteed them
any help, especially about the language,
if they really hope to get a recognition.
Mr. Kimoto answered that they would
consider if they could prepare for it,
especially the good labels for the garden. I
recommended to use the label in TsubakiHana Garden.

Pic.11

If it were not under the extremely unusual
circumstance with COVID-19 Pandemic, I
would ask them to visit Oshima Island and
Tsubaki-Hana Garden as soon as possible.
I was convinced it must be inspiring and

fruitful for them to have an exchange
with Tsubaki-Hana Garden, not only as
Mr. Yamashita of Tsubaki-Hana Garden is
an excellent cultivator of camellias, but
also two facilities have many factors in
common.

100km away from the nearest big city. The
transportation to get there is quite limited
for each one. In each case, as a result, the
visitors have to stay at least one night in
the area if they want to fully enjoy the
camelia gardens. All these circumstances
cause high cost for the visitors.

Pic.12

At first, both is the private estate for the
commercial use. Tsubaki-hana Garden
charges the visitors entrance fee for
the camellia garden whilst the camellia
gardens of Tsubaki-Shizen-En need no
fee for the guests of the hotel. But the
important similarity is the camellia garden
of both facility is managed as a family
business in the field of “Camellia Tourism”
and successfully operated to a certain
degree so far. But for the visitors who pay
for it, each business can’t be continued.
Secondly, both locates in the remote area
relatively hard to access. Both is more than

Pic.13

Thirdly, in spite of all the inconvenience
to visit, both is extremely attractive
especially for the camellia lovers. Great
ocean view is an important factor which
two facilities have in common. No need to
mention to the beauty and abundance of
camellia flowers in both facilities again.
Considering about these two camellia
gardens, I came across with the idea of the
possibility and importance of “Camellia
Tourism” in Japan.
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Once camellia was widely cultivated in
the gardens of the houses of ordinary
Japanese. Nowadays, the concentration
of the population to the big cities and
the poor condition of housing there has
kept Japanese people from enjoying the
cultivation of camellias in their houses.
If the word “camellia lovers” keeps on
being understood limitedly as cultivators,
their population, especially among the
younger generation, will go on declining
and camellia must be less and less popular
among Japanese people. Considering
this situation, I believe we should think
seriously about enhancing the interest for
camellias among the “non-cultivator” in
order to keep camellia popular in Japan
and Japanese camellia culture alive. From
this point of view, “Camellia Tourism” have
the potential to improve the situation.
On the other hand, it will be a great
contribution to Japanese local
development if two facilities can prove
“Camellia Tourism” has great possibility

to revitalize the local economy of the
communities which have some precious
heritage of camellia culture even though
they locate far from the big cities.
From this point of view, I think it
meaningful for two gardens, hopefully
all the gardens in similar situation in
Japan including them, to exchange
their experiences for developing further
possibility of “Camellia Tourism”. It is also
meaningful to make their business known
widely, especially to the people in local
areas and to show them the possibility and
potential of “Camellia Tourism”. We need a
strategy and tactics.
It is difficult to find what ICS Japan can
do for it. But at least the first thig we
should do is to have good communications
not only with the investigators and the
cultivators but also with those who have
relation with camellia in various ways. This
is what I thought when staying in TsubakiShizen-En.

Pic.14
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Camellias in Literature and New Publications
The French Camellias


Luc Dhaeze-Van Ryssel

A new book about The French Camellias has been published. The work contains:
• An introduction to the history how
these Camellia’s ended up in France.

Encyclopaedia
Les Camélias Français

• Persons who have had an influence
on the history of the plant, as
Alexandre Dumas, author of the book
“La Dame aux camélias” and people
who have cultivated these camellias,
as Lorenzo Berlèse, as well as some
Nantes horticulturists such as: Jean
Heurtin, Ferdinand Favre, Guichard,
Jean Thoby, Alfred Lemaitre. Other
French horticulturists, Miellez from
Lille and Pierre Tourrés from the
south of the country (Macheteau)
have been added too. They both
regularly took part in the earlier
Ghent exhibitions.

The French camellias

• A summary of the camellias,
originated in Nantes and its
surroundings.

© 2021 Luc Dhaeze-Van Ryssel

• The three French “Gardens of Excellence” with their information.
• A full English translation of this first part.
• The second part of the book is including 695 cultivars with English description
(sometimes text in French is included), 68 lithographs, 230 images.
• The cost price of this 300page book is 65 €. (Mailing cost is not included)
For more info, kindly contact Mr. Luc Dhaeze at Lucas.Dhaeze@telenet.be
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Porto and its camellias from the 19th century

By Joana Andresen Guedes

This is a book about Porto of the Romantic period and its camellias. It contains facts
about the city’s history, its exhibitions, the construction of the Crystal Palace, and
gardening publications and also touches on camellia horticulturists and horticultural
enthusiasts. The last chapters are dedicated to camellias in art and in selected gardens in
the Porto area and include an appendix with images of 120 camellias from Porto.
Of the more than 400 camellias of Portuguese origin, 355 of them date from the 19th
century, and practically all of them were obtained in and around Porto. Camellias are a
natural heritage that makes this city proud, an example of the high standard achieved by
Porto Horticulture in the 1800’s.
Order your copy from:
Email: jandresenguedes@gmail.com
Mobile: +351 965 261 324
Price per copy is 38.00 euros,
plus shipping costs.
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Camellias in Arts and Crafts

Centrepiece “Japoneira Cidade do Porto”

Eduarda Paz and A. Campos


Centrepiece “Japoneira Cidade do Porto” on display at the MIPPO Museum in the 2016 Porto Camellia Week. The
portraits of the Benefactresses can be seen on the wall. Photo by J. Garcia|CMPorto

As ICS members will
know (especially
a new
The Centrepiece
“Japoneira
Cidade do jewellers.
Porto” He
onstarted
display
atbrand
the ofMIPPO Museum
those who attended the 2014 ICS PrePortuguese handmade jewellery under his
Camellia
Week, co-organised by the City
Council and the Portuguese Came
Congress Tour) Porto has always been in
own name in 1993.
background
thepassion
portraits
of the Benefactors. Photo by J. Garcia|CMPorto
the core of are
camellia
in Portugal:
“…not a single garden can be found, small
or big, well or badly taken care of, without
the gorgeous winter queen embellishing it
with its glossy petals…” (Marques Loureiro,
1882). Porto also has a longstanding
tradition in fine arts and is arguably the
most important centre of jewellery making
in the country.
Graduated from the Soares dos Reis Arts
School, Miguel Vaz d’Almada is one of
the city’s most renowned modern-day

Designing a dazzling piece of art to
celebrate Porto’s Japoneiras (the name
commonly given to camellias in Northern
Portugal, meaning ‘Japan trees’) was a
project that Miguel and his wife Teresa,
camellia enthusiasts themselves, were
passionate about and had had in mind for
some time. In the 2016 Porto Camellia Week,
co-organised by the City Council and the
Portuguese Camellia Association, the MMIPO
museum hosted the exhibition “Camellias
in the portraits of the benefactresses of
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Photos by Miguel Vaz d’Almada

Camellia japonica ‘Cidade do Porto’ used in the preparation of life-size models of flowers, buds, and leaves.

Details
of the study by Miguel Vaz d´Almada, life-size replicas of the specimen
ofMiguel
Camellia
japonica

Photos by
Vaz d´Almada
'Cidade do Porto'. Photos by Miguel Vaz d´Almada

Misericórdia do Porto”, to celebrate the
fashion for camellias and the feminine
universe in 19th century Porto. This event
offered the right “moment to make the
dream come true”, to use their own words.

About 20 metres of lifeless laminated
silver sheets were turned into 40 camellia
flowering stems with sculptured blooms,
buds, and leaves rivalling the forms of
nature. Each part was painstakingly
finished with a high degree of realism. The
petals forming each flower required more
than 1000 hammer strokes and each leaf
took over 200 hammer and chisel strokes
to be completed. The floral arrangement
was displayed on a silver Centrepiece.
The set was completed with camelliadecorated candlesticks and napkin rings.

own garden. According to Eng. Valdemar
Ferreira, former member of the City
Council’s Green Spaces Team, this cultivar
(ICR-23537) is a seedling chance obtained
at the Porto City Council’s Plant Nursery
and has been selected by the master
gardener Manuel da Silva Fernandes.

A stunning table setting featuring Miguel’s
unique silver camellia jewels became one
of the major attractions of the exhibition.
The centrepiece and candlesticks were
on display again the following year, in a
Camellia Week event held at the English
Factory celebrating the afternoon tea
tradition.
Camellias are an endless source of
inspiration for talented artists.
For more information on these wonderful

The
impressive dining
room atidea,
the Factory
ancamellias,
afternoon tea
eventcontact
during the
2017 Camellia
silver
please
Miguel
Vaz
In developing
his design
MiguelHouse welcomed
Week and Miguel Vaz d’Almada opening the section with a talk about the sterling silver Centrepiece. The
d’Almada (miguelvazdealmada@gmail.com;
used natural models from a specimen of
Factory House, a 18th-century Neo-Palladian building, marks the importance of the British community in Porto
Instagram: miguelalmada_joalharia).
Camellia
japonica
‘Cidade
do
Porto’
in
his
and its important role in the Port Wine trade.
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Details of the study by Miguel Vaz d´Almada, life-size replicas of the specimen of Camellia japonica
'Cidade do Porto'. Photos by Miguel Vaz d´Almada

Handcrafting of the Centrepiece, candlesticks, and napkin rings. 

Photos by Miguel Vaz d’Almada

guel Vaz d’Almada creating the Centrepiece “Japoneira Cidade do Porto” including the c
corated candlesticks and napkin rings.

Miguel Vaz
d’Almada’s
talk (left) House
and Centrepiece
on display
(right) in the
Camellia
Week
The impressive
dining
roomopening
at the Factory
welcomed
an afternoon
tea2017
event
during
theafternoon
2017 Camellia
tea event held at the eighteenth-century Neo-Palladian building of the English Factory House, a symbol of the
Week and
Miguel Vaz d’Almada opening the section with a talk about the sterling silver Centrepiece. The
prominent role of Porto’s British community in Port Wine trade. 
Photos by J. Garcia|CMPorto
Factory House, a 18th-century Neo-Palladian building, marks the importance of the British community in Porto
and its important role in the Port Wine trade.
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Mosaïc Camellias


Mosaïc Camellias are the artwork of António Salvador.
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Eduarda Paz

Detail of a flower pot.

The mosaic artist António Salvador
welcomed me in Celorico de Basto in
an Autumn morning. On the balcony of
his atelier, overlooking the vast green
terraced agricultural plots bordered by
chestnut trees, he had prepared a dazzling
display of his unique camellias, in full
bloom, exhibiting the bright, bold colour
effects created by tiny ceramic pieces of
azulejos (tiles) crafted in different recycled
materials.

the prison of Sta Cruz do Bispo, near
Porto, and started to explore mosaicking,
a highly appreciated artistic process for
rehabilitation programmes. As someone
wisely pointed out, “it works as a metaphor:
you’re taking people whose lives are broken
and working with them to put it back
together.” Discarded material donated by
the tile industry and a few inexpensive
tools were all that António needed to start
creating amazing art works.

For more than 40 years, António Salvador
was a teacher of decorative arts. In the
final 7 years of his career, he worked
with inmates with mental problems in

Still based in Porto, he bought Quinta da
Bouça in Celorico de Basto a few years ago
to spend time after retirement. The topiary
camellia gardens of this small town 70km
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NE of Porto are renowned worldwide, one
of the most prized being Casa do Campo,
included in the 2014 ICS Pre-Congress
Tour. The passion for camellias is rooted
in local history and the annual ‘Camellia
International Festival’ embraces citizens,
schools and institutions since 2004. In
2016, the city council registered a Celorico
de Basto Capital das Camélias® trademark.
The local passion for camellias caught
António Salvador. Camellias began to take
central stage in his mosaic pieces, inspiring
his Facebook page Mosaico feito em cacos

Camellias are the inspiration of António Salvador.
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(‘Ceramic shard mosaic’). His creations
include garden features (mosaic planters,
murals…), interior decoration items
(furniture, wall hangings…) and jewellery
(necklaces, pendants...). Since 2013, he
has regularly taken part in the Camellia
International Festival with workshops and
exhibitions. He finds great pleasure in
teaching mosaicking to learners of all ages
and has run workshops in Portugal, Galiza
and Brasil.
For more information, please visit
https://www.facebook.com/mosaicoemcacos/about.

News From The Regions
Australia

Hold that Front Page! Camellias
hit Pages 2 and 3 of Australia’s
masthead newspaper The Sydney
Morning Herald
It is Saturday 18 September 2021. The
city of Sydney and most of south-eastern
Australia are in COVID lockdown, with
over a thousand cases a day from the
Delta variant and tragically scores of
deaths. Sydney Morning Herald senior
journalist Julie Power had spent several
weeks researching an article on camellia
preservation entitled Floral Noah’s Ark
helps save our ‘living antiques’. The article
focused on how Camellia Ark Australia
and its dedicated team of volunteers were
intent on preserving rare camellias in
Australia some of which had arrived here
almost 200 years ago.
Julie had expected that such an article
might be lucky enough to get a run
somewhere in the middle of the paper or
perhaps as a weekend segment insert. To
Julie’s surprise and to the astonishment
of garden lovers, the article swept across
pages 2 and 3 of Australia’s masthead
newspaper. The Sydney Morning Herald
has a readership of over 11 million, of
whom 10.7 million are digital readers, and
over 1.5 million in print. Furthermore, the
article was circulated nationally through
Nine Entertainment Network which has

Stephen Utick, ICS Director Australia
acquired this newspaper recently. Given
the mammoth circulation, this could rate
as the most prominent article on camellias
ever published in Australia.
The article featured a photograph of Jim
Powell, an ICS member and one of the
co-founders of Camellia Ark Australia
holding up a specimen of Camellia
japonica ‘Otahuhu Beauty’ a sport of
the famous Australian heritage camellia
‘Aspasia Macarthur’. In addition to Jim,
the article featured interviews with
another Camellia Ark co-founder, camellia
nurseryman Bill Parker, with David
Laughlin, the Curator Manager at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Sydney, and with myself.
Interest in camellias is rising as Australia
approaches 200 years of the first
recorded plantings of a collection of
camellias at the Royal Botanic Sydney
by superintendent Charles Frazer back in
1823. Coincidentally this may also be the
first recorded planting of a collection of
camellias in the southern hemisphere.
It is likely that the editorial staff of the
Sydney Morning Herald were captured by
a story which provided some relief from
the litany of daily tragedy and lockdown
restrictions. It is also interesting to note
that the extended lockdowns across
south-eastern Australia have heightened
Australian public’s awareness of the value
of parks and gardens for reflection and
mental health.
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Photo over: Copy of two-page coverage in the Sydney Morning Herald, 18-19 September 2021, pp. 2-3.
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Benelux

Photos of “the Camellia move” provided by Stijn Van
Aken-Bustani Bvba
Photo “Tea cultivation-Romberama” provided by Raf
Rombouts
Photo Davir by F. Delvaux

Same as last year, also in 2021, the
Camellia activities had to be reduced for
Covid safety reasons. During springtime,
there were no occasions to meet our
members, nor to join plant markets
and even less, to travel. But, during 80
days, Wytze Hoekstra, our director for
the Netherlands, sent daily mails to the
Benelux Camellia members with a picture
of a Camellia and information about the
flower. So, we could enjoy Camellia flowers
from “Around the world in 80 days”, as
Wytze mentioned.
In the beginning of the year, we got a
notification about a large number of
Camellia’s that had to be removed from a
place, which was property of a monastery
in Flanders.

Frieda Delvaux
whether any specific treasures were
included in the collection.
Despite being old Camellia plants, there
were no Camellias of any particular
significance.
Even so, we couldn’t let them being
removed and destroyed. Jean-Paul, from
Het Leen, had the bright idea to contact
a local garden designer, Stijn van Aken Bustani, and asked whether there would
be any way to give these plants another
destination.
After a visit to the convent property and a
conversation with the contact there, a date
was agreed to remove the Camellia shrubs
and to bring some of them to a place
where the garden had to be re-designed.

Camellias on the move

Camellias to be moved

Some of our specialists went on-site to
check the varieties and to have a look
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The excess lot of plants got a place on a
territory, which is property of the garden
designer from where they can be removed
later on.

The first Camellia tea cultivation in
Belgium was introduced via the media,
earlier this year (2021). “Romberama”
headed by Raf Rombouts and specialized
in cultivation of Amaryllis, expanded the
business with a cultivation of 60.000 tea
plants. We are looking forward to taste the
first tea, produced in Belgium.

Temporary location

On April 13th, a few months after his 65th
anniversary, our first ICS member in Brazil,
Davir Zwirtes Maffasioli, has lost the fight
against Covid.
His family expressed their appreciation
for the huge number of condolences they
have received from all over the world.
They were not aware Davir had so many
Camellia friends within the ICS.

Raf between the tea plants.

Davir Zwirtes Maffasioli

We tried to close the year at least with one
member meeting at the end of November
but due to the increasing Covid infections,
we had to postpone the gathering. As all
of us, we are looking forward to a better
2022.
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Brazil

The Arrival of Camellias in Brazil

When talking about the formation of
the Brazilian people, we must talk about
many other peoples, including those from
various continents.
Since 1500, when the first Portuguese,
Spanish, Dutch, French and English
navigators came to the Americas, they
had no idea that here there could be
so much abundance. Immense lands,
almost without end, and many riches,
both mineral and natural. The greatest
biodiversity on the planet.
In the first centuries a lot of slave labour was
still used, for the most diverse types of work.
Because all the countries that had their
colonies here in America wanted to produce
and take as much as possible to Europe.
The Portuguese who colonised mainly
the land that is now Brazil soon started

to cultivate sugar cane, coffee, to breed
cattle, among other agricultural activities
and they also created many cities such as
Salvador, São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro.
In the 19th century, when the Portuguese
royal family settled in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, they created the first botanical
garden in the city. And Camellias were
certainly among these plants. The story
goes that Princess Isabel was very fond of
Camellias.
Many towns built in the Portuguese style
were also created in the south of Brazil,
where the climate is not so hot, even
with the occurrence of snow or frost in
winter. This was the perfect climate for
planting Camellias. After 1822, with Brazil’s
independence, the imperial government
started a campaign to attract people from
various European and Asian countries in
order to occupy and take advantage of
these immense Brazilian lands. This is how
hundreds of thousands of immigrants from
various countries in Europe and Asia began
arriving. Here where we live in the city of

The Bergmann house.

The Bourscheid house

Text and photos provided by Renato Jose Schommer /
Linha Francesa Baixa /Barão-RS-Brasil
Translation – “A Chegada das Camélias ao Brasil” by
Joana Andresen Guedes
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Renato Jose Schommer

Renato

Ieda, Renato’s wife

Barão - RS is the locality of Linha Francesa
(French line locality) because there are
many families whose ancestors came from
France. But what I wanted to emphasize is
the great number of German immigrants
who came from 1824 onwards, because
they received land from the government
to settle and create a home. And also the
large number of Italian immigrants who
arrived in Brazil from 1875 onwards, fleeing
conflicts in their territories, difficulties in
agriculture and hunger.

that this beautiful history will not be lost or
forgotten.

There were around 600,000 immigrants
up to 1915, mainly from the regions of
Lombardy, Veneto and Tyrol.
They came on third-class steamships, the
journeys lasted up to forty days. Here in
the south, the first families settled in a
place they called Nova Milano. Much of this
history can be found in the state archives
of Genoa in Italy. Large colonies and many
towns were formed by Italian immigrants
alone. Almost all these families also
brought sports and camellia seedlings. We
are recalling these historical facts because
I am of German origin and my wife is of
Italian origin and with so many centenary
camellia plants that we have here in the
region we are making some seedlings so

We came to the conclusion that when
these families had to leave their lands,
their homes, to go to the sea and into
the unknown and to come to Brazil
they wanted to bring with them a
good souvenir, something that was
very important to them. They brought
Camellias.... they knew that they would
miss their motherland very much.... they
wanted to have in their garden something
to remember and cheer or even lessen
their homesickness...
This is why we can still see today in many
old houses of German and Italian settlers
here in southern Brazil a camellia plant.

The Bergmann Stone house, with imported Camellia.
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China


Prof. Wang Zhonglang, Kunming Institute of Botany, CAS

1. The 12th China Camellia Expo
opened in Jinhua, Zhejiang
During the unusual Covid-19 season,
many camellia exhibitions throughout the
world had to be suspended, postponed or
cancelled, but China is an exception. From
13 to 22 March 2021, the 12th National
Camellia Expo was held in Jinhua of
Zhejiang province, China.
On March 13, the opening ceremony
of 12th China Camellia Expo was held
in Jinhua, Zhejiang. Mr. Lu Wenming,
deputy Secretary-General of China Flower
Association, Mr. Guan Kaiyun, president of
International Camellia Society, Ms. Zhao
Qiuli, Vice Mayor of Jinhua City, Mr. Xing
Zuirong, chairman of Zhejiang Flower
Association, Mr. Shi Defa, president of
Chinese Camellia Society, Ms. Cai Yan,
Secretary of Wucheng District Committee,
etc. Leaders attended the opening
ceremony. Ms. Cai Yan, Mr. Guan Kaiyun
and Mr. Lu Wenming delivered speeches.

Ms. Zhao Qiuli announced the opening.
More than 100 exhibitors from more than
20 provinces and cities across the country
participated in the exhibition.
On behalf of the International Camellia
Society, Prof. Guan Kaiyun congratulated
on the smooth holding of the expo. He
said that Jinhua is the famous “hometown
of camellia”. When he came to Jinhua for
the first time more than 20 years ago, he
left a deep and beautiful impression on
the camellia of Jinhua. Camellia lovers at
home and abroad were deeply attracted
by it. The International Camellia Congress
was held in China for the first time in
2003 in Jinhua. Because of the camellia,
Jinhua is well-known at home and abroad;
because of the camellia, it has promoted
the development of the rural economy. He
believes that Jinhua’s camellia business
will be revitalized again with the attention
of leaders at all levels and the joint efforts
of the entire industry.

Opening
Ceremony
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Opening Ceremony

Opening Ceremony

President of ICS,
Prof. Guan Kaiyun,
delivering a speech

President of ICS, Prof. Guan Kaiyun, delivering a speech

Ms Zhao Qiuli, the vice mayor of Jinhua City

Ms Zhao Qiuli, the vice
mayor of Jinhua City

Ms Zhao Qiuli, the vice mayor of Jinhua City

The President of CCS
declaring the Award
List at the opening
ceremony

The President of CCS declaring the Award List at the opening ceremony
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Prof. Wang Zhonglang and Mrs. Cai Yan, Secretary of Wucheng District Committee, visit the Camellia
Exhibition
Prof. Wang Zhonglang and Mrs. Cai Yan, Secretary of Wucheng District

Committee, visit the Camellia Exhibition

Leaders’ group photo
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Leaders' group photo

Part of camellia products
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external landscape area is specially designed to be ingeniously connected with the
landscape in the park. The building is composed of four areas, namely 1) the origin and
namely of
1) camellia,
the origin and
evolution
of
the museum
received3)a total
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2) the
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and spread
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the research
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During the opening period of the museum, the museum received a total of more than 40
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The opening ceremony
The opening ceremony

After planting a memorial camellia

The opening ceremony

After planting a memorial camellia
After planting a memorial camellia

3. The darkest Chinese camellia cultivar exhibited at the 12th
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4.Eternal Camellia received the
Gold Medal Award at the 12th
Chinese Camellia Expo
New product of camellia, Eternal Camellia
(永生茶花，preserved fresh camellia),
received the Gold Medal award at the
12th Chinese Camellia Expo in Jinhua
of Zhejiang, China on 13-22 March 2021.
This is a new product for China camellia
industry. This Eternal Camellia was
presented and exhibited by Yunnan Xinlü
Camellia Co. Ltd. (云南欣绿茶花股份有
限公司), a company located in Chuxiong,
Yunnan, China where 2012 International
Camellia Congress was ever successfully
held about 10 years ago.
From Mr. Tang Yongjun （汤勇俊）, the
head of the company, we learned that
Eternal Camellia looks exactly like fresh
flowers but can stay fresh-looking for
years and the texture is better than dry
flowers. It’s actually a high-tech process
that uses transforms real flowers into
beautiful display pieces that require almost
no maintenance. And the technology is

eco-certified, meaning it meets stringent
international environmental standards.
From the company, we got to know the
brief procedure to make Eternal camellia
as follows:
1. Fresh camellia flowers are cut when
they are at the peak of their beauty and
radiance.
2. Special non-toxic and non-corrosive
chemicals are used to draw out the
water content along with proteins,
sugar and pigments.
3. The flowers undergo a rehydration
process by being placed in an organic
mixture made with glycerine and other
plant elements.
4. The eco-certified chemical solution
gradually rises through the trunk until
it completely substitutes the sap and
gives it shape.
5. The flowers can also be introduced to
different pigments and essential oils to
give them smells and colors.
6. Few days later, the flowers will be ready
to be used.

Mr. Tang Yongjun
(middle) introducing
the Eternal Camellia
Plant at the Expo
Mr. Tang Yongjun (middle) introducing the Eternal Camellia Plant at the Expo
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An provided
Eternal Camellia
plant, photo provided
Tang Yongjun
A painting on a rock, photo
by Tang Yongjun
An Eternalby
Camellia
plant, photo provided by Tang
Yongjun

A painting on a rock, photo provided by Tang Yongjun
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more information about the Chinese version. The PDF files of Chinese Versio

Croatia


Mira Shalabi

Camellia Festival in Opatija

13. festival
OPATIJA

Text provided by Mira Shalabi / Photo’s by David Kurti

Udruga ljubitelja
kamelija Opatija

The city of Opatija is the synonym and
birthplace of Croatian tourism and the
beautiful Camellia flower, which arrived
in Opatija in 1845 (‘Rubra Simplex’), also
gives a great contribution to it.

Članica International
Camellia Society

www.internationalcamellia.org

The Association of Camellia Lovers has
140 members and has been successfully
promoting the City for 13 years by
organizing an exhibition of camellias for
citizens and tourists, some of whom come
precisely because of camellias.

kamelija
21.3.-28.3.2021.

IZLOŽBA 26.-28.3.2021. U UMJETNIČKOM PAVILJONU J. ŠPORER, OPATIJA

21. ožujak / nedjelja

23. ožujak / utorak

26. ožujak / petak

- “Pozdrav proljeću” u 15 h ispred Ville Angioline: prof.
dr.sc. Romana Lekić, pročelnica za turizam u VŠ
Edward Bernays Zagreb, će prezentirati simbol ljubavi
kameliju i Park Angiolinu, a iz opatijske Gimnazije
Jasminka Škare-Manojlović, prof. će predstaviti njihovu
brošuru „Vodič opatijskim parkovima“. Članica Udruge
gđa Klovar će pročitati svoju pjesmu.
Ovu lijepu prigodu će začiniti malo muzike: gitara
Jenny Lazarić Jungić i Dragan Jungić...

- Gđa Katica Dražić će u Parku Angiolina šestim
razredima / svakom pojedinačno / OŠ Opatija,
imati “Školu u prirodi” od 15,10 h.

- Nastavak Škole u prirodi za OŠ Opatija.
U 18 h svečano otvaranje Izložbe uz
prigodan umjetnički program i voditelja
Dražena Turinu Šajetu, sudjeluju:
Ivana Klovar, OŠ Opatija Paola Janjetić,
OGŠ I.M.Ronjgov Laura Valenčić,
g. Aleksandar Valenčić...

22. ožujak / ponedjeljak
- Fakultet za menadžment u turizmu i ugostiteljstvu
Opatija će u svome parku oko bnovljene zgrade
posaditi nekoliko kamelija, prekrasnog simbola
Opatije i Kvarnera.
- 12 h sadnja na fakultetu za menadžment u
turizmu i ugostiteljstvu Opatija.

24. ožujak / srijeda
- 14 h RADIONICA o uzgoju kamelija u rasadniku
Parka Angiolina.
Radionicu će voditi Darijo Jemrić inženjer
hortikulture sa 20-tak godina iskustva,
agrotehničke mjere, presađivanje iz reznica,
margotiranje, zaštita, njega...

Dobro došli!

Izložba će trajati do nedjelje 28. 3. u 18
h, kada će biti proglašeni pobjednici:
slike vrtićke djece, slike školaraca,
fotografije cvijeća i grmova te živih
cvjetova kamelija.

www.kamelija-opatija.com

Udruga ljubitelja
kamelija Opatija

IZLOŽBU POMOGLI

SPONZORI

POKROVITELJI

ORGANIZATOR

TURISTIČKA ZAJEDNICA
GRADA OPATIJA

OŠ R.K. JERETOV, DJEČJI VRTIĆ OPATIJA,
UGOSTITELJSKA ŠKOLA OPATIJA,
FOTO LUIGI, ALSI MORE,
UMJETNIČKA ŠKOLA RIJEKA
VEPRINA 519, FOXSTUDIO, MAĆUHICA,
LIKOVNA UDRUGA MATULJI.

All the visitors of the beautiful Juraj Šporer
pavilion had the opportunity to see a
symphony of live flowers, photographs
of flowers and bushes, but also artwork
by schoolchildren and kindergarteners,
along with souvenirs of members of the
Association, all on the topic of camellias.

Group of camellia members of Opatija

The planned week of the 13th Camellia
Festival Opatija “shrank” and became only
the Camellia Exhibition from March 26th to
28th, 2021 due to COVID-19 measures.
Poster(Plakat) in PDF
School children before their works of art
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Sofia Šmitran. In the live flower category, the
most beautiful camellia was held by Čedna
Hotzi Raffanelli, the second was Marija
Benko, while the third place was shared by
Mirjana Mendrila and Dolores Milotić.

First prize for the best camellia flower and bush.

The opening of the exhibition was an
evening to remember. Gabriela Deglin,
a singer from the Rijeka Theater,
accompanied by pianist Vladimir Babin,
performed an aria from the opera La
Traviata “Addio del Passato”. Elementary
school student Laura Valenčić, accompanied
by her father on the piano, performed
selected pieces by A. Vivaldi and O. Rieding.
A member of our Association and Society
of Writers of Rijeka, Mrs. Ivanka Klovar read
a couple of her poems, and student Dorian
Rubeša delighted visitors with several merry
performances on the accordion.
The closing of the exhibition, as well
as the opening, was hosted by Opatija
singer-songwriter Dražen Turina.
Acknowledgments were distributed to
sponsors and individuals and prizes in the
form of live camellias to all winners.
As for the results, in the categories of
photography of camellia flower and camellia
bush, Sofija Šmitran won the first place. In
the category of flowers, the second place
went to Ingeborg Prasnikar, and the third
to Antonija Cvetković. Nikola Turina won
second place in the camellia bush category,
while third place went to double winner

In the children’s art competition, Ante
Fantov won first place in the category of
students from 1st to 4th grade of Opatija
elementary school, second was Eva Cvek,
and third was Aleksandra Ivanova. Paula
Škarica had the best work in the category
of students from 5th to 8th grade, the
second place was won by Isabella Ruža
Brko, and the third by Lara Machiedo.
In the presentation of so called
“Baljinerada” – small vehicles on iron
wheels, which goes through Opatija main
street. Camellia Society , just for fun,
participated dressed like this, and with our
symbol of Opatija, the C.j.‘Rubra simplex’.

“Baljinerada”

We sincerely hope that the 14th Festival
in Opatija, in 2022, will be held without
restrictive Covid measures and in full glory,
because this magnificent camellia flower
and the city of Opatija deserves it!
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France

Le Conservatoire des camellias
Bretons.
The Conservatory of the Breton
cultivars of Camellias
Text and pictures provided by Yves Chapel – ICS France.

In 2008, the « Société Bretonne de
Camellias » (S.B.C.) undertook to make an
inventory of the cultivars found among its
member.
As they were making the inventory, they
soon realized there were names of Breton
origin (first names, names of places, of
celebrities, …) for unregistered camellias.
Most of them came from seeds, some
cultivars could be sold in shops, others
could not be easily found (exchanges
between collectors only).

Yves Chapel

Breton camellias. It was planned at « PenAr-Pont », in Châteauneuf-du-Faou, but it
never happened.
Then, Roger Salaün, through his good
relationship with the local mayor in those
days (Mr Christian Ménard), managed to
convince him his project was serious, and
they started looking for some land.
In 2013, the local authorities of
Châteauneuf-du- Faou offered a plot
of 3,000 square meters, in the town
center, just below the old people’s
home (E.H.P.A.D.) *. They agreed to be
responsible for the infrastructure and
the maintenance while the S.B.C. agreed
to supply the plants and to promote the
collection.

In 2012, Pierre Rohou, a new member in
the association, made a list of all those
cultivars found in the general inventory.
Several of those cultivars had already been
described in various reviews of the S.B.C.
This list was checked by Roger Salaün.
Following this inventory, the idea of
putting together all those plants in the
same place came out, although it was
known that a project of the same kind had
failed in 2004. In those days, Jean-Michel
Madec, president and founder of the S.B.C.
suggested creating a conservatory of
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The Conservatory of Breton camellias at
Châteauneuf-du- Faou.

The first camellias were planted in 2017,
and it has continued ever since. Until
January 1st, 2021, 205 cultivars had been
planted. Among the most recent and
the most remarkable, and distributed
to collectors and members of botanical

associations, let us quote a few: ‘Agnes
de Lestaridec’, ‘Bleunienn an Trev’, ‘P.Y.
Tremel’, ‘Casimir’, ‘Château de la Foltière’,
‘Chouchou’, ‘Coco (R.S.)’, ‘Hyris de Kan
Kergoat’, ‘l’Ange Bleu’, ‘Madame Le Naour’,
‘Park Leo’, ‘Surprise d’Iroise’.
Some magnolias were planted too, to give
some shade. In 2018, a pagoda, with some
red colour to give it its Japanese look, was
built. That same year, the conservatory
was honored by the visit of the ICS
participants.

A new project came out in 2019, not far
from that place: the creation of a new
space « The camellias of the World ». This
new collection aims at putting together
cultivars from the same breeder or from
one country. That first year, a Spanish and
an Italian collection were planted.
The conservatory of the Breton cultivars of
camellias has initiated a competitive spirit
to create and display new cultivars.
At the moment, a new place is devoted to
the observation of new specimens before
they are registered in the collection.

Jos Guyader / Pierre Rohou
Société Bretonne du Camellia

A group of Congress attendees.

*E.H.P.A.D. / Etablissement d’Hébergement
pour Personnes Agées Dépendantes
Care Home for elderly people.

An autumn
camellia hedge
on the side of
the street.
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Germany


Dr. Klaus Richter

Experiences and results with
camellia seedlings.
Text and photos by Dr.Klaus Richter

Our member Dr. Klaus Richter from Berlin
has grown hundreds of seedlings since the
1990s. From 2017 on he has documented
the germination of seedlings under
different conditions. See his report below:
“For organizational reasons, I could
not always sow my camellia seeds
immediately after harvesting, but
sometimes had to store them first. They
were kept moist in the refrigerator.
Seeds storage
time in days

0-

1

This gave me the opportunity to record
a relationship between seed storage
time and germination behavior under
comparable, but certainly not optimal
conditions. The seeds were sown in a
heated “room greenhouse” at about 22 to
24 °C.
A total of 484 seeds were sown. Of these,
378 (= 78 %) germinated. (I had previously
discarded 88 seeds from a total of 572
harvested seeds, as they had not passed
the so-called floating test.)
The results recorded varied greatly from
year to year and are subject to a very wide
range of variation.” see Tab.

Germination period after sowing (in days)
2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

additive 3
years

N= number of
total seeds over
3 years

16 – 92 (44 = Ø
germination period)

91 – 167 (125)

43 - 135 (88)

16 - 167 (94)

29

4 - 14

43 - 64 (53)

57

41 – 105 (83)

41 – 105 (76)

10

15 - 21

33 – 87 (45)

64 – 131 (105)

31 – 104 (62)

31 – 131 (68)

17

22 - 28

13 – 106 (45)

-

30 - 79 (51)

13 - 106 (49)

13

29 – 35

20 - 78. (39)

-

31 - 71 (48)

20 - 78 (44)

18

36 – 42

-

-

35 - 71 (47)

35 - 71 (47)

11

43 – 56

12 – 52 (29)

-

12 - 81 (53)

12 - 81 (41)

16

57 - 70

13

-

7 - 69 (33)

7 - 69 (31)

11

71 - 84

-

26 – 55 (39)

20 - 58 (32)

20 - 58 (33)

19

85 - 98

-

22 - 78 (39)

7 - 69 (47)

7 - 78 (34)

21

99 - 112

10 – 29 (18)

24 – 29 (26)

12 - 50 (32)

10 - 50 (27)

12

113 – 126

10 – 20 (16)

22 – 59 (37)

22 – 59 (37)

10 - 59 (29)

10

127 – 140

-

18 - 32 (25)

15 - 32 (22)

3

141 – 169

10 – 24 (22)

18 – 24 (32)

-

10 - 42 (30)

9

170 and longer

-

16 – 41 (25)

-

16 – 41 (25)

15

7
correlation: R² = 0.9103
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The observations over a period of 3
years, evaluated additively, allow cautious
statements to be made:
- If the camellia seeds are sown
immediately after the seed harvest,
a longer germination period must be
expected.
- Even storing the seeds for 1-2 months
under cold and humid conditions shortens
the germination period considerably.
- Even after ½-year damp-cold storage,
many seeds are still germinable and even
germinate relatively quickly.
However, there are major year and variety
specific differences. The influences on the
germination behavior of the seeds are so
Seeds storage
time in days

In 2020/21, I had not stored the seeds
in the refrigerator, but in a humid room
with a temperature of 15 to 20 °C, and
then observed the following average
germination period, however with an
enormous spread:
It is clear, the effect of storing the camellia

Germination period after sowing (in days)
2020/21

0-

diverse that a general statement for the
individual case has little significance. The
climatic conditions during the individual
stages of seed development are certainly
of great importance, as is the status of the
plant. For example, all 31 seeds of ‘Valley
Knudsen’ sprouted, while only 10 of 16
seeds of ‘April Remembered’ sprouted
under otherwise apparently comparable
conditions.

N

4

55 – 129 (91)

19

- 10

47 - 136 (97)

15

- 20

48 – 135 (78)

43

- 30

48 – 180 (87)

20

- 40

56 -

96 (77)

7

- 50

56 -

81 (71)

3

- 60

65 -

96 (75)

3

- 70

46 -

58 (53)

2

and longer

54 -

74 (64)

2

seed, which shortens the germination
period, is only marginally (if at all)
noticeable if the storage is not in the cold.
This confirms the statement that coldmoist storage of camellia seeds at +4°C
for at least 2 months improves the

germination of the seeds and probably
prolongs the storage life of the seeds
and is therefore generally recommended.
(Sometimes root formation already starts
in the refrigerator).
In contrast, dry storage, even if only for
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a short time, very quickly leads to a loss
of germination capacity. Therefore, it
is important to monitor briefly at seed
harvest time to see if the “little apples”
begin to burst and then collect the seeds
immediately before they dry out.
In addition, it is certainly recommended
to use particularly deep containers for
sowing camellia seeds in order to give the
taproot that is forming the opportunity
to develop and to preserve it. The often
recommended shortening of the taproot
to speed up the formation of the fibrous
roots is probably not conducive to the
further development of the seedling. It
has also often been observed that (as
with other plants) with fast germinating
seedlings the further development process
is also accelerated and the seedling
develops particularly vigorously. Or vice
versa: only late and slow germinating
seedlings often remain slow growing, or
even die more easily later on.
When repotting camellias, I sometimes get
the impression that at least some camellia
varieties are not only flat-rooted. In
contrast, camellia cuttings usually develop
only shallow root fibers. They often flower
in the second year, but are particularly
sensitive to frost.
For the further development of the
seedlings, it is quite beneficial to expose
them to the sun for at least hours every
day. Even though I have certainly not cared
for my seedlings optimally in their further
growth, an astonishing number of plants
show beautiful flowers. Unfortunately, in
the first few years of sowing camellias I
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had rarely recorded the date of sowing
and the time of the first flowering, so that
of my 161 flowering seedlings so far I can
only evaluate the time after sowing when
they flowered for the first time in 41. Two
seedlings (mother plant “Yukibata” and
“Nanakomachi”) flowered for the first time
after only 3 years. In contrast, seeds from
“Dr Tinsley” only showed their first flowers
after 12 years. As a rule, I could expect a
first flowering 4 to 7 years after sowing.
The first flower that appeared was often
not yet characteristic for the seedling and
stabilized in color and form only in the
following years.
My recommendations apply to the hobby
camellia lover.
Today I am annoyed that in the beginning
I did not document enough when I started
sowing camellias as a hobby. Or if I had
already written a small label with relevant
data and put it in the pot, it was not so
rare that the magpies would come and
curiously pull it out again and I would then
no longer be able to assign the labels. Or
I was already so demented that I forgot to
put the tag back into the new pot.
So it happens that I have achieved very
beautiful and interesting seedling flowers
from my point of view, but I can only
describe them as “unknown” seedlings.
Some examples of these “parentless”
flowers, which I have simply numbered:
( S= seedling )

view, but I can only describe them as "unknown" seedlings.
Some examples of these "parentless" flowers, which I have simply numbered:
( S= seedling )

S 147

S 137

S 130

S 104/ S 68
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S 104/ S 68

S7
From
the multitude of different flowers, it is difficult to say which is the best.
From the multitude of different flowers, it is difficult to say which is the best. Many are
Many are also very simple, but still beautiful.
also very simple, but still beautiful.
Someflowers
flowersare
arealso
alsojust
just
interesting,
“ double
layered
“ one:
Some
interesting,
likelike
mymy
" double
layered
" one:

S 117

haveinspired
inspiredmany
many
camellia
II hope
hope II have
camellia
friends to grow camellias from seeds. Dr.med.habil. Klaus Richter
friends to grow camellias from seeds.
Berlin, August 2020
Dr.med.habil. Klaus Richter

Berlin, August 2020
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Italy

Text provided by Prof. Gianmario Motta.
Photos added by F.Delvaux, unless stated otherwise.

The Camellietum Compitese is continuing to
grow, and inaugurated new thematic areas.

Thematic areas are illustrated by large posters

Prof. Gianmario Motta
Nowadays, the Camellietum counts
multiple thematic areas that include C.
japonica cultivars, German C. japonica
cultivars, Camellia species, C. sasanqua
and alike winter camellias, C. higo, C.
sinensis, C. reticulata cultivars, variegated
foliage camellias, fragrant camellias, and,
finally, a didactical section with the various
forms and colors of camellia japonica
blooms and leaves. The Camellietum
features some 1,300 plants and it is among
the largest camellia gardens in Europe.
On October 23d, a plaque in memory of
the late Waldemar Max Hansen, a former
ICS vice-president for Europe and a great

The speech by Dr. Pierluigi Micheli-Scientific Curator of the Camellietum-accompanied by (from l.to r.) Mr. KlausPeter Hanke, Mayor of Pirna(Germany), Mr. Luca Menesini, Mayor of Cappanori (Italy) and Prof. Gianmario Motta,
incoming ICS President.
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friend of Camellietum, was uncovered,
at the presence of an ICS delegation
(A. Koschitz, F. Delvaux, G. Motta), by
the Mayors of Pirna and the Capannori
Municipality, joined by the whole
Camellietum staff. Also, an area dedicated
to Maestro Casadei, a famous folk music
writer, was inaugurated.

In the Lake Maggiore region, on October
30th, the Italian Camellia Society
organized a 3-day Sasanqua Trip that
visited sasanqua gardens (Villa Motta,
Villa Anelli, Villa Taranto, Villa Maioni)
and nurseries (Savioli). On November
13d-14th, the Municipality of Verbania, in
collaboration with the Italian one show
after COVID.

The area of C. reticulata cultivars.
Memorial plaque for Waldemar Max Hansen

Ms. Riccarda Casadei, Mr. Daniele Bosi, new ICS
Director for Italy, and Mr. Luca Menesini. Mayor of
Capannori- revealing the area for Maestro Casadei.

Waldemar Max Hansen, photo by Prof. Motta

Anke and Frieda revealing the memorial plaque under
close attention of Mr. Luca Menesini, Mr. Klaus-Peter
Hanke.
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Finally, tea production is progressing with
our members Guido Cattolica in Compito
(Tuscany) and Paolo Zacchera in the Lake
Maggiore region.

Japan

Activities in Japan during 2021
Photos provided by T. Tanaka, unless specified
differently.

In Japan, a lot of Camellia (Tsubaki) shows
were held every year. However, for the past
two years, the national “Tsubaki Summit”
by the Japan Camellia Society (JCS) and
many local Camellia shows such as Higo
Camellia Show in Kumamoto have been
cancelled due to the new Corona disaster.
While some Camellia shows such as the
60th Higo Sasanqua Show at Suizenji Park
(Suizenji Jojuen Garden) in Kumamoto
City was held on Nov. 21st 2021.

Takayuki Tanaka and Kiyomi Shinoda

(The traditional group of Higo sasanqua
enthusiasts was started in 1902, the
Higo Sasanqua Society was officially
established in 1967 and the Higo Sasanqua
Show is being continuously held for 60
years in Kumamoto City.) . There, camellias
from historic temples and shrines, such as
Honen-in Temple and Reikan Temple were
displayed at the Kyoto Botanical Garden.
Higo Sasanqua Show was also held even
both from November 18th to 20th, 2020
and on November 20th and 21st, 2021.

Higo Sasanqua Show at the Kumamoto City Zoo and
Botanical Garden on Nov. 20th, 2020
Left to right: Mr. Sugiyama (Former president of the
Higo Sasanqua Society, HSS) and his son, Mrs. Koba
(sister of Dr. Hiruki, former vice president of the ICS),
and me (Takayuki Tanaka)

‘Goshiki-chiritsubaki’ (Photo by K. Shinoda)
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These old camellias have a sense of dignity
and sophistication. We reconfirmed the
importance of their charm and inheritance.
In 2022, we expect that the Tsubaki
Summit (from March 19th to 20th) in
Ofunato City, Higo Camellia Show (from
March 3rd to 7th) in Kumamoto City and
other local Camellia shows shall not be
cancelled any more.

Higo Sasanqua Show at the Suizenji Park (Suizenji
Jojuen Garden) in Kumamoto City on Nov. 21st, 2021.
Left to right; Me (Takayuki Tanaka), Mr. Masami Tanaka,
Mr. Shigetoshi Oyabu (president of the Higo Sasanqua
Society), Mrs. Koba (sister of the Dr. Hiruki, former
vice president of the ICS), Mr. Sugiyama, and Mr. Teruo
Tanaka (vice president of the HSS)

In 2023, the JCS will celebrate its
70th anniversary. As a part of the
commemoration, the “Camellia sasanqua
of Japan（新撰サザンカ名鑑）” written
by Dr. Naotoshi Hakoda, the president of
the JCS, was published in October, 2021.

The pot plants with flowers in front of the pond are cultivars of Higo sasanqua. Suizenji Jojuen Garden is one of
the famous Japanese Gardens in Japan and the room, ‘Kokin-denju-no-ma’ here, is for enjoying the beauty of the
garden and for tea ceremony.
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Jersey / Channel Islands

Text and photos provided by Janine Buckley

Tea Growing in Jersey, Channel
Islands
The island of Jersey is only 45 square
miles in area, situated in the English
Channel some 98 miles from the English
mainland but just 14 miles from the coast
of Normandy. The island is famed for its
Jersey cows and the Jersey Royal potato.
The idea for tea growing in Jersey came
about in 2015. This was around the time
that the Jersey government was offering
grants to aide in sustainable agriculture
projects. There are now two small tea
plantations on the island.

Janine Buckley

Prior to bringing over tea plants to the
island, research was done on how viable
it would be to grow tea in Jersey by
looking at average annual rainfall (in 2019
it was 1062.7mm and tea requires about
1020mm); soil quality; and sunshine
hours (the sunshine total for the year
was 2298.3 hours). Jersey is fortunate
to be one of the sunniest parts of the
British Isles whilst still maintaining a
good amount of rainfall. There were some
difficulties initially finding fields that
had not been over farmed and where
there was good enough soil quality.
Unfortunately, Jersey has a past history of
over using chemical fertilizers/pesticides
and herbicides.

C.sinensis at Jersey.
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Jersey Fine Tea
Planted their first plants in 2017 in their
Gorey and Trinity gardens using plant starts
from Georgian seed which are varying
hybrids of Camellia sinensis var. sinensis
and Camellia sinensis var. assamica. In
2018 they expanded their Trinity plot and
planted a third garden in St. Lawrence. They
have since been experimenting with seeds
from Nepal which are able to withstand the
cold temperatures here in Jersey. They now
have a total of 15,000 plants among the
three gardens.
The soil here in Jersey is an excellent pH
for tea (at least in the middle and east
of the island) and have planted them on
southward facing slopes for adequate
drainage. The rows are arranged from
east to west to provide maximum sun
exposure during the day and have drip

Jersey Fine Tea
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irrigation from boreholes to account for
the lack of rainfall here that the tea plants
require. They use no herbicides (all of
the weeding is done by hand), spray an
organic pesticide only when needed (main
pests are aphids and thrips), and practice
sustainable farming methods.
The harvesting season runs from April
through October (this year was so cold
that the season was a bit shorter), and
the plants go dormant over the winter
months. This period of rest for the plants
often creates a more complex flavour and
aroma profile for the finished tea product.
The tea is made only from the top
closed bud and two leaves of the plant,
while the rest of the leaves on the plant
serve as maintenance for the rest of the
bush. With proper care these plants will
produce tea for the next 100 years.

The Jersey Tea Company
We are certified organic tea farmers
who grow the Camellia sinensis sinensis
variety. Our tea plants come from a
Japanese cultivar. The aim is for waist
height plants that will form a hedge and
a “picking plateau”. Tea plants can be
grown from their seeds or from cuttings.
We have started growing tea plants from
our own seeds – the next generation!
There has been about a 30% success
rate. We are looking into growing from
cuttings using organic natural rooting
hormones such as willow bark.
We now have 6000 multi-stem plants,
planted outdoors in fields just under one
hectare. We have doubled the amount
of tea we have produced this year
compared to last year, and hope that

we will continue to increase production
exponentially.
The tea fields slope downwards making
sure that the roots of the tea plants are
never water logged as they suffer in these
conditions. Another aspect of the fields
is that they are wind protected as they
are surrounded by large trees, and these
trees also protect the tea plants from sun
damage by providing partial shade during
the day. Jersey also does not drop below
freezing for long periods and therefore the
tea plants have so far shown that they are
resilient to Jersey winters. Dedicated to
the growing, production and distribution
of locally grown tea, The Jersey Tea
Company uses eco-friendly methods to
encourage not only healthy plant growth,
but also wildlife and bio-diversity.

Jersey Tea Company
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South Africa

Blooming marvellous at
Vergelegen Wine Estate
Text and photo’s provided by Keith Kirsten Office –
Sandra Greyling

The Covid-19 pandemic and lockdown
have given many people a newfound
enjoyment of the outdoors, and they are
discovering beautiful local places that they
may have been unaware of pre-Covid-19.
One of these lovely natural treasures
that is enjoying renewed attention is
the International Camellia Garden of
Excellence at Vergelegen wine estate in
Somerset West, South Africa – one of only
two in the southern hemisphere, and the
only one in Africa.

Sandra Greyling

While the 321-year-old estate did not
hold an annual Camellia Weekend as in
previous years, due to the lockdown,
guests could book for the daily heritage
and garden tour, or simply wander through
the gardens and view the magnificent
camellia displays.

C.j. ‘Debutante’, International Camellia Garden of
Excellence at Vergelegen.

C.j. ‘Elegans Splendor’, to be viewed at Vergelegen
wine estate.
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This much-loved wine estate also recently
launched its very first rosé wine, with a label
that honours the camellia gardens. The
label sports a sprig of pale pink camellias,
both buds and full blooms, and references
the estate’s status as the home of an
International Camellia Garden of Excellence.

Florence wine, the first rosé from 321-year-old Vergelegen wine estate, sports a sprig of camellias on the label.

A lovely rose-gold colour, the wine is
named ‘Florence’ after Florence, Lady
Phillips, chatelaine of the glorious estate
from 1917-1941. A.
Among her many accomplishments, Lady
Phillips and her English gardener Hanson
established beautiful gardens at the
estate, which had become run-down and
neglected.
The history of Vergelegen’s camellias
goes back decades. The oldest camellias,
dating back to the 1920s, are found in the
Octagonal Garden under huge camphor
trees. They consist of classic, pre-1940s
Camellia japonica cultivars, most of which

are now mature shrubs reaching up to
heights of five metres.
During Lady Phillips’s final years, the
estate had begun to decline. Many
camellias were planted by Mrs Cynthia
Barlow after her family bought Vergelegen
in 1941. The Barlows needed to do a great
deal of work to restore the gardens,
grounds and the homestead. Mrs Barlow
undertook this task with the help of
Hanson, who was again persuaded to
return to Vergelegen. When the estate
was owned by the Barlow family, camellias
were planted near a bell tower erected in
1958 and up to the building now housing
the Camphors restaurant.
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Vergelegen wine estate in Somerset West is home
to one of only two International Camellia Gardens of
Excellence in the southern hemisphere.

That initial camellia collection has since
been expanded through both donations
and estate purchases. There is now
a remarkable collection of about 550
camellia cultivars making up a collection
of about 1000 specimens. These have
been sourced locally and as far afield as
France, Japan and America.
Newer plants are located at the bottom of
the Great Lawn and among an expanse of
yellowwood trees, near the banks of the
Lourens River. This the only South African
river that is officially a Protected Natural
Environment.
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The camellia gardens have been under the
care of gardener Michelle Soetzenberg for
many years. Her dedication and love for
these blooms was recently acknowledged
by a Camellia Japonica named after her
by retired nurseryman and noted camellia
breeder Jan van Bergen, who has donated
numerous camellia shrubs to Vergelegen
since 1995.
Visit Vergelegen: The estate is open
Monday-Sunday 09h00-17h00 (last entry
16h00). Entrance R10/adults and R5/
pensioners and scholars, pensioners free on
Mondays. Read more www.vergelegen.co.za
and social media.

Spain

Creation of the Committee of
Camellia Galicia

Pilar Vela Fernández

After more than 15 years promoting
the camellia, by creating such a body,
a further step has been taken in the
professionalisation of this genus at
regional level. Moreover, this institution
will establish a roadmap for promoting,
developing and consolidating the
camellia as one of the most original and
special tourism products in Galicia. This
committee will be in charge of assessing
and deciding which gardens will be
included, from now on, in the Route of the
Camellia of Galicia.

The committee is made up of 13 entities,
including institutions, organisations,
associations and professionals from
the landscaping sector, such as the
Galician Tourist Board of the Regional
Government of Galicia; the Regional
Ministry of Culture, Education and
University; the Regional Ministry of
Environment, Territory and Housing;
the provincial councils of A Coruña
and Pontevedra; the Spanish Camellia
Society; the International Camellia
Society; the Tourism Cluster of Galicia;
associations of camellia producers; the
Galician Television Corporation; owners
of Galician manor houses and gardens;
and the Galician School of Landscaping.
For more information: https://www.xunta.
gal/dog/Publicados/2020/20200529/
AnuncioG0535-180520-0001_es.html.

They could be part of the route as a
“camellia garden” or as a “related tourist
attraction”. This last category includes
those tourist attractions with gardens
that comply with balanced arrangement,
aesthetic and landscape criteria; and
have a minimum of six camellia trees, or a
single specimen with special and unique
characteristics. The committee must
judge whether they meet the criteria
established for each modality, and also
foster, promote and consolidate this
route.

The garden of Pazo Pegullal, is a
traditional manor house located in the
village of Salceda de Caselas, has been
recently added to the Route of the
Camellia. Since May, guided tours have
been organised (for more information read
the article included in this journal, visit
https://pazopegullal.com, or contact them
at info@pazopegullal.com, or by phone:
+ 34 986 34 30 30 04 and + 34 638 29
04 12). A video about the garden can be
downloaded at https://nuboeiro.depo.
gal/s/VKIG9UERebZJHSZ.

On 23 April, the Committee of Camellia
Galicia was created. Its first meeting was
chaired by the Director of the Galician
Tourism Board, Nava Castro.
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Now, the route is made up of 13 gardens,
5 of which are recognised as International
Camellia Gardens of Excellence. They offer
us “some of the best camellia collections
in the world, planted in beautiful settings
that allow us to enjoy a historical, artistic
and natural heritage of great beauty”. The
Route of the Camellia is a unique tourist
product of the destination with a reduced
tourism seasonality, which allows Galicia to
move forward as a benchmark destination
in garden tourism and, at the same time,
contributes to the sustainability of its
heritage.
During the meeting, the possibility to
include the Route of the Camellia as a
member of the European Cultural Route of
Historic Gardens was also discussed. This
will help to promote Galician camellias
worldwide.

Pazo de Mariñán, a new
OBSERVER® scientific tourist
destination
Pilar Vela, Carmen Salinero, Maite Vence
Fernández
Pazo de Mariñán, also known as Pazo
de Bergondo, is located in the village of
Mariñán, in the municipality of Bergondo
(A Coruña), on the left bank of Mandeo
River. Its origins date back to the 15th
century, when a military fortress was
built in this place. Over the centuries, this
fortress was transformed into a residential
building, and in the second half of the 18th
century it was turned into a pazo (manor
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house). Its last owner, Gerardo Bermúdez
de Castro y Suárez de Deza, as he had no
heirs, in 1936 donated the property to the
Provincial Council of A Coruña, as long as
they used it for social purposes. For more
than three decades it was a hospice, and
nowadays it houses a museum and art
gallery and is also used for institutional
events and sociocultural activities.
In 1972, it was declared a Historic and
Artistic Monument for its outstanding
architecture, especially its staircases,
balustrades, sculptures, fountains and
gardens. Then, the Provincial Council of
A Coruña refurbished and transformed it
into a museum to promote the value of its
natural heritage.
It has been part of the Camellia Route
of Galicia since it was created, in 2006.
It has old camellia specimens, a unique
camellia group known as “8+1”, and a large
collection of Camellia japonica specimens
which bring colour to the garden.
As Soutomaior Castle did last year, this
pazo has recently obtained the Observer®
label as a Scientific Tourist Destination.
Botany, history and architecture are
combined in this place, as can be seen
in its unique trees, geometric garden,
camellias and bird observatory.
Observer® is the first seal of quality in
Science Tourism that creates strategies
and certified models of scientific tourism.
It is aimed at using natural and cultural

resources for scientific dissemination, by
promoting tourism, educational and leisure
activities linked to any science discipline;
as well as by fostering and improving
the quality of the experiences related to
science tourism, an emerging, sustainable
and quality segment combining science,
scientific dissemination and tourism.
Observer® scientific tourist destinations
are spaces open to the public which
meet the requirements established in the
methodology, and recognise the effort and
commitment towards the dissemination,
scientific quality and continuous
improvement of the scientific tourist
activities carried out in a certain territory
or natural space.
The award ceremony took place on 20
July at the Pazo de Mariñán. Then, visitors
participated in a guided tour of both the
inside of the pazo and its gardens, and
a visit to the bird observatory. The event
was attended by the vicepresident of
the Provincial Council of A Coruña, Xosé
Regueira, the mayoress of Bergondo,
Alejandra Pérez Máquez, the director of
Observer, Maite Vence, the vicepresident
of the International Camellia Society for
Europe, Pilar Vela, and the deputy for
Heritage and Procurement of the Provincial
Council of A Coruña, Xosé Luís Penas.
With this seal, Pazo de Mariñán has
become one of the 80 Observer®
destinations in Galicia.

Camellia exhibitions in Galicia in
2020
Due to the health situation caused by
COVID-19, during this season it was not
possible to organise camellia exhibitions
in the same way as in previous years, and
only some town councils and associations
held small exhibitions in public places
and shop windows of collaborating
shops (Marín, Salceda de Caselas, Tui,
Soutomaior, Lugo, Sanxenxo…).
On the following links you can see the
exhibitions carried out in the towns
of Salceda de Caselas. (https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=PGd2t3Pd7KM),
Primary School of Campolongo (https://
www.facebook.com/100022594145446/
posts/918269485602848/?d=n),
(https://www.facebook.
com/100022594145446/
posts/917636195666177/?d=n), and
Soutomaior (https://www.soutomaior.gal/
es/certamen-de-la-camelia/).

Tentative schedule of camellia
exhibitions for 2022
Thanks to the collaboration of all
organisers of camellia events and
exhibitions we have prepared a tentative
schedule for the 2022 season. We hope
that we will gradually return to our normal
life and that this schedule will not undergo
too many changes and, above all, that
there will be no cancellations due to
adverse health situations.
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January:
17 - III Exposición San Vicente do Grove (Pontevedra)
22 and 23 - VII Mostra da Camelia Cidade de Tui (Pontevedra)
29 and 30 - XV A Camelia en Domaio, Moaña (Pontevedra).
February:
5 and 6 - XII Exposición A Camelia da Rocha Forte, Santiago de Compostela
5 and 6 - XXIII Memorial Antonio Odriozola, Lérez (Pontevedra)
12 and 13 - XVII Mostra da Camelia de Narón (A Coruña)
12 and 13 - V Camelia e Mar, Marín (Pontevedra)
19 and 20 - XII Concurso Exposición da Camelia en Tomiño (Pontevedra)
19 and 20 - XIII Xornadas da Camelia de Rubiáns (Pontevedra)
26 and 27 - XVII Gala da Camelia no Camiño (Pontevedra)
27 - XXVI Xornada Arredor da Camelia, Vedra (A Coruña)
March:
5 and 6 - LVIII Concurso Exposición Internacional da Camelia, Pontevedra
6 - XV A Camelia na Festa do Lacón con Grelos, Cuntis (Pontevedra)
12 and 13 - XX Certame da Camelia no Castelo, Soutomaior (Pontevedra)
12 and 13 - IV Exposición da Camelia in Sada (A Coruña)
15 till 17 - XIX Mostra da Camelia, Primary School of Campolongo (Pontevedra)
19 and 20 - XIV Xornadas da Camelia, Salceda de Caselas (Pontevedra)
20 - VI Exposición da Camelia de Xeve (Pontevedra)
25 till 27 - IV Jornada Internacional de Camelia “Ven a comer la camelia”
Pazo Quinteiro da Cruz, Ribadumia (Pontevedra)
26 till 28 - VII Exposición da Camelia e Bonsai/III Feira de Plantas
de Colección, Padrón
(A Coruña)
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Tourism, science and education are promoted at the Estación
Fitopatolóxica Areeiro thanks to the OBSERVER certification for
scientific tourism
Maite Vence (1), Pilar Vela (2), Carmen Salinero (2)

1.- OBSERVER® SCIENCE TOURISM
DESTINATION. (https://www.
observersciencetourism.com)
2.- Deputación de Pontevedra. Pontevedra.
Spain (www.areeiro.depo.gal)
The Estación Fitopatológica Areeiro
(EFA), a research centre belonging to the
Deputación de Pontevedra (Provincial
Council of Pontevedra), is now part
of the group of spaces bearing the
OBSERVER® certification as a scientific
tourist destination. It is a quality seal that
recognises the scientific, environmental
and heritage value of these spaces.

Thus, the EFA thus has joined the
Soutomaior Castle and the Pazo de
Mariñán, two gardens included in the
Camellia Route and the first to obtain the
OBSERVER seal for the quality of their
botanical parks. To promote the EFA, the
Provincial Council is launching the Areeiro
Science Route, which consists of guided
tours, also organised by Observer and
aimed at both the public and scientific
professionals specialised and interested
in botany or crops, who will be offered
specific routes.
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The Estación Fitopatológica Areeiro
focuses on practical research and
diagnosis in forest and agricultural plant
pathology. In addition, its work also
involves the introduction and preservation
of fruit and ornamental species, and the
analysis of the soil to improve its quality.
This centre was created to provide
farmers with direct advice on the health
of their crops. Thus, the province now
has centre specialised in studying and
diagnosing the most common plant
pathogens and pests. Thanks to its work,
the agricultural sector is provided with
specific information to make decisions
based on scientific evidence. Currently,
the EFA com prises four sections: Plant
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Pathology, Soil Sciences, Fruit and
Ornamentals, and Molecular Biology. It
also performs practical research related to
the agricultural and forestry fields.
Camellia is one of its most studied crops
and has been the subject of research in
all laboratories of this centre. This centre
works on the description and identification
of old camellia cultivars, on the detection
and control of the pests and diseases
affecting this plant, on the improvement
of soil quality, on its cultivation and
propagation methods and, of course, on
the products obtained from this genus. All
these activities are aimed at promoting
the value of the camellia, as part of the
heritage of the province of Pontevedra.

United Kingdom

ICS goes to Chelsea

Text and photos provided by Pat Short.

Rescheduled Chelsea Flower Show
September 2021

Pat Short
The stand was built by London garden
designers Patios, Pots & Pergolas, on
Thursday and Friday, September 16-17.

For the first time in more than 30 years,
the ICS has exhibited at the Chelsea
Flower Show, and was rewarded with a
silver medal.

ICS stand at the Chelsea Flower Show.
Silver medal certificate

The show is normally held at the end of
May, too late to have many good camellias
to exhibit. But when the continuing
pandemic situation convinced the UK’s
Royal Horticultural Society to reschedule
the show to late September, the ICS UK
Region decided to put together an exhibit.

Caroline Bell, Jeremy Wilson, and Pat Short
set up and arranged the plants for the
stand on Saturday and Sunday, September
18-19. Judging and press day was Monday,
20th September. And when Jill Totty joined
us on the stand on opening day Tuesday,
there was the reward for our efforts: a silver
medal, for a “good” exhibit.

Why? First, there was a chance that some
early autumn-flowering camellias would
be in flower. Second, summer-blooming
camellias have been commercially
introduced into the UK, and there was a
chance that some of these plants would
still be in flower when the show was held
from September 20-26.

Subsequently the head judge told us that
our plants were good, but that we tried
to give too much information; we should
have been more succinct, with “bullet
points”, rather than paragraphs. But he
hoped we would back again, and do even
better the next time. The aim: a silver-gilt
medal, with “very good” exhibit, or a gold
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days. On the other three days of the show,
a team fielded by London’s Chiswick House,
of Geraldine King, Chris Greer, Georgina
Sydenham, and Alex Burns staffed the stand.

medal, for an “excellent” exhibit. Among
the points we covered were a variety of
seed pods ; differing foliage, including
variegation, twisting, fishtail, and slender
leaves; and tea camellias.

The ICS also sponsored a summerblooming camellia in the Plant of the
Year competition. ‘1001 Summer Nights
Jasmine’ was introduced in the U.K. by
the giant gardening company Thompson
& Morgan, who loaned a number of
the plants to us for the ICS stand (see
sidebar). The camellia did not win the
competition – it lost to an admittedly
spectacular Cercis – but the many
blooms on the plants certainly attracted
and pleased the visitors to our stand
throughout the show.

Seed pods assortment

Jeremy and Pat were joined by Jim
Stephens and Sue Martin on two more

Here are the plants on our stand (most of which sadly were not in bloom):
Sasanqua:

Species:
Japonica:

Williamsii:
Hybrids:

Reticulata:

‘Alba’
‘Cleopatra’
‘Hugh Evans’
‘Plantation Pink Variegated’
‘Rainbow’
C.sinensis
C.tsaii
‘Adelina Patti’
‘Holly Bright’
‘Kerguelen’
‘Lady Vansittart’
‘C.F. Coates’
‘Cornish Spring’
‘Snow Flurry’
‘Yuletide’
‘Forty-Niner’

‘Agnes O. Solomon’
‘Crimson King’
‘Paradise Blush’
‘Sasanqua Variegata’
C.sinensis var. assamica
C.yunnanensis
‘Dahlonega’
‘Karabenten’
‘Kujaku’
‘R L Wheeler’
‘St. Ewe’
‘Nicky Crisp’
‘Winter’s Interlude’
‘1001 Summer Nights Jasmine’

Patricia Short, U.K. Region Membership Representative
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There has been almost no success in
growing the plants, let alone bringing
them to flower, so that we could hybridize
from them. So, when the gardening
company Thompson & Morgan introduced
the camellia ‘1001 Summer Nights Jasmine’
in autumn 2020, there was a flurry of
interest in the plants – the first to be
commercially available in the U.K. It is
a cross between an unnamed seedling
of C.azalea and C.reticulata hybrid ‘Dr.
Clifford Parks’, grown in 2001.

‘1001 Summer Nights Jasmine’

The U.K.’s First
Summer-Blooming Camellia
British gardeners cannot replicate the
warm humid conditions of China’s Pearl
River delta, the home of the summerblooming species Camellia azalea.

C. azalea November blooms

C.azalea the species shows a wide range
of flower shapes, from simple singles to
anemone form; sometimes with narrow
petals, others with broad or curly, twisted
petals. These mutations were described
by Chinese camellia expert Gao Jiyin
in the International Camellia Journal in
2008, slightly more than 20 years after
the discovery of the species. Professor
Gao has led the team hybridizing
C.azalea cultivars, in the breeding
program established by Palm Eco-Town
Development Co., in Guangdong, China.
It is not completely surprising, then,
that flower forms in a hybrid cultivar
of C.azalea might show some variation.
Certainly, variations seem to be showing
up in the new ‘1001 Summer Nights
Jasmine’ cultivar, perplexing many
observers and delighting others. The
color, however, tends to remain the same
throughout the plants: buds open bright
red, the opened flowers are a clear rosy
red, and old blooms fade to a light pink.
Among the plants supplied to the ICS
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for its stand at the Chelsea Flower Show
in September 2021, we have seen single
forms with attractive wavy petals, a form
with petaloids, an anemone form, and
buds that suggest a double-form flower.

We have also seen the plants blooming
plentifully in early November, continuing a
season that began in summer.

Peony form.

Petaloids.

Single.
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USA

Camellia season in the US has been
outstanding and a blessing during the
pandemic. Covid-19 has prompted many
people to invest more time tending their
garden, including planting camellias. Most
nurseries sold out.
ICS members Jim Campbell, Joe Holmes
and Florence Crowder have undertaken
a significant project identifying historic
camellias imported or originated by
Edward McIlhenney at his famous Jungle
Gardens in Louisiana. McIlhenney was
one of the most important and influential
camellia growers in the U.S. before his
death in 1948. His collection was one of
the largest in the world.
The American Camellia Society celebrated
its 75th Anniversary in 2020. It was founded
in 1945 by a group that included a Canadianborn horticulturist, Dr. Hardrada Harold
Hume, its first President. To celebrate, ACS
dedicated the new Silver Building on its
headquarters campus to honor a major gift
by the late Leon and Lois Silver of Atlanta,
Georgia. It will house educational displays
and indoor blooming camellias.
Matthew Israel (Georgia) has been named
Executive Director of the American
Camellia Society. An ICS member, Matthew
previously served the ACS in various roles
and is doing an outstanding job.
ICS member Judge Roger Vinson (Florida)
was awarded the “ACS Tablet of Honor”
in recognition of more than a decade of
service to the American Camellia Society
including as President, Chair of the Strategic
Planning, Executive Committee, ACS Board

Forrest Latta
and ACS Trust and other key roles.
Few camellia shows or club meetings were
held during the 2021 season because of
the pandemic. However, ACS and many
local clubs met the challenge by hosting
a series of webinars featuring national
experts. These were well attended by
an on-line audience from across the
nation and can still be accessed at
AmericanCamellias.org. Judging seminars
also were conducted online.
The most awarded camellias in the 2020
season included japonicas: Lauren Tudor
(VL), Royal Velvet (L), Margaret Davis (M),
Tama Peacock (S), and Fircone variegated
(Min). Top reticulatas: Frank Houser (VL),
Valentine Day (L), Adrienne Boueres (M),
and Crimson Candles (S). Top non-retic
hybrids: Mary Phoebe Taylor (VL), Cile
Mitchell (L), First Blush (M), Spring Daze
(S) and Sweet Jane (Min.). Melissa Anne
was the top white camellia.
American Camellia Society annual awards
in 2020 were presented to Red Hots
(Illges Seedling Award), Cotton Candy
(Ralph Peer Sasanqua Award), Optical
Illusion (Harris Hybrid Award), Bella Jinhua
(Sewell Mutant Award), Adrienne Boueres
(Knox Reticulata Award), and Chris
Bergamini (Marbury Award for Best Small)
ICS members Patrick Andrews (Florida)
and Dennis Hart (Louisiana) have been
elected President and Vice-President
of the American Camellia Society for a
two (2) year term from 2021-2023. We
congratulate these dedicated members.
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For OBITUARIES -

OBITUARIES

YVONNE (VONNIE) CAVE

Yvonne (Vonnie)
Caveprovided by Tony Barnes (if necessary, you can leave
Text and photos

“Tony Barnes” below the text, away)
Text and photos provided by Tony Barnes

the recently formed Wanganui Branch
We were all saddened to learn of Vonnie’s
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hybrids that were being created in both NZ and around the world. They became heavily
involved, both locally and nationally, in the NZCS, which then had 2500 members. They gave
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hospitality and friendship to camellia lovers
from NZ and around the world. Vonnie
and Harry were the driving force behind
planting the excellent camellia collection
at Bason Botanical Reserve in 1984. Both
were judges, and their skill at growing and
showing quality blooms was legendary,
winning them Champion Bloom at National
Show level (from among approx. 2,000
blooms) in 1976, 1979, 1986, 1988 and 1994.
Harry was Registrar and Vice President at
his untimely death in 1989.
Vonnie was made an Honorary Life
Member of NZCS in 1984, and yet the bulk
of her involvement was still to come. She
was NZ Director of ICS from 1990 to 2011.
She was Registrar of new NZ varieties
from 1989 to 1997, National President
from 1993 to 1996, and Bulletin Editor
for 14 years between 1996 and 2010. The
author of several books that combined
her photographic, horticultural and
writing skills, her excellent photographs
were made freely available for camellia
society publications. She also allowed the
overseas authors of camellia books to
include her photos. Her archive of camellia
photographs would be one of the best in
the world.
Together Harry and Vonnie registered the
spectacular reticulata seedling ‘Raspberry
Glow’ in 1989, and also in 1989 Vonnie
named a compact deep red semi double
japonica with flaring golden stamens
‘Harry Cave’. Peter named ‘Vonnie Cave’,
a miniature cream flushed pink pitardii
seedling, after his mother in 2004.

In her more recent years of exhibiting
flowers, Vonnie excelled in the group
classes of 6 or 12 blooms, and other
members were always amazed at how,
time and time again, she could display and
win at a single show (eg. Matamata 1996)
the classes for 6 Hybrid Blooms, 12 Blooms
Different, 12 Blooms Japonica, 12 Blooms
Reticulata and 12 Blooms Miniature/
Small. In 1997, to encourage interest in the
small/miniature sized blooms she loved,
Vonnie donated a trophy, the H and V
Cave Trophy for 12 Miniature Blooms. She
almost always won it!
The other great passion of Vonnie’s life was
photography. She joined the Wanganui
Camera Club in 1962, and remained a
member for nearly 60 years, holding all
major positions, including Judge, President
and Patron, with her name on most of the
Club trophies several times. Her images
covered many genres, landscapes, portraits,
table tops, photo-journalism, creative, and
more. She moved from black and white to
slide transparencies and audio-visuals to
digital and DVDs with typical determination
and success. In 1976 she was awarded an
Honorary Fellowship (FPSNZ) in recognition
of her contribution to the Photographic
Society of New Zealand, and photography
generally, the highest honour of the Society,
and limited to seven living members.
In May 1995 she was made an Associate
of Honour of the Royal NZ Institute of
Horticulture, recognising her lifelong
involvement with horticulture in New
Zealand.
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in 2019

Max Hill


Text by Jean-Yves Roué. Photo provided by Yves Chapel

Max Hill left us on Monday August 30th,
aged 79.
Holder of a diploma at the High School
of Chemistry of Paris, he was an engineer
researcher at the CNRS (*), and he
also worked at the laboratory of plant
ecophysiology of the Paris Sud University.
He had been a member of the ICS since
1986, and one of the directors of ICS
France for 17 years, from 1998 to 2015.
Always free and ready to help the various
associations dealing with camellias, he
used to be present at the activities they
organized.
In Briis-sous-Forges, at least 150
camellias made his garden attractive. He
was particularly keen on cold-resisting
camellias, and regularly got in touch with
Dr Ackerman.
He created the variety ‘Domaine de
Courson’ and started the collections of
camellias both in the park of Domaine de
Courson and at the Paris-Sud University in
Orsay.
Starting from home-grown camellias or
from the collection of the University of
Orsay, he cross-bred, planted cuttings,
sowed and discovered several varieties
which are still under observation.

For a few years, in the halls of Briis-SousForges, he had organized exhibitions of
camellias open to the public, and it was
also an opportunity to open his own
garden to the public. One of his camellias
was called ‘La dame de Briis’ by the
volunteering gardeners of his village.
His memory will remain forever among the
camellias and his friends.
(*) Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique
National center for scientific research
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taxonomy related books, such as Flora of China, Flora of Yunnan, Flora of Tibet,
Illustrated Book of Higher Plants of China, and Encyclopedia of China.
On camellia taxonomy, he had published more than 30 papers and some
books, Flora of China, vol.12 (2007), Flora Yunnanica, tomus 8: Theaceae (1997).
Prof. Min
Tianlu
Chinese
Camellia
Culture (2003), and the most important book Monograph of the
genus
Camellia (2000), which was one the three major camellia classification

systems together with J. Robert Sealy (1958) and
Zhang
Hongda
(H.Zhonglang,
T. Chang,
Text
and photo
by Wang
1981)
Kunming Institute of Botany, CAS

Prof. Min and his wife Zhuang Xuanxuan together with Wang Zhonglang in 2011

Prof. Min and his wife Zhuang Xuanxuan together with Wang Zhonglang in
as Flora of China, Flora of Yunnan, Flora of
Prof. Min Tianlu (Tien-lu Ming) was born on
2011
8 December 1937 in SE Yunnan’s Luoping
county, a taxonomist doctoral supervisor
and professor of the Kunming Institute of
Botany, Chinese Academy of Sciences, had
passed away in Kunming on 25 February
2021 at the age of 84.
Prof. Min Tianlu has been engaged in seed
plant systematics and geography for forty
years. He was the famous taxonomist
on the families Theaceae, Ericaceae and
Anacardiaceae et. al. He was one of authors
for many taxonomy related books, such
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Tibet, Illustrated Book of Higher Plants of
China, and Encyclopedia of China.

On camellia taxonomy, he had published
more than 30 papers and some books,
Flora of China, vol.12 (2007), Flora
Yunnanica, tomus 8: Theaceae (1997).
Chinese Camellia Culture (2003), and the
most important book Monograph of the
genus Camellia (2000), which was one the
three major camellia classification systems
together with J. Robert Sealy (1958) and
Zhang Hongda (H. T. Chang, 1981)

Treasurer’s Report
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President

Guan Kaiyun, Kunming Institute of Botany, 132 Lanhei Road, Heilongtan,
Kunming, Yunnan 650201, China
Email: guanky@mail.kib.ac.cn

Treasurer

Clare Million, 38 Galveston Road, London, SW15 2SA, U.K.
Email: claremillion@gmail.com

Secretary

Kathy Latta
4708 Old Shell Road, Mobile, (Alabama) AL, 36608, U.S.A.
Email: Kat1105@aol.com

Membership
Registrar

Dr Li Jiyuan, Research Institute of Subtropical Forestry, 73 Daqiao Road,
Fuchun Street, Fuyang City, Zhejiang, 311400, China
Email: jiyuan_li@126.com

Immediate
Past President

Patricia Short, 41 Galveston Road, London, SW15 2RZ, U.K.
Email: patricia-short@btconnect.com

Vicepresidents

Don Bergamini, USA, 2023 Huntridge Court, Martinez, California
94553, U.S.A.
Email: camelliadon@comcast.net
Joe Neuschwanger, Oceania, 4 Greystanes Place, Sandy Bay, 7005 Tasmania
Email: jneuschwanger@optusnet.com.au
Chuji Hiruki, Japan, 2-11 Fukue-cho, Goto-shi, Nagasaki-ken,
853-0007, Japan
Email: chujihiruki@aol.com
Dr Pilar Vela Fernández, Spain, Arquitecto Gómez Román, 54, Vigo,
Pontevedra, 36390, Spain
Email: pilar.vela@depo.es

Journal Editor

Frieda Delvaux, K. Madoudreef, 9, 2960 Brecht (St-Job), Belgium
Email: frieda.delvaux@telenet.be

Otomo Fund
Chairman

Herbert Short, 41 Galveston Road, London, SW15 2RZ, U.K.
Email: herbshort@hotmail.com

International
Camellia
Registrar

Wang Zhonglang, Kunming Institute of Botany, 132 Lanhei Road,
Heilongtan, Kunming, Yunnan, 650201, China
Email: wang@mail.kib.ac.cn

Web Manager

Prof. Gianmario Motta, Via G. Boccaccio 4, Milano, 20123, Italy
Email: motta05@unipv.it

Historic
Camellias
Conservation
Committee

Dr. Stephen Utick, 3 Revely Crescent, Stirling, ACT, 2611, Australia
Email: sutick@grapevine.com.au

Elections of ICS President and Vice-Presidents for
2022-24
Prof. Gianmario Motta, President
ICS member since 1984, has served as
Vice President Europe, Director for Italy,
and Web Manager. In 2006, he launched
the Web Camellia Register, currently
replaced by the International Camellia
Register (ICR). In 2013, he organized the
first meeting on Camellia Conservation
in Verbania (Italy); also, organized the
2005 pre-congress tour. In 2016, he was
awarded the ICS President’s medal. In
professional life, he was Partner in Deloitte
Consulting and professor at University of
Pavia. Finally, he is a camellia collector,
especially sasanqua, and curator of Villa
Motta, an International Camellia Garden of
Excellence

Prof. Zhonglang Wang,
Vice-President Asia
ICS member since 2005, Zhonglang is a
professor in Kunming Institute of Botany,
member of the Chinese Academy of
Sciences. He has been doing research
studies on camellias for over thirty years.
He cooperated in organizing the 2012
Chuxiong and 2016 Dali ICS Congresses,
and the 2019 Symposium for Conservation
of Ancient and Historic Camellia Trees.
As ICS Camellia Registrar, Zhonglang
designed and implemented the database
of the International Camellia Register
(ICR). Recently, he led a team which
translated the 2020 ICS Journal into
Chinese.

Ms. Florence Crowder,
Vice-President Americas
ICS member since 2008, immediate past
Director for the United States and ICS
membership representative, member of
the International Conservation Working
Group, and member of the 2024 Site
Committee in the US. Florence, who
was Chair of the American Camellia
Society Trail Committee and Preservation
Committee, is active in the exchange
of scions and locating “lost” camellias,
mainly those of the 1800’s; in 2017 she
established a garden of 100 camellia
varieties from the 1800’s to the Louisiana
State University Botanical Gardens at
Burden, in Baton Rouge, Louisiana (USA).

Dr. Pilar Vela Fernández,
Vice-President Europe
ICS member since 2003, membership
representative for Spain since 2010,
Vice-president for Europe 2019-2021,
member of the organizing committee of
the 2014 Pontevedra ICS Congress and
Post-congress Tour. She also is an active
member of the ICS Committee for Historic
Camellia Conservation and cooperates with
the ICR (International Camellia Register)
and the journal of the Spanish Camellia
Society. Pilar, a PhD in Biology, is working
in Estación Fitopatolóxica Areeiro (Spain)
where she is researching all the aspects of
the Camellia genus (culture, identification,
new and ancient cultivars, conservation,
pathology, oil production, tea...).
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Dr. Stephen Utick, Vice-President Oceania
ICS member since 2010, he has been an ICS
Director for Australia since 2014. From 2017,
he is Chair of the ICS Committee for Historic
Camellia Conservation, helping to initiate
the Apoliu Declaration for Conservation
of Ancient and Historic Camellia Trees,
adopted by the ICS in 2020. In 2020, he
was awarded the ICS President’s medal. A
retired Australian Commonwealth Officer
specializing in science and research policy,
he is currently visiting curator of Theaceae
and camellias at the Royal Sydney Botanic
Gardens and Domain Trust, and Secretary
and Co-founder of Camellia Ark Australia.

New Directors for 2022-24
Italy: The assembly of the ICS Italy Region
has elected Mr. Daniele Bosi, who will
replace Gianmario Motta, who was elected
as ICS President. Daniele is a reputed expert
of camellia species and attended several ICS
congresses and meetings.
daniele.bosi@auslromagna.it
France: Mr. Yves Chapel
yves.chapel.29@gmail.com
Germany: Mr. Ralf Lippold
ralf.lippold@gmail.com
With this nomination, the second position
of Director for Germany/Austria has been
completed.

Elections of ICS Officers in 2022
The Secretary, Treasurer, Editor, and
Officers other than the President and
Vice-Presidents shall be appointed by the
Board of Directors and shall serve for such
length of time as the Board of Directors
determines. Hence, in 2022, the Board of
Directors will appoint or reconfirm these
officers.

As mentioned, Stephen Utick and
Florence Crowder have been appointed as
Vice-Presidents.
For their position as Director, a successor
has not yet been decided.
Once, known, the new Director’s
information will be posted on the ICS
website, as well as changes to ICS Officers.
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ICJ Editor

ICS Regional officers 2019 - 21
Africa
Director 		
Keith Kirsten, P.O. Box 1458, Fourways, Gauteng, 2055, South Africa
		Email: keith@keithkirsten.com
Mem Rep:
Keith Kirsten as above
		
Subscriptions: R60 Double R70
Australia
Directors		
Anthony Curry, 3 Ferguson Road, Springwood, NSW 2777, Australia
		Email: anthonycurry55@gmail.com
		
Darryl Baptie, 52 McKays Lane, Palmwoods, Qld, 4555, Australia,
		Email: darryl@camelliaglen.com
		
Dr. Stephen Utick, 3 Revely Crescent, Stirling, ACT, 2611, Australia
		Email: sutick@grapevine.com.au
Mem Rep:
Anthony Curry, 3 Ferguson Road, Springwood, NSW 2777, Australia
		Email: anthonycurry55@gmail.com
		
Subscriptions: $20 Double $25
Benelux
Directors Wytze Hoekstra, Zandstraat 2, Rosmalen, 5242 GR, Netherlands
		Email: red.mermaid@hetnet.nl
		
Frieda Delvaux, K. Madoudreef, 9, 2960 Brecht (St-Job), Belgium
		Email: frieda.delvaux@telenet.be
Mem Rep:
Hugo Dirks, Lage Kaart 116, 2930 Brasschaat, Belgium
		Email: hugo.dirks@telenet.be
		Subscriptions: €20
Channel Islands
Directors		
Janine Buckley, L’Hirondelle, Mont à La Brune, St. Brelade, JE3 8FL
		Jersey, C.I.
		Email: j.ninejersey@gmail.com
		
Peter Scott-Graham, Petit Coin, Rue des Vaux de L’Eglise, St. Martin,
		
JE3 1HT, Jersey, C.I.
		Email: psg@pjsg.co.uk
Mem Rep:
Maxine Fergusson, Brookvale, La Rue du Pont, St. John,
		
JE3 4FF Jersey, C.I.
		Email: maxinefergusson@gmail.com
		Subscriptions: £10.50/13
China
Directors		
Dr Li Jiyuan, Research Institute of Subtropical Forestry, 73 Daqiao Road,
		
Fuchun Street, Fuyang City, Zhejiang, 311400, China
		Email: jiyuan_li@126.com
		
Zhu Fei, Jinhua Bureau of Forestry, 801 South Shuanglong Street, Jinhua,
		321017, China
		Email: feimaqishou@163.com
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Mem Rep:
Chen Qianjin, Seedling Station, Jinhua Bureau of Forestry, 205 Yongkang
		
Street, Jinhua, 321017, China
		Email: jhhhmmw@126.com
		Subscriptions: RMB150
Croatia
Director		
Antonija Cvetković , Stube M. Krleze , Opatija, 51410, Croatia
		Email: antonija.cvetkovic@zg.t-com.hr
Mem Rep:
Vilim Simone, Varljenska, cesta 3, Opatija 51410, Croatia
		
Subscriptions: Kuna 133.144
France
Director		
Jacques Soignon 5, Rue des cerisiers, Nantes, 44000, France
		Email: Jacques.SOIGNON@gmail.com
		
Jean-Pierre Olry, Kermoguer Plouaret, 22420, France
		Email: jean-pierre.olry@orange.fr
		
(no longer since October 2021 and replaced by Yves Chapel)
Mem Rep:
Yves Chapel, Leurcarpin, Milizac 29290, France
		Email: Yves.Chapel.29@gmail.com
		Subscriptions: €15.50/18
Germany/Austria
Director		
Anke Koschitz, Kurhessenstrasse 24, Frankfurt 60431, Germany
		Email: ak@koschitz.de
		One vacancy
Mem Rep:
Karin Jacobs-Gebauer, Fuchshohl 80, Frankfurt, 60431, Germany
		Email: karin.jacobs-gebauer@gmx.net
		Subscriptions: €15.50/18
Italy
Director		
Prof, Gianmario Motta, Via G.Boccaccio 4, Milano, 20123, Italy
		Email: motta05@unipv.it
Mem Rep:
Mirella Motta as above
		Email: gloriamottamirella@gmail.com
		Subscriptions: €15.50/18
Japan and other Asia regions
Directors		
Katsuhiko Higuchi, Noke 6-39-27, Sawara-ku Fukuoka-shi 814-0171 Japan
		Email: sinzheimboy@kzd.biglobe.ne.jp
		
Prof.Takayuki Tanaka, 4-15-29 Tatsuda Kumamoto-shi, Kumamoto-ken, 861-8006 Japan
		
Email: ttanaka@agri.u-tokai.ac.jp
Mem Rep:
Noriko Kimata, 2-9-16, Shiba Daimon Minato-ku, Oshima Tsubaki Co. Ltd
		
Tokyo, 105-0012, Japan
		Email: noriko.kimata.camellia@gmail.com
		
Subscriptions: ¥2400/ 3300
New Zealand
Directors		
Elva Harwood, 154 Commercial Street, Takaka, 7110 , New Zealand
		Email: elva.harwood@gmail.com
		
Carolyn Chitty, 25 Milano Boulevard, Karaka Harbourside, Papakura 2113,
		New Zealand
		Email: ron@haunuifarm.co.nz
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Mem Rep:
Rodger Aitchison, 381 Tane Road, Opiki, R.D.4 Palmerston North, 4474
		New Zealand
		Email: aitch.r@xtra.co.nz
		Subscriptions: $36.00/$40.00
Portugal
Directors		
Eduarda Paz, Av. Do Emigrante, 291, Ovar, 3880-350, Portugal
		Email: eduarda.paz.camellias.portugal@gmail.com
		
João Forjaz Sampaio, R. Porto da Caloura, 9, Agua de Pau 9560-211, Azores
		Email: joao.mpf.sampaio@gmail.com
Mem Rep:
Renata Ferreira, Rua da Boavista, 229-1º, Ermesinde,4445-348, Portugal
		Email: renata.f.camellias.portugal@gmail.com
		Subscriptions: €15.50/18
Spain
Director		
Carmen Salinero Corrall, Rio Tambre 19, A Caeria, Pontevedra, 36005, Spain
		Email: carmen.salinero@depo.es
Mem Rep:
Dr Pilar Vela Fernández, Estación Fitopatolóxica Areeiro, Pontevedra,
		36153, Spain
		Email: pilar.vela@depo.es
		Subscriptions: €15.50/18
Switzerland
Director		
Rolf Stockmann, Via sott’Ca 1, Montagnola, 6926, Switzerland
		dr.stockmann@bluewin.ch
Mem Rep:
Claudia Respini, Mondacce 33, Minusio, 6648, Switzerland
		Email: claudia.respini@ascona-locarno.com
		Subscriptions: CHF27/33
United Kingdom
Directors		
John Fildew, 12 Church Road, Plympton, St. Maurice, Plymouth,
		
PL7 3NH U.K.
		Email: johnfildew@yahoo.com.au
		
Gary Long, Trewithen Gardens, Grampound Road, Truro,
		
Cornwall, TR2 4DD, U.K.
		Email: gary@trewithengardens.co.uk
		
Caroline Bell, Wringford, Lurley, Tiverton, Devon EX16 9QS
Email: carolinebell@freeola.com
Mem Rep:
Patricia Short, 41 Galveston Road, London SW15 2RZ U.K
		Email: patricia-short@btconnect.com
		Subscriptions: £18/20.50
United States
Directors		
Florence Crowder, 1149 Cockerham Road, Denham Springs, LA,
		70726, U.S.A.
		Email: florence.crowder@cox.net
		
Brad King, 1530 Marendale Lane, Arcadia, CA, 91006, U.S.A.
		Email: bdk@usc.edu
		
Ron Wolfe 2019 Old Dominion Albany, Georgia 31721 U.S.A.
		Email: wolfe_er@bellsouth.net
Mem Rep:
Forrest Latta, 4708 Old Shell Road, Mobile, AL, 36608, U.S.A.
		Email: forrest.latta@burr.com
		Subscriptions: $17/20
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ICS Membership Report 2021
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Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom 5)

2

United States

2

Vietnam
TOTAL

2
58

9

1000

325

1) Excludes members registered from Argentina (2); Brazil (4); France (4) and Switzerland (2);
2) Excludes members registered from Denmark (1);
3) Excludes members registered from Austria (3); Belgium (2); France (2); Georgia (1); Italy (2);
4) Excludes members registered from Germany (2); Panama (3); Portugal (1);
5) Excludes members registered from Channel Islands (3); Ireland (1); Hungary (1); The Netherlands (1); Norway (10); Sweden (1)
and Vietnam (1)
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Deceased 2020-2021

AUSTRALIA

Alison BAUER

BRAZIL

Davir ZWIRTES MAFFASIOLI

GERMANY

Manfred GUTH

NEW ZEALAND

Y CAVE

PORTUGAL

Inês Fialho, BRANDÃO
M. Geraldes Malheiro CASA GRANDE DE VILELA
M. Camila Guimarães CASA GRANDE DE VILELA
Maria Elisa B. Sousa MONTEIRO
Saul e Virgilio NEVES
Jane e Graham NEWTON

SPAIN

Laura Almuiña DÍAZ
Manuela Couso ARES

SWEDEN

Kai BERGSTRÖM

THE NETHERLANDS

P. LUYKX
Ton HANNINK
George SEPPEN

UNITED KINGDOM

Fiona CRUMLEY GARNETT
Vernon R. CHAPMAN
David JEFFRIES
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Membership Changes 2021
AUSTRALIA
New Members
BRIGGS, Doreen. 116 Woombye, Palmwoods Rd, Palmwoods, QLD 4555
FIRKIN, Judith. 82 Hope Street, South Yarra, VIC 3141
LAUGHLIN, David. 25a Prospect Street, Erskineville, NSW 2043
REDMOND, J. P. 109 Paddington Street, Paddington, NSW 2000
Total New Members=4, Single=4.
Change of Address
MINSON, Sue. 362 Croyden Road, Roleystone, WA 6111
CULLEY, Tracey. PO Box 1036, Kelmscott DC, WA 6997
AUSTRIA
FROHNA, SUSANNE. Ruinenblick 3, Enzersdorf bei Staatz, 2134
MAYR, SEBASTIAN. Karl-Rudolf-Werner-Gasse 66, Klosterneuburg,3400
SCHWARZ, PATRICK. MSC. Kandlgasse 17/4, Wien,1070
BELGIUM
New Members
Mrs BRONDER. Koornaarstraat 529, 9190, Stekene
IBGE-BIM. Tour &Taxis Havenlaan, 86C/3000,1000, Bruxelles
Mr MARECHAL. Rue des montys 51A, 4141, Louveigne
Mr PAPS (Plaisir vert). Rue Marlène Dietrich 2 bus 28, 1090, Jette
PLANENTUIN DE KLEINE BOERDERIJ (W OPRINS). Ossenweg 18, 2330, Merksplas
CHANNEL ISLANDS
Change of Address
HOLLAND PRIOR, Tara. Les Burins, Rue du, Crocquet, St. Aubin, St. Brelade, Jersey, JE3 8BZ
CROATIA
New members
Bilobrk Ivan, Smogorska cesta 53b, 51211, Matulji
Blazina Ines, Rozici 4c, 51211, Kostrena
Brcic Blanka, Zrnovo 830, 20275, Korcula
Drazic Katica, Severinska 6, 51000, Rijeka
Dumbovic-Bilusic Biserka, Horvacanska 31, 10000, Zagreb
Korac Josip, Kovacka 7, 2000, Dubrovnik
Mendril Mirjana, Rubesi 33, 51000, Rijeka
Mikulandra Zeljko, Kosicevo 1, 51410, Opatija
Total New Members=8, Annual Single=8
FRANCE
MAHUAS, René. 33 rue Anne de Bretagne, 56400, PLUMERGAT. mahuasrjm@gmail.com
LE MARÉCHAL, Véronique. 7 chemin du Costil Morin, 50740, CAROLLES. v_lemarechal@hotmail.com
GERMANY
New Members
Castor-Lohmann, CAROLINA. Falkensteinstraße 35, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, 82467
NASCHKE, UWE & JUTTA. Friedheimer Straße 3, Schiffdorf, 27619
OSWALD, ELLEN. Friedrich-Ebert-Straße 4, Waibstadt, 74915
RUSCH, SABINE. Dipl.Ing. Bei der Matthäuskirche 3, Hamburg, 22301
ZARO-STEFFEN, Neiva Maria Leandro. Eichendorff Strasse 18, Bad Aibling, Bavaria,83043
Total New Members=6, Annual Single=4, double=1
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ITALY
New Members
BORRONI, Piera e Patrikianos Nicola.
Total New Members=2, Annual Double=1
IRELAND
New Member
BOYLAN, Robert. Lisagoan, Kingscourt, Co. Cavan, A82HR67.
Total New Member=1, Single=1
JAPAN
New Member
ASAKO, ISHIKAWA. C-305,3-52,Yamadanishi, Suita-shi, 565-0824, Osaka, Japan. aasaa0321@yahoo.co.jp
Total New Member=1, Single=1
Change of address
ASAKO ISHIKAWA. M-port 301,13-93, tsunoura-machi, kita-ku Kumamoto-shi, Kumamoto-ken, JAPAN 860-0088
THE NETHERLANDS
New Members
AMS/Tu Berlin, Attn: Library, Aalsmeer 1430, Box 750 AT
Total New Members=1, Single=1
NORWAY
Change of address
SKJAEVELAND, Randi & Lars. Helleberget 3, Lye, N-4347, Norway
PORTUGAL
New Members
BARROS, Maria Teresa Gomes Marques. Rua de Vigo 241, Viana do Castelo, 4900-385
BRAVO Ricardo Costa Oliveira de Freitas. Travessa da Agra, 267, 4ºB, Leça da Palmeira,4450-599
BRITO Mª da Paz Silveira Dargent Falcão. Rua das Flores, Casa Pedras Marradas, Nelas, 3520-051
CAMINHOS DOOCIDENTE, LDA, José António L. V. P. da Veiga, Av. do Emigrante, 391, Ovar, 3880-351
CASA DO SANTO, LDA. Daniela Sofia Tavares. Rua Cabo de Vila, 20 , Provesende / Sabrosa Vila Real, 5080-252
COUTINHO. Av. Boavista 1015, 2º, 203, Porto, 4100-128
FRIAS, Iúri André Teixeira. Rua Mestre Guilherme Camarinha, 221, 5º Centro Frente, Porto, 4200-537
JUNQUEIRA, João Luis Gama. Alameda Jardins D’Arrabida 1213 0C, Vila Nova de Gaia, 4400-478
LENCASTRE, Nuno de Saavedra. Praça Mouzinho Albuquerque, 139-6Esq., Porto, 4100-360
MAGALHÃES, Anabela de Fátima Pires. Largo Soares dos Reis, 94, 2º Dto Traseiras, Porto, 4300-486
MESTRE JARDINEIRO (Sofia Amial). R. das Carvalhinhas nº 1721, CEPELOS, AMARANTE, 4600-206
PIMENTA, Maria Júlia Pintão dos Santos. Travessa do Rio de Vila Chá, Valadares, 4405-601
TINOCO, Joana Maria Pereira. Rua Arca de Noé, 989 R/C Direito, Vila Nova de Gaia, 4400-367
Total New Members=16, Single=10, Double=3
Changes of address
ASSUNÇÃO, Maria de La Salett & António. Rua Vale do Leça 2203, Lamelas,4825-239
CASA DO CAMPO, Gabriela Meireles. Casa do Campo - Rua Dr. Francisco Xavier Meireles 116, Molares, Celorico
de Basto, 4890-414
FUNDAÇÃO ESCULTOR JOSÉ RODRIGUES. Convento de S. Paio,Vila Nova de Cerveira,4920-070
MALAFAYA, Maria dos Prazeres Norton Sá. Rua de Gondarém, 1203 - 2ºandar, Porto,4150 -379
MONTEIRO, Laura Castro. Av da Republica nº 537, 7ºDto, Vila Nova de Gaia,4430-200
SANTOS, Daniela. Rua do Palacete nº145, Vila Nova de Gaia, 4410-039
Change of status
FARIA, Pedro Cabral Santiago e Beatriz López Santamaría. Quintal do Forno, Rua do Martinho nº2, Paços da
Serra, Gouveia, 6290-241. single to double.
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SPAIN
New Member
CABADA ÁLVAREZ, Manuel. Fray Juan Navarrete, 3-1º, Pontevedra, Pontevedra, 36001
Total New Member=1, Single=1
SWEDEN
New Member
ADELSTEN, Jonas. Boråsvägen 20, Länghem,51444
Total New Member=1, Single=1
SWITZERLAND
New Member
SCHMID, Andi. 7412, Scharans
Total New Member=1, Single=1
UNITED KINGDOM
New Members
ALDINGTON, The Lord. Knoll Farm, Aldington, Ashford, TN25 7BY
CARTER, Julie. 83 Speldhurst Road, Chiswick, London, W4 1BY
EDMOND, Fiona. Green Island Gardens, Park Road, Ardleigh, Colchester, CO7 7SP
HEMMING, Victoria. North Gate, Four Forks, Spaxton, Somerset, TA5 1AD
JONES, Vanessa & Tim. Bailiffs House, Hever Road, Hever, Edenbridge, Kent, TN8 7NP
PEGNA, Daria. Somerset House, Militon Lilbourne, Pewsey, SN9 5LQ
MATHESON, Jonathan.Flat 20, 95 Gloucester, Terrace, London, W2 3HB
TURNER, Brian + another. 19 Norfolk Road, Lytham, FY8 4JG
GRACE, Eileen. 27 Malcolm Road, Wimbledon, London, SW15 2RZ
Total New Members=11, Single=7, Double=2
Change of address
BANHAM, Lady F. Tregilliowe Farm, Crowlas, Penzance, Cornwall, TR20 9BU
MANISTY, Mrs. N. Lower Holditch, Bowringsleigh, Kingsbridge, Devon, TQ7 3LJ
GREER, Chris. 15 Thornfield Road, Flat B, London, W12 8JQ
Change of status
GARNETT, Jeremy. double to single
JAATUN, Marit Gilje & Harald. single to double
UNITED STATES
New Members
Al-Taweel, Barbara.2007 Miller’s Road, Clematis Cottage, Arden, DE 19810
Barron, Dr. Marjorie.1504 Kensington Drive, Knoxville, TN 37922
Charbonnet, Hunter & Meg.16423 Summerhill, Covington, LA 70436
Chelednik, Mike. 223 Blairwood Dr, Fuquay-Varina, NC 27526
Cordeiro-Bennett , Denise. 121 Meta Street, Chesapeake, VA 23323
Duncan, Diana. 4701 Sonnecticut Ave. NW #LL4, Washington, DC 20008
Fraser, Alice. 51 Myrtle Island Rd, Bluffton, SC 29910
Fountain, Robert. 1304 Sitka Spruce Rd., Chesapeake, VA 23320
Grich, Dr. Jami. 521 Capp Street, San Francisco, CA 94110
Hale, Heather. 115 Morgan Street, Pooler, GA 31322
Kancev, Linda. 1514 South Delaware, San Mateo, CA 94402
Kean, Virginia. 803 Hudson Street, Redwood City, CA 94061
Langford, Gwen. 1152 Pine Valley Rd, Griffin, GA 30224
Miller, Emilie.4 Captain Ferguson Ln, Savannah, GA 31411
Servin, Leslie. 725 Lincoln Ave, Brentwood, CA 94513
Smith, Dr. James.2466 E. Northside Drive, Jackson, MS 39211
Spurgeon, Catherine.13975 NW Highway 320, Micanopy, FL 32667
Thompson, Denise. 648 Myrtle Grove Lane, Richmond Hill, GA 31324
Yates, Marie. 4407 Cutshaw Ave, Richmond, VA 23230
Total New Members=20, Single=18, Double=1
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Translations
French translated by Pascal Vieu
Message du président 2021
C’est pour moi un grand plaisir et un honneur d’écrire ce message, mon dernier message en tant que président de
l’ICS. Il y a six ans, j’ai été élu président de l’ICS, le premier président élu en provenance d’Asie ainsi que d’un pays
non anglophone. J’étais plutôt enthousiaste d’être élu président, mais je sentais aussi que je faisais face à un grand
défi et à une pression en assumant la fonction de président. Au cours des six dernières années, j’ai beaucoup vécu,
beaucoup appris et passé une grande partie de mon temps dans le monde du camellia. J’ai rencontré beaucoup
de gens et j’ai apprécié beaucoup de choses. Je ne sais pas si je dois me considérer comme très chanceux ou très
malchanceux durant ma présidence. L’expérience malchanceuse pour moi a été le Covid-19 auquel nous avons été
confrontés dans le monde entier. En fait, la pandémie influence toujours notre vie normale. J’ai eu la chance d’être
fortement soutenu par la plupart des membres de l’ICS, en particulier le soutien du président sortant, des viceprésidents, de tous les administrateurs et cadres. Je ne pourrais pas exercer mes fonctions de président sans leur
soutien. Mes plus sincères remerciements à tous ceux qui m’ont aidé et soutenu au cours des six dernières années!
À cause de Covid-19, nous avons perdu de nombreuses occasions de nous rencontrer, de partager la beauté de
nos camellias bien-aimés communs et d’échanger notre expertise sur les camellias au cours des deux dernières
années. Cependant, le Congrès Dali 2016 organisé avec succès en Chine et le Congrès de Nantes 2018 en
France nous ont donné des occasions d’échanges et nous ont laissé des impressions inoubliables. Mes sincères
remerciements à toutes ces personnes qui ont apporté leur grande contribution au succès de ces congrès !
Pour la réussite de l’organisation du congrès de Goto, la ville de Goto et nos amis du camellia au Japon ont
passé de nombreuses années à se préparer. L’annulation du congrès de Goto a apporté de nombreuses
difficultés ainsi que de grosses pertes économiques à la ville de Goto et au comité d’organisation. Je voudrais
exprimer nos sincères remerciements au comité d’organisation du congrès, au gouvernement municipal, aux
habitants de Goto City et à nos amis camelliophiles japonais pour tous leurs efforts et contributions !
Également à cause de Covid-19, notre congrès prévu en 2022 à Verbania, au Lac Majeur, en Italie a dû être
reporté à mars 2023. Le report du congrès a causé quelques difficultés à nos hôtes en Italie. Mais je suis sûr que
nos amis italiens feront également de ce congrès un succès.
L’élection du Président et des Vice-présidents pour le mandat 2022-2024 s’est déroulée avec succès. Mes
chaleureuses félicitations à tous les élus, Président et Vice-présidents ! J’espère que les nouvelles élections
apporteront un nouveau regard, de nouveaux progrès et une nouvelle prospérité à notre société ! J’espère que
toutes les personnes du monde entier retrouveront bientôt une vie normale et que nos camellias fleuriront
aussi beaux et lumineux que d’habitude. Que tous nos amis camelliophiles soient heureux et en bonne santé !
Guan Kaiyun
Prof., Dr., président de l’ICS

Rapport du Webmaster 2021 - Prof. Gianmario Motta
Le site Web actuel de l’ICS https://internationalcamellia.org a démarré en janvier 2017, sur la base du modèle
approuvé par les administrateurs lors de la conférence ICS 2016 à Dali (Yunnan, Chine). Depuis 2018, le site est
accessible depuis les téléphones portables. En mars 2021, le Camellia Web Register, né en tant que section du
site Web de l’ICS, a été déplacé et consolidé dans l’ICR (International Camellia Register). L’ICR, qui rassemble
plusieurs milliers d’images et de dessins, est géré par notre registraire Camellia, le professeur Z. Wang. L’ICR
peut être directement récupéré sur https://camellia.iflora.cn ou à partir du bouton « Camellia Register » sur
la page d’accueil du site Web de l’ICS. Comme il se doit dans une société internationale, il est accessible en
plusieurs langues (anglais, japonais, chinois).
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Le nombre de clics sur le site Web de l’ICS de novembre 2020 à octobre 2021 étaient de 54 828 (52,719 en
2020), avec un pic en février, contrairement aux années précédentes, où le pic était en avril. Néanmoins, l’accès
par zone géographique n’a pas changé, avec 21 513 clics depuis les États-Unis, 12 318 depuis le Royaume-Uni,
6 964 depuis l’Australie, 1 835 depuis la Nouvelle-Zélande et 1 105 depuis l’Italie. A l’inverse, depuis la Chine
et le Japon, les clics sont vraiment peu nombreux, traduisant ainsi les barrières linguistiques. Je pense que le
prochain site devrait être multilingue, comme l’ICR l’est déjà.
Enfin, puisque j’ai été élu Président pour 2022-24, je proposerai un nouveau Web Manager capable de rénover
et de mettre en place un système multilingue.

Editor’s Report
Une autre année inhabituelle s’est écoulée, mais en regardant cette nouvelle édition du Journal, l’inspiration
pour écrire des articles, n’a certainement pas faibli.
Malheureusement, les retours de voyage restent limités, pour les raisons que nous connaissons tous, mais
comme bon nombre d’entre nous avons été vaccinés et que plusieurs pays lèvent la plupart des restrictions,
nous pouvons enfin commencer à faire de nouveaux projets de voyage, étape par étape.
En ce qui concerne ce Journal, il y a encore quelques nouvelles publications et dans plusieurs articles, on peut
aussi apprendre un peu plus sur l’histoire du Camellia. Pour tous les autres articles intéressants, je voudrais me
référer à la table des matières.
Dans son message, le professeur Guan Kaiyun a déjà parlé des élections des responsables ICS et des
responsables régionaux ICS. Dans ce Journal, vous trouverez les informations mises à jour, valables pour le
mandat 2022-2024.
Comme vous l’avez déjà remarqué, la version papier du Journal n’a pas disparu et les éditions imprimées
continueront. Pour ceux qui préfèrent rechercher les Archives sur notre site Internet ICS, le PDF de ce Journal
sera également mis en ligne, pour consultation à tout moment et à votre convenance.
Je termine cette note avec un grand merci à tous ceux qui ont fourni les histoires et les informations publiées
sur Camellia, résultant de nouveau en un volume bien rempli.
Je tiens également à remercier l’équipe de traducteurs qui a travaillé dur et rapidement pour que tous les
messages soient traduits à temps et n’oublions pas notre graphiste, Pieter, qui réussit une fois de plus à mettre
tous les contenus au bon format et au bon endroit. Des remerciements particuliers vont également à nos
annonceurs, pour leur soutien à notre International Camellia Society.
Bonne lecture, je vous souhaite tout le meilleur et peut-être que nous nous reverrons bientôt.
En attendant, continuez à envoyer vos aventures, histoires et photos de camélias.
Merci
Frieda Delvaux

German translated by Ines Kasimir - Karin Jacobs-Gebauer
Botschaft des Präsidenten 2021 (Ines Kasimir)
Es ist mir eine große Freude und Ehre, diese Nachricht zu schreiben, meine letzte Nachricht als ICS-Präsident. Vor
sechs Jahren wurde ich zum ICS-Präsidenten gewählt, der erste gewählte Präsident aus Asien sowie aus einem
nicht englischsprachigen Land. Ich war ziemlich aufgeregt, als Präsident gewählt zu werden, hatte aber auch das
Gefühl, dass ich vor einer großen Herausforderung und einem großen Druck stand, die Aufgabe des Präsidenten
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zu übernehmen. In den letzten sechs Jahren habe ich viel erlebt, viel gelernt und viel Zeit in der Kamelienwelt
verbracht. Ich habe viele Leute kennengelernt und es gab viele Dinge, die ich schätzen konnte. Ich weiß nicht,
ob ich sagen soll, dass ich während meiner Präsidentschaft sehr viel Glück oder Pech hatte. Die unglückliche
Erfahrung für mich war Covid-19, mit dem wir aus der ganzen Welt konfrontiert wurden. Die Pandemie beeinflusst
tatsächlich noch immer unser normales Leben. Mein Glück war, dass ich von den meisten unserer ICS-Mitglieder
stark unterstützt wurde, insbesondere die Unterstützung meiner Vorgängerin, der Vizepräsidenten, aller
Direktoren und Vorstandmitglieder. Ohne ihre Unterstützung konnte ich meine Pflichten als Präsident nicht
erfüllen. Allen, die mir in den letzten sechs Jahren geholfen und mich unterstützt haben, gilt mein herzlicher Dank!
Aufgrund von Covid-19 haben wir in den letzten zwei Jahren viele Gelegenheiten verloren, uns zu treffen,
die Schönheit unserer geliebten Kamelien gemeinsam zu teilen und unser Fachwissen über Kamelien
auszutauschen. Der erfolgreich durchgeführte Dali-Kongress 2016 in China und der Nantes-Kongress 2018 in
Frankreich gaben uns jedoch Gelegenheit zum Austausch und hinterließen unvergessliche Eindrücke. Allen, die
ihren großen Beitrag zum Gelingen dieser Kongresse geleistet haben, gilt mein aufrichtiger Dank!
Für die erfolgreiche Ausrichtung des Goto-Kongresses haben Goto City und unsere Kamelienfreunde in
Japan viele Jahre in die Vorbereitungen investiert. Die Absage des Goto-Kongresses brachte Goto City und
dem Organisationskomitee viele Schwierigkeiten sowie große wirtschaftliche Verluste. Ich möchte dem
Organisationskomitee des Kongresses, der Stadtregierung, den Einwohnern von Goto City und unseren
japanischen Kamelienfreunden unseren aufrichtigen Dank für all ihre Bemühungen und Beiträge aussprechen!
Auch wegen Covid-19 musste unser für 2022 geplanter Kongress in Verbania, Lago Maggiore, Italien, auf März
2023 verschoben werden. Die Verzögerung des Kongresses bereitete unseren Gastgebern in Italien einige
Schwierigkeiten. Aber ich bin mir sicher, dass auch unsere italienischen Freunde den Kongress zu einem Erfolg
machen werden.
Die Wahl des Präsidenten und der Vizepräsidenten für die Amtszeit 2022-2024 ist erfolgreich abgeschlossen.
Allen Gewählten, Präsidenten und Vizepräsidenten gratuliere ich herzlich! Ich hoffe, dass die Neuwahl unserer
Gesellschaft ein neues Aussehen, neuen Fortschritt und neuen Wohlstand bringt!
Ich hoffe, dass alle Menschen auf der ganzen Welt bald wieder in ein normales Leben zurückkehren und unsere
Kamelien so leuchtend und schön wie gewohnt blühen. Mögen alle unsere Kamelienfreunde glücklich sein und
sich guter Gesundheit erfreuen.
Guan Kaiyun
Prof.Dr., ICS Präsident

2021 Web Report
Die Intenetseite https://internationalcamellia.org wurde im Januar 2017 gestartet, basierend auf der Vorlage,
die von den Direktoren auf der ICS-Konferenz 2016 in Dali (Yunnan, China) genehmigt wurde. Seit 2018 ist die
Website über Mobiltelefone zugänglich. Im März 2021 wurde das als Teil der ICS-Website entstandene Camellia
Web Register in das ICR (International Camellia Register) überführt und konsolidiert. Das ICR - das viele
tausend Bilder und Zeichnungen sammelt - wird von unserem Kamelien-Registrar, Professor Z. Wang, geleitet.
Das ICR kann direkt unter https://camellia.iflora.cn oder über den Button „Camellia Register“ auf der Homepage
der ICS-Website abgerufen werden. Wie es sich für eine internationale Gesellschaft gehört, ist es in mehreren
Sprachen zugänglich – Englisch, Japanisch, Chinesisch.
Die Klicks auf der ICS-Website betrugen von November 2020 bis Oktober 2021 54.828 (52.719 im Jahr 2020),
mit einem Höhepunkt im Februar, anders als in den Vorjahren, wo der Höhepunkt im April lag. Nichtsdestotrotz
änderte sich der Zugriff nach Geografie mit 21.513 Klicks aus den USA, 12.318 aus Großbritannien, 6.964 aus
Australien, 1.835 aus Neuseeland und 1.105 aus Italien nicht. Umgekehrt sind die Klicks aus China und Japan
sehr gering und spiegeln somit Sprachbarrieren wider. Ich denke schon, dass die nächste Website mehrsprachig
sein sollte, wie es das ICR bereits ist.
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Da ich für 2022-24 zum Präsidenten gewählt wurde, werde ich einen neuen Webmanager vorschlagen, der eine
Mehrsprachigkeit erstellen und implementieren kann

Bericht der Herausgeberin
Ein weiteres ungewöhnliches Jahr ist vergangen, obwohl man beim Blick auf die neue Ausgabe sagen kann,
dass die Inspiration zum Schreiben sicher nicht geringer war.
Leider gab es aus den bekannten Gründen nur wenige Reiseberichte, aber seit viele von uns geimpft sind und
einige Länder die Restriktionen Schritt für Schritt lockern, können wir wieder Reisepläne machen.
In diesem ICS Journal gibt es wieder einige neue Veröffentlichungen und in mehreren Beiträgen kann man
erneut ein bisschen über die Geschichte der Kamelien hinzulernen. Alle anderen interessanten Artikel können
Sie aus dem Inhaltverzeichnis ersehen.
In seiner Mitteilung informierte Professor Guan Kaiyun bereits über die Wahl der ICS Amtsträger und der Leiter
der Regionen. In diesem Heft finden Sie alle aktuellen Informationen für die Amtszeit 2022 bis 2024.
Wie Sie bereits bemerkt haben, bleibt die gedruckte und gebundene Form des ICS-Journals bestehen.
Für diejenigen, die lieber im Archiv unserer Internetseite suchen, steht das Journal als PDF jederzeit zur
Konsultation zur Verfügung.
Zum Ende möchte ich allen danken, die die publizierten Geschichten und Informationen bereitgestellt und so
für ein wieder gut gefülltes Heft gesorgt haben.
Danken möchte ich auch den Übersetzern, die zeitnah alle Mitteilungen übersetzen und nicht zu vergessen,
unserem Grafikdesigner Pieter, dem es wieder gelang, alle Inhalte ins richtige Format und an die richtige Stelle zu
bringen. Besonderen Dank auch an unsere Inserenten für die Unterstützung der International Camellia Society.
Genießen Sie die Lektüre. Mit den besten Wünschen auf ein vielleicht baldiges Wiedersehen senden Sie mir
bitte weiterhin alle Erlebnisse, Geschichten und Bilder von und mit Kamelien.
Herzlichen Dank
Frieda Delvaux

Italian translated by Mirella Motta
Messaggio del Presidente 2021
E’ un grande onore e piacere scrivere questo messaggio, l’ultimo come presidente ICS. Sei anni fa sono stato
eletto Presidente, primo Presidente dell’Asia e ad anche di un paese non di madre lingua inglese. Ho accolto
con entusiasmo l’elezione a Presidente, ed ho anche capito di dover affrontare una grande sfida e pressione per
portare avanti il mio incarico. Durante questi sei anni, ho fatto molte esperienze, ho imparato tantissime cose
e ho passato molto tempo nel mondo della camelia; ho incontrato molte persone e ho scoperto molte cose
notevoli. Non so se sono stato fortunato o sfortunato durante la mia presidenza. L’esperienza sfortunata è stato
il Covid-19 che tutto il mondo ha dovuto affrontare. La pandemia, infatti, ancora oggi condiziona la nostra vita
quotidiana. La mia fortuna è stata essere grandemente assistito da molti soci ICS, specie dal Past President,
dai Vicepresidenti, dai Direttori e Dirigenti. Non avrei potuto svolgere il mio incarico di Presidente senza il loro
aiuto. Porgo i miei più sentiti ringraziamenti a quanti mi hanno assistito e sostenuto in questi sei anni!!
A causa del Covid-19, abbiamo perduto molte opportunità di incontrarci, di condividere la bellezza delle nostre
camelie e di scambiare le nostre esperienze.
Tuttavia, i Congressi di Dali (Cina) nel 2016 e di Nantes (Francia) nel 2018, entrambi di grande successo, hanno
reso possibili scambi di esperienze e ci hanno lasciato ricordi indelebili. Porgo i miei sinceri ringraziamenti a
quanti hanno contribuito al successo di questi congressi!
Per la preparazione del convegno di Goto, la città di Goto e i nostri amici giapponesi hanno speso anni di
preparazione. La cancellazione di questo Congresso ha causato molti problemi e grandi perdite economiche
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per la città di Goto e per il comitato organizzatore. Voglio esprimere il mio sincero ringraziamento al Comitato
organizzatore del Congresso, al governo della città, agli abitanti di Goto e ai nostri amici giapponesi per i loro
sforzi e contributi!
Ancora a causa del Covid-19, il congresso pianificato a Verbania, Italia, è stato posposto al marzo 2023.
Rimandare il convegno ha creato alcune difficoltà ai nostri amici in Italia. Ma sono sicuro che, grazie ai nostri
amici italiani, anche questo Congresso sarà un grande successo.
Sono anche finite le elezioni per il Presidente e i Vicepresidenti nel periodo 2022-2024. Porgo le mie
congratulazioni a tutti gli eletti, al Presidente e ai Vicepresidenti! Spero che la nuova elezioni porti un nuovo
look, nuovi progressi e nuova fortuna alla nostra società!
Spero che tutti nel molto intero possano tornare presto ad una vita normale e che le nostre camelie possano
fiorire brillanti e belle come sempre. Possano tutti i nostri amici della camelia essere felici ed essere in salute!!
Guan Kaiyun
Prof., Dr. , ICS President

2021 Web Report
L’attuale website ICS https://internationalcamellia.org è attivo dal gennaio 2017, e si basa sullo sche-ma
approvato dai Direttori ICS nel convegno 2016 tenutosi a Dali (Yunnan, Cina). Dal 2018, ai accede al sito anche
da smartphone. Nel marzo 2021, 2021 il Web Camellia Register, nato come sezione del sito ICS, è consolidato
nello International Camellia Register (ICR). L’ICR, che contiene migliaia di pitture e tavole, è gestiti d nostro
Camellia Registrar, Professor Z. Wang. All’ICR si può accedere direttamente https://camellia.iflora.cn oppure
cliccando sul bottone “Camellia Register” nella home page del sito ICS. Com’è prassi in un’associazione
internazionale, il sito è consultabile in più lingue - Inglese ma anche Cinese e Giapponese.
I click sul sito ICS sono stati 54,828 da novembre 2020 ad ottobre 2021 (52.719 in 2020), con una punta in
febbraio (nel 2020 fu in aprile). È invariata la distribuzione geografica degli accessi, con 21.513 clicks dagli USA,
12.318 dalla GB, 6.964 dall’Australia, 1.835 dalla Nuova Zelanda, e 1.105 dall’Italia. I click da Cina e Giappone sono
pochissimi, riflettendo la barriera linguistica. Sono con-vinto che il prossimo sito debba essere multilingua,
come già è l’ICR.
Infine, essendo stato eletto Presidente per il 2022-24, proporrò un nuovo Web Manager, che rinno-verà il sito e
realizzerà un sito multilingua.

Report dell’editore
E’ passato un anno veramente insolito, anche se in vista della nuova edizione del Journal, non manca di certo
l’ispirazione per scrivere articoli.
Sfortunatamente i viaggi rimangono bloccati per le ragioni che tutti conosciamo, ma poiché molti di noi
sono stati vaccinati e alcuni paesi hanno adottato regole meno restrittive, possiamo finalmente iniziare a
programmare nuovi viaggi.
Questo Journal contiene alcune Nuove Pubblicazioni e in alcuni articoli possiamo imparare un poco della Storia
della Camelia.
Tutti coloro che sono interessati agli articoli, possono fare riferimento alla tavola dei contenuti.
Nel suo messaggio il prof. Guan Kaiyun ha parlato ancora delle elezioni dei rappresentanti ICS e dei
rappresentanti regionali ICS. In questo Journal troverete le ultime e definitive informazioni, valide per il periodo
2022-2024.
Come forse avrete già notato, la copia stampata del Journal non è scomparsa e l’edizione a stampa continuerà
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senz’altro. Per coloro che preferiscono cercare nell’archivio del nostro sito web ICS, è stato caricato anche il
PDF di questo Journal, per la consultazione in ogni momento e per la vostra utilità.
Chiudo questa nota ringraziando tutti coloro che hanno pubblicato storie ed informazioni sulla Camelia, dando
vita ad un opuscolo molto interessante.
Voglio anche ringraziare la squadra dei traduttori che hanno lavorato in modo veloce e efficiente finché tutti i
messaggi fossero tradotti in tempo. E non dimentichiamo Pieter, il nostro designer grafico, che ha lavorato per
portare tutti i contenuti nel formato giusto e al posto giusto. Un grazie speciale anche ai nostri inserzionisti per
sostenere la nostra International Camellia Society.
Godete la lettura di questo Journal. Vi auguro tutto il meglio e forse ci potremo incontrare presto. Intanto
continuate per favore a inviarmi storie e fotografie delle vostre avventure con le camelie.
Grazie
Frieda Delvaux

Japanese translated by Tadashi Karato
会長のメッセージ2021
ICS会長として最後のメッセージを書くことは私にとって大きな喜びと名誉です。 6年前、私はICS会長に
選出されました。アジアおよび英語圏以外の国から最初に選出された会長です。会長に選出されたことで
かなり興奮していましたが、会長の任務を引き継ぐという大きな課題と圧力に直面していることも感じま
した。過去6年間、私は多くの経験をし、多くのことを学び、多くの時間を椿の世界で過ごしました。たく
さんの人に会い、感謝することがたくさんありました。会長時代がとても幸運だったか、とても不運だっ
たのかわかりません。私にとって不幸な経験は、世界中が直面したCovid－19でした。パンデミックは実際
にはまだ私たちの通常の生活に影響を及ぼしています。幸運なことは、私は多くのICSメンバー、特に前会
長、副会長、すべての理事および役員からの支援に強く支えられました。私は彼らの支援なしには会長と
しての職務を遂行することができませんでした。過去6年間に私を助け、支えてくれたすべての人に心から
感謝します！
Covid-19によって、お互いに会い、共通の愛する椿の美しさを共有し、過去2年間の椿に関する専門知識
を交換する多くの機会を失いました。しかし中国で開催された2016年の大理会議とフランスで開催された
2018年のナント会議は、私たちに交流の機会を与え、忘れられない印象を残しました。これらの会議の成
功に多大な貢献をしてくれたすべての人々に心から感謝します！
五島会議の開催を成功させるために、五島市と日本の椿の友人たちは何年にも渡る準備に務めました。五
島会議の中止は、五島市と組織委員会に多くの困難と大きな経済的損失をもたらしました。会議組織委員
会、市町村、五島市の方々、椿の仲間の皆様のご尽力とご苦労に心より感謝申し上げます。
また、Covid-19のために、イタリアのマジョーレ湖畔のヴェルバニアで予定されていた2022年の会議
は、2023年3月に延期されなければなりませんでした。会議の遅れにより、イタリアの主催者にいくつかの
困難が生じました。しかし、イタリアの友人は会議を成功させると確信しています。
2022-2024年の任期の会長と副会長の選挙は成功裏に終わりました。選出されたすべての会長および副会長
に心からお祝い申し上げます！新しい選挙が私たちの協会に新しい進歩、そして新しい繁栄をもたらすこ
とを願っています！
全世界のすべての人々がすぐに通常の生活に戻り、私たちの椿がいつものように明るく美しく咲くことを
願っています。椿の友達全員が幸せになり、健康を楽しんでくださいますように！
管 開雲
教授、博士、ICS会長
訳
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柄戸

正

2020

ウェブレポート

現在のICSウェブサイトhttps://internationalcamellia.orgは、大理（中国雲南省）で開催された2016ICS会議
で理事が承認したテンプレートに基づいて、2017年1月に開始されました。 2018年から、携帯電話からウ
ェブサイトにアクセスできるようになりました。 2021年3月、ICSウェブサイトのセクションとして誕生し
たカメリア ウェブ レジスターは、ICR（インターナショナル カメリア レジスター）に移動され、統
合されました。何千もの写真や図を収集するICRは、ツバキ登録者である王仲朗教授によって管理されてい
ます。 ICRは、https：//camellia.iflora.cnで直接取得するか、ICSウェブサイトのホームページの「カメリア
レジスター」ボタンから取得できます。国際協会なので、英語、日本語、中国語など、複数の言語でアク
セスできます。
2020年11月から2021年10月までのICSウェブサイトのクリック数は54,828回（2020年は52.719回）で、2
月にピークがあり、前年は4月にピークがあったことが異なっています。それでも、地域別のアクセスは変
わらず、クリック数は米国で21,513回、英国で12,318回、オーストラリアで6,964回、ニュージーランドで
1,835回、イタリアで1,105回でした。逆に、中国と日本では、クリック数が非常に少ないため、言語の壁
が反映されています。 ICRがすでにそうであるように、次のウェブサイトは多言語であるべきだと思いま
す。
最後になりましたが、私は2022-24年の会長に選出されましたので、多言語を刷新して実装できる新しいウ
ェブマネージャーを提案します。
訳

柄戸

正

J53編集者レポート

フリーダ

デルボー

異常な一年が過ぎました。ジャーナルのこの新版を見ると、記事を書くためのインスピレーションは、確
かに少なくはありませんでした。
残念ながら、私たち全員が知っている理由で旅行レポートは限られたままですが、私たちはワクチン接種
を受けており、いくつかの国がほとんどの制限を段階的に解除しています。私たちはようやく新しい旅行
計画を立て始めることができます。
このジャーナルが関しては、いくつかの新しい出版物があり、いくつかの記事では、椿の歴史を少し取り
上げています。他のすべての興味深い記事については、目次を参照したいと思います。
管開雲教授はメッセージの中で、ICS役員とICS地域役員の選挙についてすでに言及していました。このジ
ャーナルには、その任期2022-2024に更新された有効な情報があります。
すでにお気づきのように、ジャーナルのハードコピーはなくならず、印刷版は継続されます。 ICSのウェ
ブサイトでアーカイブを検索したい方のために、このジャーナルのPDFもアップロードされ、いつでも都
合の良いときに閲覧できます。
発表された椿の物語と情報を提供してくれたすべての人に感謝の意を込めてこのメモを締めくくります。
お陰様で内容豊かな小冊子になりました。
また、すべてのメッセージを時間内に翻訳するために一生懸命かつ迅速に取り組んだ翻訳者チームにも感
謝します。グラフィックデザイナーのピーター
も忘れないでください。彼はすべてのコンテンツを適切な形式で適切な場所に配置することを今回も成功
しています。また、国際椿協会を支援してくださる広告主にも感謝いたします。
この冊子を読んで楽しんでください。皆様のご多幸をお祈りしております。またお会いできることを願っ
ております。それまで同様、椿の冒険、物語、写真を送ってください。
ありがとうございました。
フリーダ
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Portuguese translated by Joana Andresen-Guedes
Mensagem do Presidente 2021
É com grande prazer e honra que escrevo esta mensagem, a minha última mensagem como Presidente da
ICS. Há seis anos, fui eleito como Presidente da ICS, o primeiro Presidente eleito da Ásia, bem como de um
país que não fala inglês. Fiquei bastante entusiasmado por ser eleito Presidente, mas também senti que estava
a enfrentar um grande desafio e pressão para assumir o dever da presidência. Durante os últimos seis anos,
experienciei muito, aprendi muito e passei muito do meu tempo no mundo das camélias. Conheci muitas pessoas
e havia muitas coisas para eu apreciar. Não sei se devo dizer que tive muita sorte ou muito azar durante a minha
presidência. A experiência infeliz para mim foi o Covid-19, com a qual fomos confrontados em todo o mundo. Na
verdade, a pandemia ainda influencia a nossa vida normal. A minha sorte foi que fui fortemente apoiado pela
maioria dos nossos membros da ICS, especialmente o apoio da Presidente Emérita, dos Vice-Presidentes, de
todos os Directores e Oficiais. Não poderia desempenhar as minhas funções como presidente sem o seu apoio. Os
meus profundos agradecimentos a todos aqueles que me ajudaram e apoiaram durante os últimos seis anos!
Por causa do Covid-19, perdemos muitas oportunidades de nos encontrarmos, de partilhar a beleza das
nossas amadas camélias e os nossos conhecimentos sobre camélias nos últimos dois anos. No entanto, o
Congresso em Dali de 2016 na China e o Congresso em Nantes de 2018 em França deram-nos oportunidades
de intercâmbio e deixaram-nos impressões inesquecíveis. Os meus sinceros agradecimentos a todas as pessoas
que tanto contribuíram para o sucesso destes congressos!
Os nossos amigos das camélias no Japão passaram muitos anos nos preparativos da realização do congresso
de Goto, na cidade de Goto. O cancelamento do congresso de Goto trouxe muitas dificuldades, bem como
grandes prejuízos económicos à Cidade de Goto e ao Comité Organizador. Gostaria de expressar os nossos
sinceros agradecimentos à Comissão Organizadora do Congresso, ao governo municipal, ao povo da Cidade de
Goto e aos nossos amigos das camélias no Japão por todos os seus esforços e contribuições!
Também por causa do Covid-19, o nosso congresso previsto para 2022 na Verbania, Lago Maggiore, Itália,
teve que ser adiado para Março de 2023. O atraso do congresso causou algumas dificuldades aos nossos
anfitriões em Itália. Mas estou certo de que os nossos amigos italianos também farão do congresso um sucesso.
A eleição para Presidente e Vice-presidentes para o mandato de 2022-2024 foi realizada com sucesso. As
minhas calorosas felicitações a todos os eleitos, Presidente e Vice-Presidentes! Espero que a nova eleição traga
um novo olhar, um novo progresso e uma nova prosperidade à nossa sociedade!
Espero que todas as pessoas em todo o mundo voltem em breve à vida normal e que as nossas camélias
floresçam tão brilhantes e belas como de costume. Felicidades para todos os nossos entusiastas de camélias e
que gozem de boa saúde!
Guan Kaiyun
Prof., Dr., Presidente da ICS

Relatório WEB de 2021
O actual website da ICS https://internationalcamellia.org começou em Janeiro de 2017, com base no modelo
aprovado pelos Directores na Conferência da ICS de 2016 em Dali (Yunnan, China). A partir de 2018, o website
está acessível a partir de telemóveis. Em Março de 2021, o Registo Web de Camélias, nascido como uma
secção do site Web da ICS, foi transferido e consolidado no ICR (Registo Internacional de Camélias). O ICR,
que recolhe muitos milhares de fotografias e desenhos, é gerido pelo nosso Registador de Camélias, Professor
Z. Wang. O ICR pode ser recuperado directamente em https://camellia.iflora.cn ou a partir do botão “Camellia
Register” na página inicial do website da ICS. Como deve ser no caso de uma sociedade internacional, é
acessível em várias línguas - inglês, japonês, chinês.
Os cliques no website do ICS de Novembro de 2020 a Outubro de 2021 foram 54.828 (52.719 em 2020), com
um pico em Fevereiro, diferente dos anos anteriores, em que o pico foi em Abril. No entanto, o acesso por zona
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geográfica não mudou, com 21.513 cliques dos EUA, 12.318 do Reino Unido, 6.964 da Austrália, 1.835 da Nova
Zelândia, e 1.105 da Itália. Em contrapartida, da China e do Japão, os cliques são realmente poucos, reflectindo
assim as barreiras linguísticas. Penso que o próximo website deve ser multilingue, como o ICR já é.
Por último, mas não menos importante, uma vez que fui eleito Presidente para 2022-24, irei propor um novo
Gestor Web que possa renovar e implementar um site multilingue.

Relatório da Editora Frieda Delvaux
Acabou mais um ano fora do comum, embora ao olhar para esta nova edição da Revista, notamos que a
inspiração para escrever artigos não diminuiu.
Infelizmente, os relatórios de viagem ficaram limitados por razões que todos conhecemos, mas uma vez
que muitos de nós fomos vacinados e vários países estão a libertar, aos poucos, a maioria das restrições,
poderemos finalmente começar a fazer novos planos de viagem.
No que diz respeito a esta Revista, existem novamente algumas Novas Publicações e, em vários artigos,
podemos também retomar um pouco da história da Camélia. Para todos os outros artigos interessantes, peço
que consultem o índice.
Na sua mensagem, o Prof. Guan Kaiyun já falou sobre as eleições para Oficiais da ICS e Oficiais Regionais da
ICS. Nesta Revista encontrarão a informação actualizada, válida para o período 2022-2024.
Como já notaram, a cópia impressa da Revista não desapareceu e as edições impressas vão continuar.
Para aqueles que preferem pesquisar o Arquivo no nosso sítio web ICS, o PDF desta Revista também será
carregado, para consulta em qualquer altura e quando desejar.
Encerro esta nota com muitos agradecimentos a todos os que forneceram as histórias e informações sobre
Camélias, resultando novamente numa revista bem preenchida.
Gostaria também de agradecer à Equipa de Tradutores que trabalhou arduamente e rapidamente para que
todas as mensagens fossem traduzidas a tempo e não esquecemos o nosso designer gráfico, Pieter, que
conseguiu uma vez mais incluir todo o conteúdo no formato certo e no lugar certo. Agradecimentos especiais
também aos nossos anunciantes, por apoiarem a nossa Sociedade Internacional das Camélias.
Esperando que desfrutem da leitura da revista, desejo-lhes muitas felicidades e que talvez nos encontremos de
novo brevemente.
Entretanto, continuem por favor a enviar as vossas aventuras com camélias, histórias e fotografias.
Obrigada.
Frieda Delvaux

Spanish translated by Pilar Vela
Mensaje del Presidente 2021
Es un gran placer y un honor para mí escribir este mensaje, mi último mensaje como presidente de la ICS. Hace
seis años fui elegido como presidente de la ICS, el primer presidente electo de Asia y de un país de habla no
inglesa. Estaba muy emocionado por esta elección, pero a la vez sentía que me enfrentaba a un gran desafío y
presión al asumir el deber de la presidencia. Durante los últimos seis años experimenté mucho, aprendí mucho
y pasé mucho de mi tiempo en el mundo de la Camelia. He conocido a mucha gente y tengo muchas cosas
que agradecer. No sé si debería decir que tuve mucha suerte o muy mala suerte durante mi presidencia. La
experiencia desafortunada fue el Covid-19 al que nos enfrentamos en todo el mundo. De hecho, la pandemia
todavía influye en nuestra vida normal. Mi suerte fue que fui fuertemente apoyado por la mayoría de nuestros
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miembros, especialmente el Presidente Inmediato Anterior, los Vicepresidentes, y todos los Directores
y Oficiales. Sin su apoyo no habría podido cumplir con mis deberes como presidente. ¡Mi más profundo
agradecimiento a todos los que me ayudaron durante los últimos seis años!
En los últimos dos años, debido al Covid-19, perdimos muchas oportunidades de reunirnos, compartir la
belleza de nuestras queridas camelias e intercambiar experiencias sobre las camelias. Sin embargo, el éxito del
Congreso de Dali en 2016, en China, y el Congreso de Nantes en 2018, en Francia, nos brindaron oportunidades
de intercambio y nos dejaron impresiones inolvidables. ¡Mi sincero agradecimiento a todas aquellas personas
que aportaron su gran contribución al éxito de estos congresos!
Para celebrar con éxito el congreso de Goto, la ciudad de Goto y nuestros amigos de la camelia en Japón
pasaron muchos años preparándose. La cancelación de este congreso trajo muchas dificultades, así como
grandes pérdidas económicas para la ciudad de Goto y el Comité Organizador. ¡Me gustaría expresar nuestro
sincero agradecimiento al Comité Organizador del Congreso, al gobierno municipal, a la gente de la ciudad de
Goto y a nuestros amigos de la camelia japoneses por todos sus esfuerzos y contribuciones!
También debido al Covid-19, nuestro congreso planeado para 2022 en Verbania, Lago Maggiore, Italia, ha
tenido que posponerse hasta marzo de 2023. El retraso del congreso también causó algunas dificultades
a nuestros anfitriones en Italia. Pero estoy seguro de que nuestros amigos italianos harán que el congreso
también sea un éxito.
Las elecciones para Presidente y Vice-presidentes para el período 2022-2024 se han realizado con éxito. ¡Mis
cálidas felicitaciones al Presidente y los Vice-presidentes elegidos! ¡Espero que las nuevas elecciones traigan
nueva imagen, progreso y prosperidad a nuestra sociedad!
Espero que todo el mundo vuelva a la vida normal pronto y nuestras camelias florezcan tan brillantes y
hermosas como de costumbre. ¡Que todos nuestros amigos de la camelia sean felices y disfruten de buena
salud!

Guan Kaiyun
Prof., Dr. , ICS President

Informe de la web 2020
La actual web de la ICS https://internationalcamellia.org comenzó en enero de 2017, utilizando como base la
plantilla aprobada por los Directores en la Conferencia de la ICS de 2016, en Dali (Yunnan, China). Desde 2018,
la web es accesible desde el teléfono móvil. En marzo de 2021, el Camellia Web Register, que nació como una
sección de la ICS, se trasladó y consolidó en el ICR (International Camellia Register). El ICR, que recopila miles
de fotografías y dibujos, es administrado por el Registrador de Camelias, el Profesor Z. Wang. El ICR se puede
recuperar directamente en https://camellia.iflora.cn o desde el botón “Camellia Register” en la página de inicio
de la web de la ICS. Al ser una sociedad internacional, es accesible en varios idiomas: inglés, japonés, chino.
Los clicks en la web de la ICS desde noviembre de 2020 a octubre de 2021 fueron 54.828 (52.719 en 2020),
con un pico en febrero, a diferencia de años anteriores, donde el pico fue en abril. No obstante, el acceso según
la geografía no varió, con 21.513 clicks desde EEUU, 12.318 del reino Unido, 6964 de Australia, 1.835 de Nueva
Zelanda y 1.105 de Italia. Por el contrario, en China y Japón los clicks son realmente pocos, lo que refleja las
barreras del idioma. Pienso que la próxima web debería estar en varios idiomas, como ya lo está el ICR.
Por último, no menos importante, dado que fui elegido presidente para 2022-2024, propondré un nuevo
administrador de la web, que pueda renovarla e implementar un multilenguaje.
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Informe del editor
Ha pasado otro año inusual, aunque mirando esta nueva edición del Journal, la inspiración para escribir
artículos, definitivamente no fue menor.
Desafortunadamente, los informes de viajes siguen siendo limitados por razones que todos conocemos,
pero dado que muchos de nosotros hemos sido vacunados y varios países están relajando la mayoría de las
restricciones, paso a paso, por fin podemos empezar a hacer nuevos planes de viaje.
En lo que se refiere a esta revista, de nuevo hay Nuevas Publicaciones, y en varios artículos podemos aprender
algo de historia de la camelia. Para todos los demás artículos interesantes, me gustaría hacer referencia a la
tabla de contenidos.
En su mensaje, el Profesor Guan Kaiyun ya habló de las elecciones para oficiales de la ICS y oficiales regionales.
En esta revista encontrará información actualizada, válida para el periodo 2022-2024.
Como ya habrás notado, la copia impresa del Journal no ha desaparecido y las ediciones impresas continuarán.
Para aquellos que prefieran buscar el archivo en nuestra web de la ICS, los PDF de esta revista también se
subirán, para su consulta en cualquier momento y según su conveniencia.
Cierro esta nota dando las gracias a todos los que proporcionaron historias e información sobre las camelias
para ser publicadas, consiguiendo de nuevo una impresión bien llena.
También me gustaría agradecer al Equipo de Traductores que trabajó duro y rápido para traducir todos los
mensajes tiempo, sin olvidarnos de nuestro diseñador gráfico, Pieter, que una vez más, logró encajar todos los
contenidos en el formato y lugar correctos.
Un agradecimiento especial también a nuestros anunciantes, por apoyar a nuestra International Camellia
Society.
Disfruta leyendo, te deseo lo mejor y que, tal vez, volvamos a reunirnos pronto.
Mientras, por favor, sigue enviando tus aventuras, historias y fotografías de camelias.
Gracias.
Frieda Delvaux
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PAZO DE SANTA CRUZ RIVADULLA

This garden is considered by many the most fascinating one in Galicia, due to its high
landscape value and its extraordinary richness in ornamental flora. The oldest
Camellia collection in Spain, along with a naturalized forest of wild camellia, are
nothing but an example of its uniqueness.
Garden Openings from Monday to Saturday
10:00 to 13:00 and 15:00 to 18:00 hours
Sundays and Public holidays only afternoons
Santa Cruz de Rivadulla – La Coruña – SPAIN

www.pazoderivadulla.com
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visitas@ortigueira.info

www.ortigueiraplant.com
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Photo provided by Wang Zhonglang.

As we have to wait another year for the
next Congress and the “official handover” to the new President, we would
like to thank Prof. Guan Kaiyun for his
continuous support and contribution to
the International Camellia Society during
the eight years of his Presidency.

We welcome Prof. Gianmario Motta as
our new President from January 2022 on
and wish him lots of success with his new
appointment.
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Photo by F.Delvaux
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Above photograph “In 2021, Mosaïc Camellias by António Salvador.” - with his permission.
Photograph on the back cover is an example of a table setting, with the Silver CentrePiece
“Japoneira Cidade do Porto” and Camellia candlesticks, created by Miguel Vaz d’Almada.
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